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Minutes of the IWG-LMNPP Meeting
30 August - 1 September 1995

VIC, Vienna, Austria

1. Opening

Mr. L.M. Davies took the Chair, opened the meeting at 09:30 on 30 August 1995.

2. Welcome

A. Mr. B. Semenov, Deputy Director General, Department of Nuclear Energy
and Safety, welcomed the delegates. In the opening speech he stressed the
importance of the subject of NPP Life Management for the IAEA and its
Member States and the role of the IWG-LMNPP for coordination of the
IAEA's activities in this field. He congratulated the IWG members for the
20 year anniversary of the Group's activities.

A growing interest in the IWG-LMNPP activities was noted, since more Member
States have expressed their willingness to participate in the work of the IWG. 24
countries and 2 international organizations have representatives in the IWG-LMNPP.

B. Opening speeches were also given by the Head of the Nuclear Power
Engineering Section, Mr. B. Gueorguiev and by IWG-LMNPP Chairman,
Mr. L.M. Davies.

C. In the ceremony to mark 20 years of the IWG activities Mr. P.E. Juhn,
Director, Division of Nuclear Power presented the anniversary certificates
to the IWG-LMNPP members.

3. The agenda for the meeting was accepted (Appendix 1). The list of delegates is
given in Appendix 2.

4. Summary notes of the 12th IWG meeting and meetings held in 1994-1995 were
distributed.

5. Mr. L. Ianko gave the progress report on IWG-LMNPP activities in 1994-1995.

The report on the state-of-the-art of the International Database for RPV Materials
was presented by Mr. Lyssakov. Mr. Muchamedshin gave a presentation on Design
Aspects of the Database.

6. Presentation of the National Programmes.

The following reports on national programmes on NPP life management were
presented.

An Overview of Actions Concerning Life Management of NPPs in Argentina -



A.A. Pochettino (Argentina)

Report to the IWG-LMNPP Meeting - T. Varga, G. Weimann (Austria)

IWG-LMNPP - Belgian National Report - J. Berthe (Belgium)

Information on Current Status of Equipment and Activities for Extension of NPP
Kozloduy Lifetime - B. Pekov (Bulgaria)

Overview on Activities Related to the Life Management of NPPs - Brazilian
Report - P.C. Tofani (Brazil)

Canadian Activities. Life Management of NPPs - M. Puls, C. Seni (Canada)

Activities in the Czech Republic for Reactor Pressure Components Lifetime
Management - M. Brumovsky (Czech Republic)

Overview on Some Recent Results of VTT's Research Programme on Assuring
NPP Structural Safety - K. Wallin (Finland)

Fracture Mechanics - D. Miannay (France)

Main Features of the Pressurized Component Life Management Related R&D
Activity in Hungary - F. Gillemot (Hungary)

Overview of the ANPA Activities in the Field of Life Management of NPPs -
A. Pini (Italy)

Present Status in Japan Related to LMNPP - 1 . Suzuki (Japan)

NPP Lifetime Improvement and Management Programme in Korea - S.Y. Hong
(Korea)

Situation in the Netherlands - A.M. van Dort (The Netherlands)

The Main Trends of Work on Lifetime Management of NPP - Y. Dragunov
(Russia)

A Quick Overview of Some Swiss NPP Ageing-Related Studies/Research - Ph.
Tipping (Switzerland)

Pressurized Equipment Integrity at Ukraine's NPPs. At-a- glance Impression of
Current Status - N. Zaritsky (Ukraine)

Presentation to IWG-LMNPP Meeting - B. Tomkins (UK)

Report on Some Research in the US that Relates to Life Management of NPP - C.
Pugh (USA)
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7. Activities of international organizations and groups.

The following reports were presented:

The Programme of OECD/NEA/CSNI Principal Working Group No. 3 on
Reactor Component Integrity - A. Miller (OECD/NEA)

PISC III Results on Action 3 Nozzles and Dissimilar Welds - S. Crutzen
(JRC, Petten, EC)

Summary of the PISC Round Robin Results on Wrought and Cast
Austenitic Steel Welds - S. Crutzen (JRC, Petten, EC)

Progress with the NESC Spinning Cylinder Project and Other NESC
Projects - S. Crutzen (JRC, Petten, EC)

The PISC Programme on Defective Steam Generator Tubes Inspection,
Summary Report - S. Crutzen (JRC, Petten, EC)

Lessons Learned form the PISC III Study of the Influence of Human
Factors on Inspection Reliability - S. Crutzen (JRC, Petten, EC)

European Networks in Industrial Integrity - S. Crutzen (JRC, Petten, EC)

AMES - Ageing Materials Evaluation and Studies - U. von Estorff (JRC,
Petten , EC)

Information on Working Group on Codes and Standards (WGCS) Activity -
J. Guinovart (EC)

8. Concrete Containment Database

The paper describing activities on Concrete Containment Database was presented
by Mr. Seni.

9. Relevant IAEA activities.

The following reports were presented:

IAEA Activities on Economic Aspects of NPP Life Management - C. Hu
(IAEA)

The IAEA Extrabudgetary Programme on the Safety of WWER and RBMK
Plants - R. Havel (IAEA)

Safety Aspects of NPP Ageing - J. Pacher (IAEA)

10. Two reports were presented on the CRP-III:
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"Summary Report on Results from the CRP-III (M. Brumovsky)

"Fracture Mechanics Toughness Results" (K. Wallin)

11. The list of IWG-LMNPP priorities

A smaller group of experts was formed under the leadership of Mr. S. Crutzen
(JRC, EC), to consider the recommendations of specialists meetings and reviewed the
priorities for future IWG-LMNPP activities. The list of priorities endorsed and adopted
by the IWG-LMNPP is given in Appendix 4 .

12. The IWG-LMNPP Terms of Reference

Modifications of the IWG Terms of Reference were considered by the team led by
Mr. L.M. Davies (UK). The approved Terms of Reference of the IWG-LMNPP are
included in Appendix 3.

14. Future Programmes

Both documents (the list of priorities and the Terms of Reference) were used as a
basis for the development of future IAEA Programmes on the subject of NPP life
management. The list of meetings recommended by the IWG-LMNPP to be organised by
the Agency in the framework of its programme on NPP life management is included as
Appendix 5.

15. On the basis of IWG priorities, plans and the report on IAEA activities on safety
aspects of NPP ageing and life management, the proposal on coordination of activities
between the IWG-LMNPP and the relevant activities in the Nuclear Safety Division was
approved and this is shown as Appendix 9.

16. The comment of Mr. R. Zemdegs (Canada) that in future meetings reports
presented should clearly concentrate on national and international aspects of NPP life
management, was welcomed by the Group.

17. The date of the next meeting was suggested as August 1997.
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Meeting of the International Working Group on
Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants

(IWG-LMNPP)

30 August - 1 September 1995

Vten/ia, Austria

Opening Address

Boris Semenov

Deputy Director General

International Atomic Energy Agency

On behalf of the Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency,

Mr. Hans Blix, I would like to welcome you to this Meeting of the International Working

Group on Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants.

The increasing world population, the universal desire for an improved standard

of living and improving economic conditions all lead to an increase in global demand for

energy. The problems are compounded by the need to study and then reduce the

emissions from burning fossil fuels. These factors inevitably mean an increase in demand

for electricity.

The choice of electric power sources in a country will depend upon many factors.

They include existing capacity, availability and cost of fuel, capital funds, and political

conditions. And nuclear power remains a viable option for electricity generation.

Nuclear energy is a proven technology that makes a large contribution to

electricity supply worldwide. At the beginning of 1995, there were some 432 nuclear

power plants operating in the world, with a total capacity of some 340 GW(e).

Nuclear power generation depends very much on the continued safe and economic

operation of existing plants. Nuclear power plants are getting older and, as time passes,



problems associated with plant ageing are becoming increasingly central to the industry

and attract the attention of the public media.

Extending the lifetimes of existing n. .!ear power plants reduces the demand for new

ones and defers decommissioning ana its associated waste disposal requirements.

Nuclear power plant lifetime is defined in many ways. Definitions may differ

depending on the consideration of technical, economic or licensed period. The ageing

of nuclear power plants has been defined as the continuous time dependent degradation

of materials due to actual operating conditions under normal and transient condition^.

Adequate monitoring of ageing effects to allow for a timely corrective action is required

in order to avoid a reduction in functional capability or even a loss of function of major

components. It is recognized that data availability is a key aspect for plant life

management and for the resolution of ageing related issues.

The IAEA programme in nuclear power plant life management promotes

information exchange between Member States with NPP programmes, offers assistance

to Member States with an interest in reliability of NPP components, in-service inspection

methods and programmes using on-line techniques and special technological topics of

nuclear reactors.

The objective of the Agency's programmes is to achieve the maximum productive

service life of the NPP, based on the reliability of reactor components, and in particular

to advance the understanding of degradation mechanisms encountered in NPP operation.

This is considered to be one of very important directions of Agency's activities and to

assure a high performance of this activity a special body called the International Working

Group was created. The International Working Group on Reliability of Reactor

Pressure Components, has contributed to carrying out many ageing related activities. In

1990, the Working Group in line with the Agency's policy decided to put a greater

emphasis on ageing and life management. It changed its name to International Working

Group on Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants and also revised the aims and

scope of its activities, which focus on aspects of reliable plant life management.

The objective of the International Working Group on Life Management of Nuclear

Power Plants (IWG-LMNPP) is now to provide Member States with information and

-a-
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guidance on design, materials, testing, maintenance, monitoring and mitigation of

degradation related to major components, with the aim of assuring high availability and

safe operation of NPPs. The objectives of the IWG is considered to be very important

for the world community and for the Agency and we are glad to notice that the IWG-

LMNPP is composed of representatives from 24 countries and two international

organizations. The IWG members are internationally recognized experts actively working

in the field of NPP life management and we would like to have your valuable advice and

comments regarding the Agency's programmes. We appreciate the great support of IWG

members and its Chairman in implementing the Agency programme, organizing

specialists meetings, developing the database and publications.

It should be stressed that the first meeting of the International Working Group

on Reliability of Reactor Pressure Components was held 20 years ago, in February 1975.

During these years, the group, all national representatives provided a significant

contribution to the development and implementation of the Agency's programmes. I

congratulate you with this anniversary and wish all experts who are and have been

members of the Group good health and success in all your activities.

This meeting of the International Working Group on Life Management of Nuclear

Power Plants (IWG-LMNPP) is organized to review the national programmes of the

countries and to advise the IAEA on its technical meetings and activities in the subject

areas taking into consideration current progress, problems and operating experience. We

hope that you will identify problem areas and recommend types of activities to be taken

by the IAEA for the assurance of reliable NPP operation.

Since not all countries have adequate resources for work in the field of NPP life

management, it was recommended that the IAEA could provide a great service by co-

ordinating information on the topic. Hosting of conferences, convening of technical

committees to analyse and summarize the state of the art and publishing of status

documents would provide significant assistance to Member States. The activities of the

Working Group are important global mechanisms which provide exchange of

information, discussion of programmes and problems in the area of nuclear power
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technology between Eastern and Western Member States as well as between

industrialized and developing countries. As a result of its activities a permanent link has

been provided between the IAEA and the national nuclear structures at technical and

scientific levels to channel the support (and the reactions) of Member States for the

IAEA nuclear power programme, and to co-ordinate national contributions to the

Agency's programme of activities.

I believe that the exchange of information in the coming days will make an

important contribution to reaching our common goal of achieving a high level of nuclear

performance and safety. The results of this meeting should help to clarify the main

issues for future work in 1997-2000, both for you and for us in the IAEA.

Concluding, I wish to all of you a successful and productive meeting. I also hope

that you will find some time to enjoy this beautiful country and learn from its rich

culture.

Thank you for your attention.



International Working Group on

Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants

Opening Speech

B. Gueorguiev

Head, Nuclear Power Engineering Section

The Nuclear Power Engineering Section is a section in the Division of Nuclear Power

in the Department of Nuclear Energy and Safety, reporting to the Director, Division of

Nuclear Power.

The objective of the Nuclear Power Engineering Section is to provide guidelines on

engineering support activities and to facilitate exchange of technology transfer and worldwide

technical information to Member States for the establishment of the national capabilities to

implement nuclear power programme and to assess and contribute to the improvement of

nuclear power plant operating performance. The section's "customers" are operating utilities,

plant owners and those organizations and institutions which support their activities.

The main tasks of the Section are:

to prepare and execute programmes in the fields of nuclear power plants

implementation, manpower development, evaluation and improvement of

nuclear power plant operational performance;

to facilitate the information exchange and transfer of nuclear power technology

to Member States through the delivery of publications, organization of training

courses, development of databases and providing support to TC projects;

to maintain and promote the use of the Agency's Power Reactor Information

System (PRIS) and NUSS Quality Assurance Safety Guides;

" to provide technical and scientific support to TC-projects on topics within the

scope of the section's programmes;
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to provide advisory services, missions and training courses to Member States

on topics wi- n the scope of the section's programmes;

to operate Co-ordinated Research Programmes to promote R&D and to

facilitate international exchange of information in topics relevant to the

section's programmes.

The Section Programme includes the following projects:

A.1.03 Nuclear Power Programme Implementation

Activities are directed towards development and improvement of technical/engineering

infrastructure for nuclear power programmes. The objective is to assist developing Member

States in achieving self-sufficiency in the systematic development and improvement of a

wide range of infrastructural facilities, including organizational structures and management,

systems and methodologies for training and manpower development and for the feedback of

experience from construction and operation to design. The activities include an analysis of

the construction and operating experience that identifies the feedback to design and

engineering work for better plant performance and also a guidance to establishing training

facilities, defining criteria for qualification of personnel and setting up the appropriate

measures to maintain competence and assess performance of training programmes.

A.2.01 Nuclear Power Plant Performance Assessment and Feedback

Activities are directed to assist Member States to achieve reliable and efficient

performance of nuclear power plants through the provision of information on the status and

operating experience, analyses of performance indicators and dissemination of the conditions

and guidance leading to this aim.

The computerized Power Reactor Information System (PRIS) and its personal

computer version, known as M1CROPRIS, has been made available to more than 280 users

(more than three time the number of PRIS mainframe users) in 54 Member States and 8

international organizations. The contents of PRIS have been improved to provide more

detailed information on reactor design characteristics. The establishment of country nuclear

power profiles database is in progress.

-u-
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A.2.03 Effective Quality Management of Nuclear Power Plants

Activities are directed to assist Member States in achieving overall plant reliability and

economic performance goals consistent with safe operation through successful quality

management practices through practical assistance, directed primarily at the senior and middle

level management in nuclear utilities and regulatory bodies. The goals are facilitating

recognition of and providing model practices for priority management issues which, when not

adequately recognized and addressed, can impair operational performance at nuclear power

plants. The issues include management practices for controlling quality and safety aspects

when using contractors, management of the utility-regulatory interface, identification and

solution of performance problems through exchange of experience at management level.

A.2.04 Man-Machine Interface

The work is directed to assist Member States to improve nuclear power plant

operational performance and safety through activities intended to reduce human errors by way

of a systematic guidance on and exchange of experience with man-machine interface and

closely related issues, including control and instrumentation, the use of computers and training

simulators. The activities include formulation of criteria of ..advanced control systems and

methodology for assessing major upgrades and backfitting p»ogrammes. The CRP has been

initiated to conduct studies on ageing of motor-operated isolation valves.

A.2.02 Nuclear Power Plant Life Management

Activities under this project are directed to assuring long-term reliable, economic and

safe operation of nuclear power plants. Objectives of the project include:

formulating a systematic approach and methodology for the management of

nuclear power plant ageing processes,

identifying the requirements for a suitable database contributing to life
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extension programmes,

completing the work on the optimization of reactor pressure vessel surveillance

programmes.

Activities in areas which are considered to be of importance are coordinated by

International Working Groups. In our Section we have IWGs on NPP Control and

Instrumentation, NPP Personnel Training and Qualification and Life Management of NPPs.

The first Meeting of the International Working Group on Reliability of Reactor

Pressure Components (IWG-RRPC) was held on 17-19 February 1975 in Vienna. 19

specialists from 11 countries and two international organizations participated in the Meeting.

The Terms of Reference and Programme of activities were elaborated and approved. In 1990

the decision was taken to expand the area of the IWG interest and modify its objectives

according to the Agency's programme on NPP Life Management.

During this 20 years the Group contributed a lot to the Agency's goal of facilitating exchange

of information, providing practical guidance in the field. This is an important anniversary and

I wish to congratulate you with this event.

This Meeting of the International Working Group is held at a very important moment.

A lot of work has been done in the field of NPP life manaf°nient in Member States. The

Agency's project A.2.02 includes a number of specialists meeu.igs, development of a database,

preparation of publications and support of relevant TC projects. The topics covered a wide

range of structural material and component specific issues, operational lifetime limiting

features and mitigation measures.

Speaking about Specialists Meeting programmes, it should be noted that the meetings

were very well organized and provided valuable material, proceedings were published and

they presented useful information packages.

The Specialists Meetings also resulted in conclusions and recommendations. We

consider these "documents to be of a special value and hope that they together with results of

other Agency activities, relevant activities of international organizations and groups, reports
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presented by national representatives will form a basis for discussions on future programmes

in the field of NPP life management.

The Specialists Meetings were hosted by Argentina, Ukraine, Japan and USA.

National representatives from these countries played a key role in hosting and organizing the

meeting and they also served as Chairman of the Organizing committees respectively.

I wish to express my appreciation to members of the IWG Messrs. D. Jinchuk, E. Grinik, I.

Suzuki and C. Pugh for their contribution to the Agency's activities, their cooperation and

support. Special thanks to Mr. L.M. Davies whose Chairmanship of a number of IAEA

Specialists Meetings and the Conference "The Nuclear Power Option" assured fruitful

discussions and contributed to a large extent to the success of the events.

In the programme for 1997-1998 we would ask you also to consider general issues

which limit NPP lifetime from material/component/plant aspects. We think the programme

should be aimed at facilitating exchange of information and experience in the field of

understanding and monitoring of ageing mechanisms affecting main NPP systems and

components. It should result in providing guidance on general issues which limit NPP

lifetime, practical assistance in identification of NPP lifetime limiting features, mitigation

measures and their impact. We would also appreciate your advise and comments regarding

goals, objectives of the Agency's project on NPP Life Management, prioritization of its

activities.

The Terms of Reference of the IWG concentrate on technological aspects of NPP

ageing and life management. The decision regarding NPP operational lifetime is taken by the

utility on a basis of economic performance, even though regulatory requirements are

mandatory. In this light there seems to be a need to cover in the IWG activities to some

extend economic aspects of NPP life management, taking into account relevant programmes

of the IAEA and other organizations.

You have a full agenda this week. I believe that your recommendations regarding the

future IAEA programme are important, will allow us to concentrate on problem areas and

assure fruitful and beneficial information exchange.

I hope you will have a good meeting and enjoy your stay in Vienna.

- 1 1 -
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IWG-LMNPPMeeting - 30 August to 1 September 1995

Opening Address

L.M. Davies

It is a pleasure for me to be here again in Vienna to work with you.

It is a pleasant experience to welcome an even greater number of National
Representatives to this IWG-LMNPP meeting. As has been commented upon previously,
a measure of the success of this IWG is that the membership continues to grow. This
together with the continuing support of existing members is a measure of success in that
the Member States see value in our activities to the extent of this increasing support for
our activities.

I would like to thank Dr. Semenov, the Deputy Director General of the IAEA for
his words here today and for his support and wise advice over the years. It has been
most appreciated. At the same time I would like to thank Mr. Juhn the Director of the
Nuclear Power Division for continued support. Mr. Alan Boothroyd returned to Canada
from the IAEA at the end of May and I should like to thank him also on your behalf for
his encouragement and support during his term at the IAEA. His replacement, Mr.
Gueorguiev from Bulgaria, has recently been appointed to that position of Head of the
Nuclear Power Engineering Section and I am sure we all look forward to working with
him. Even in the short period of time we have seen his active support of this Group.
Mr. Ianko is still here but he will have left at a convenient stage before the next IWG
meeting. In my view there is no time that will be convenient. In advance of his report I
would like it to be reported that his work on behalf of the IWG and the IAEA has been of
a high standard and while I know he has made many friends amongst colleagues. I
particularly appreciate his contribution to our work on both a personal and professional
level. His has been a large contribution to our work.

Mr. Gueorguiev mentioned the Specialists meetings that have been held and 1
would like to thank the representatives and their colleagues, from the host countries, who
organized those meetings and also the IAEA for helping to make them a success. I would
like to remind you of the forthcoming meeting in Finland on the subject of irradiation
effects. This is a subject that has persisted for the duration of, and before this group was
formed - and it now continues to be important in the light of the annealing of the Loviisa
PV and the increased current interest in the US on the possibilities of annealing following
the renewed interest in relating PTS limits to PV weld compositional variations.

Our Agenda for this week is a full one and, in general, the programme will be to
review our work since the last IWG-LMNPP meeting, consider current national
programmes and possible relevant programmes both inside the IAEA and also
international programmes. We will then review the IWG-LMNPP priorities taking into
account the content of existing and planned programmes and the conclusions and
recommendations from Specialists meetings.

I trust that we have a good stay and a busy meeting, and I will now hand over to
Mr. Ianko our Scientific Secretary.
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5.

Results
of the IWG-IMNPP Meeting

(3-9 February 15941

1. Recommended Specialists Meetings, Database
activities, CRPs, publications

2. List of the IWG-LMNPP priorities

3. Modification of the Terms of Reference

Proceedings of the IWG Meeting published as
"IWG-LMNPP-94/2"
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IAEA Programme A2.02
"Nuclear Power Plants Life

anagement"
for 1994-1995

A. rWG-LMNPP Meeting

IL Specialists Meetings (SPM)
Non-Destructive Examination
Advanced Structural Integrity Assessment Procedures
Erosion and Corrosion of NPP Materials
Technology for NPP Lifetime Management
Cracking in LWR RPV Head Penetrations
Irradiation Embrittlement and Mitigation

£L Development of the International
Database on NPP Life Management

EL Coordinated Research Programme
(CRP)

Completing the CRP on RPV Surveillance Programmes
CRP on RPV Primary Nozzle (in the framework of the IAEA
Pilot Studies on NPP Life Management)

K Publication

NPP Lifetime: The Owner's Point of View

r • Technical Cooperation Projects

Research Contracts and Agreements

33'



IWG-LMNPP Current Priorities

1. Radiation Damage and Annealing of RPV

surveillance data base
optimization of surveillance programmes
annealing

2. RPV Integrity Assessment

fracture mechanics
NDE

. material data bases

3. Integrity Assessment of Primary Circuit

LBB
NDE
corrosion and water chemistry
monitoring (loads, water chemistry)

4. SG Life Management

corrosion and water chemistry
NDE
replacement and repair

5. Reactor Internals Integrity

radiation damage
corrosion (IASCC)

6. Concrete Structures Ageing

degradation
NDE

7. Secondary Circuit Integrity

erosion corrosion

water chemistry (optimization and monitoring)

8. Plant Life Management of Other Components - Cables etc.

Other Important Items
guidelines
codes and standards
quality (assurance)
economics

- 3 3



8.

Implementation

of the IAEA Programme on

NPP Life Management

in 1994-1995

- 3 H -



9.

Specialists Meeting
on

Advanced Structural Integrity Assessment
Procedures

San Carlos de Bariloche, Argentina

14-18 March 1994

The purpose of the Meeting was to discuss recent results in the
field of methodology for the structural integrity assessment of NPP
components.
The scope of the meeting included deterministic and probabilistic
approaches.
The papers covered the following topics: Leak-Before-Break Concepts;
Non-Destructive Examination (NDE) and Surveillance Results; Statistical
Evaluation of NDE Data; Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) Evaluation;
Fatigue Effects, and Verification Qualification.

32 participants from 8 countries attended the Meeting
16 papers presented

The meeting was chaired by Mr. L.M. Davies.

Chairman of the Organizing Committee was Mr. D. Jinchuk

The proceedings were published as "IWG-LMNPP-94/4"
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WORKING MATERIAL

ADVANCED STRUCTURAL

INTEGRITY

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

PROCEEDINGS OF A SPECIALISTS MEETING
ORGANIZED BY THE

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
AND HELD IN

SAN CARLOS DE BARILOCHE,
ARGENTINA, 14 -17 MARCH 1994
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11.

Specialists Meeting
on

Non-Destructive Examination Practices
and Results

State of the Art and PTSC TIT Results

Petten, The Netherlands, 8-10 March 1994

The Specialists Meeting was organized jointly by the IAEA
International Working Group on Life Management of Nuclear Power
Plants (IWG-LMNPP), OECD/NEA PWG-3 on Reactor Component
Integrity and CEC Joint Research Centre, Institute for Advanced
Materials.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss recent results in the
field of non-destructive examination of steel components and weldments
including capability and reliability of NDE methods, NDE techniques for
detecting defects in order to assure structural integrity.
This was also the final meeting of the Programme for Inspection of Steel
Components (PISC).

There were 129 participants from 19 countries and 34 papers were
presented.

The proceedings were published by the European Commission.
EUR-15906
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13.

Specialists Meeting
on

Erosion and Corrosion of NPP Materials

Kiev, Ukraine, 19-21 September 1994

(jointly organized by the IAEA and OECD/NEA),
hosted by the Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev

The papers covered problems like corrosion and stress corrosion in
different environments, strain induced corrosion cracking, hydrogen
embrit'lement of steels typical for RPVs, effects of metallurgical variables
on stress corrosion cracking.

Discussion and recommendations were aimed at better
understanding of corrosion and erosion mechanisms of reactor
components, in order to provide guidance and recommendations for
monitoring, mitigation measures and directions for further investigations.

The Specialists Meeting was attended by 70 delegates from 14
countries and 2 International Organizations.
24 papers were presented.

The meeting was chaired by Mr. L.M. Davies.

Chairman of the Organizing Committee: Pr. E. Grinik

The proceedings of the Meeting were published as IAEA
"IWG-LMNPP 94/8".
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EROSION and CORROSION

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

MATERIALS

PROCEEDINGS
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19-22 SEPTEMBER 1994
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15.

Specialists Meeting
on

Technology for NPP Lifetime Management
Tokyo, Japan, 15-17 November 1994

The meeting was hosted by the Japan Power Engineering and
Inspection Corporation (JAPEIC).

The papers covered technology for NPP components lifetime
management, the problems of main degradation processes in key
components, monitoring, data collection and storage, methods for
residual life assessment and their limitation, mitigation measures and
national approaches to life management of NPPs.

There were 63 participants from 13 countries.
20 papers presented.

The meeting was chaired by Mr.L.M.Davies

The Chairman of the Organizing Committee was Mr.I.Suzuki

The proceedings of the meeting were published as
"IWG-LMNPP 94/9".
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Specialists Meeting
on

Cracking in LWR RPV Head Penetrations

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
2-4 May 1995

The Meeting was attended by 39 participants from 12 countries

Presentations were aimed at achieving a better understanding of the

behaviour of reactor component materials,providing guidance and

recommendations to assure reliability and adequate performance.

The Meeting was chaired by J.Strosnider and L.M.Davies

The proceedings were published as "IWG-LMNPP 95/1"
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PROCEEDINGS
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2 - 4 MAY 1995
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17.

International Meetings supported by the
IWG-LMNPP

l.
International Workshop on

WWER-440 Reactor Pressure Vessel Embrittlement and
Annealing,

Zavazna Poruba, Slovak Republic, 29-51 March 1994

Organized by the Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Slovak
Republic in cooperation with the International Atomic Energy Agency.

The purpose of the Workshop was to discuss the WWER 440
model 230 reactor pressure vessel integrity in terms of the measures
already taken, current activities and future plans. The meeting was
arranged in two parts, namely, the Scientific programme (Chaired by
Academician L.M. Davies) followed by the consideration, review and
revision of the IAEA Consultancy report on RPV Embrittlement and
Annealing (Chaired by Mr. D. Goodison).

There were 66 participants from 13 countries and 26 papers were
presented.

The proceedings were published as "IWG-LMNPP 94/3".



WORKING MATERIAL

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP
ON

WWER-440 REACTOR PRESSURE
VESSEL EMBRITTLEMENT AND

ANNEALING
(SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATIONS)

ORGANIZED BY THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY AUTHORITY
OF THE SLOVAK REPUBLIC IN COOPERATION WITH

THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

ZAVA2NA PORUBA, SLOVAK REPUBLIC
29-31 MARCH 1994
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2.
Third International Conference on

Material Science Problems in NPP Equipment
Production and Operation

Russia, Moscow-St. Petersburg, June 17-22, 1994

One hundred and ten specialists from 16 countries took part in the
Conference.
79 reports were presented covering:

ageing of NPP equipment materials;
NDT techniques for the estimation of materials;
fracture mechanics criteria;
NPP equipment service life extension (13 reports).

The main results of the International programme PISC-III were
discussed, as well as the state-of-the-art of ENIQ, AMES, NESC
programmes and some sections of the TACIS programme.
Abstracts and papers presented were published in conference
proceedings.



WORKING MATERIAL

MATERIAL SCIENCE PROBLEMS IN

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTION AND OPERATION

SUMMARIES, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL

CONFERENCE
ORGANIZED BY CRISM "PROMETEY" (RUSSIA)

IN COOPERATION WITH THE
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

RUSSIA, MOSCOW-ST.PETERSBURG,
17-22 JUNE 1994
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22.

Development of the International
Database on NPP Life

anagement

History

Database specification

Database agreement



THE INTERNATIONAL DATA BASE ON NPP's
AGEING MANAGEMENT AND LIFE EXTENSION

DATA BASE ON REACTOR*
PRESSURE VESSEL (

DATA BASE ON PRIMARY
PIPING

DATA BASE ON
CONTAINMENT

DATA BASE ON OTHER
KEY COMPONENTS

IAEA input (CRP III)

Member States input

IAEA input

Member States input

IAEA input

Member States input

IAEA input

Member States input

• at the present time the data base refers only to material properties data
(thermal and irradiation effects)

Fig. 2. Data Base on Ageing Management and life Extension Structure
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INTERNATIONAL DATABASE ON

AGEING MANAGEMENT AND LIFE

EXTENSION

DATABASE SPECIFICATION

• I
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Consultancy held in Moscow, Russia, 6-8 March 1995.

Steps for the data gathering exercise,

a system for monitoring the progress of data acquisition

and utilization agreed.

The Agreement on Database (with the help of the IAEA

Legal Division) prepared,

the document "Database Specification" developed.



Actions:

official letters with a request to join

the Database on RPV to be sent to Member

States

start collecting data

-S3-



Advisory Group Meeting
(deferred from 1994 to be held in 1995).

Date and venue will be determined when data

gathering process starts.



Since the middle of March 1995 all activities

regarding the Database development has been taken

over by Mr. V. Lyssakov.

His presentation on the Database status is in the

Agenda.

-SS'



25.

Completing the CRP on Optimizing of
RPV Surveillance Programmes and their

Analysis (Phase III)

Database of CRP-III results

Preparation of the final publication



Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on

Optimizing of Reactor Pressure Vessel

Surveillance Programmes and their Analysis

Phase III



1

\

CEP_
on Optimizing of Reactor Pressure Vessel Surveillance

_and their Analysis



-11 -

The CRP on RPV Surveillance Programmes has been

completed.

The database of results generated in the CRP prepared

in the form of a diskette and also published as a book

(two volumes- IWG-LMNPP 94/7).

The final document is in progress (M.Brumovsky)



WORKING MATERIAL

FINAL DATABASE REPORT

on

IAEA CRP on Optimizing of Reactor
Pressure Vessel Surveillance Programmes

and their Analysis

Volume I
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Coordinated Research Programme
on

"Management of Ageing of RPV Primary

Nozzle"

(in the framework of Pilot Studies on NPP Ageing,

where studies of MOV, cables, concrete containment and

primary nozzle are conducted) - Jointly with NENS.

-61-



Coordinated Research Programme
DJ1_

"Management of Ageing of RPV Primary Nozzle^

PARTICIPANTS:

France

Switzerland

Sweden

Hungary

Russia

Finland

Germany

Slovak Rep.

Czech Rep.

AEA Technology (UK) indicated a wish to join the Programme



The RCM was held in September 1994 in Finland.

Phase I of the CRP is completed.

The document published.

Phase II has started.
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Meeting

QL
the Coordinated Research Programme

OIL

"Management of Ageing of RPV Primary Nozzle"

is planned for 1996



The Specialists Meetings held in 1994-1995 in the framework of the IWG
LMNPP were hosted by Argentina, Ukraine, Japan and USA;
the Meeting of the Coordinated Research Programme on RPV Primar}
Nozzle was hosted by Finland.

National representatives from these countries played a key role in
hosting and organizing the meeting.

I wish to express my appreciation to members of the FWG Messrs.
D. .Tinchuk. E. Grinik. I. Suzuki. C. Pugh and K Torronen for their
contribution to the Agency's activities, their cooperation and support.

Special thanks to Mr. L.M. Da vies whose Chairmanship of a number of
IAEA Meetings assured fruitful discussions and contributed to a large
extent to the success of the events.

GQ-



Publication on

'NPP Operational Lifetime - The Owner's Point of Viewr

Advisory Group Meeting was held from 23 to 25

February 1995 in Vienna.

Chapter headings, detailed scope elaborated.

Letters to suggested authors sent.

Two consultancies on the subject are planned to be held

in 1995 and 1996.

Date and scope should be determined on a basis of the

reactions and proposals of authors.



Training Course

"Ageing Phenomena and

Diagnosis for WWER-Type Reactors"

was held from 29 May to 16 June 1995,

in Trnava, Slovak Republic.

19 participants from 8 countries using WWER type

reactors for electricity generation took part in the course

Organized jointly with the IWG-NPPCI.



INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP
on

LIFE MANAGEMENT of NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

SPECIALISTS MEETING
on

IRRADIATION EMBRITTLEMENT

AND MITIGATION

Finland, Espoo

23-26 October 1995

INFORMATION SHEET



Specialists Meeting on "Irradiation Embrittlemenr and Mitigation"

The purpose of the Meeting is to provide an international forum

for discussion on recent results in research and utility experience on:

• radiation damage and its surveillance,

annealing and re-embrittlement of PWR, WWER, and BWR

reactor pressure vessel materials.

Papers are expected to focus on the following areas:

mechanism of radiation damage,

effects of operating parameters (flux, temperature, time etc.),

results from surveillance programmes and their analysis,

fracture mechanics testing and evaluation,

annealing and optimization of the process,

re-embrittlement after annealing.



Consultancy on "Optimizing Water Chemistry

for Successful Corrosion Control" is planned for

1996.

Will be organized and held jointly with NENF

(they also have a CRP on relevant topic).



Specialists Meeting
on

"Steam Generator Repair and

Replacement".

Planned for 1996.



Specialists Meeting
on

"Optimized In-Service Inspection
Programmes and

Reduction of Maintenance Costs"

Planned for 1996.

According to proposals from IWG members

arrangements were made to change the subject to

"Sub-Critical Crack Growth"

93-



Technical Cooperation Projects

ARG/4/080 "Integrity of PHWR Pressure

Vessel"

ARG/4/082 "Behaviour of NPP Components"

BRA/4/042 "Stress-Strain Analysis of Nuclear

Reactor Components"

PAK/4/037 "Corrosion Fatique Testing"

CRO/9/005 Nuclear Power Programme Support"



Research Contracts

About 15





Sate-of-the-art of the RPV Materials Database.

V.Lyssakov, IAEA, NPES.

Mr.Chairman, gentlemen!

It is my pleasure to be with you again to discuss some working matters witliin
the scope of activities of the IWG LMNPP wliich celebrates 20-th aimiversary
this year originating from the former IWG-RRPC.

The goal of this short report is to inform you about the progress work on
the implementation of the International Database on Ageing Management and
Life Extension of Reactor Pressure Vessel.

I took the job in March this year at the stage when the main technical
specifications were already completed. Therefore major activities were
concentrated on the following directions:

- development of the design concepts for the Database;
- work on legal aspects of future participation in the Database;
- work on the understanding of future steps to expand the Database with

the view to include other components important to safe and reliable operation
ofNPPs.

Regarding the first direction there were several meetings held jointly with
the System Development Section of the IAEA devoted to discussions of the
main requirements to be realised through the software which is mostly accepted
in the IAEA Database System and would meet user's requirements.
Among those questions were user friendly interface, flexibility of the software for
further expansion of the database, compatibility of this particular database with
the existing Agency's Databases with the aim to avoid data duplication, and as a
consequence a possibility to link this particular database with the above
mentioned ones. A possible timeschedule for the creation of the Database and its
first prototype were also discussed and agreed. Details of this activities you will
hear from the next speaker, Mr. Mukhametshin, who represents the System
Development Section, presenting the Design Concept of the Database. I'd Like
just to mention that we agreed that t the first prototype of the data base which
will be created on the basis of data received during the Agency's CRP will most
probably appear at the beginning of the next year.

The second part of the work on the Database dealt with the co-ordination
and agreeing of legal aspects of the International Database and in particular
questions of participation, information access, information input and its
subsequent exchange and some others.



As a result of this work a draft agreement between the Agency and the
prospective participant was developed and agreed with the Legal Division of the
IAEA. In accordance with the Agency's procedures, the creation of such
Database on the international basis should be reported to the Board of
Governors . This activity is under way now. It most probable that already in
September this year all clearances and formalities will be completed and
invitation letters to participate in the Database are sent to Member States. As
soon as it occurs I shall inform you about the progress asking your kind
assistance in pushing the matter through in a quickly way as possible.

One of the major questions is the future of the Database. Saying future 1
mean not the part of the RPV materials Database but Databases on other key
components which theoretically included in the description of the Database,
however, require thinking about their nature and content. The work in this
direction has revealed that at present time we have clear understanding how the
RPV material Database could be expanded. This enhancement could be made
through the addition of the metallography and measured curve sections. The
possibility of this enhancement has been discussed already with the System
Development Section and will be foreseen in the software development. It is
anticipated that the next step in Database expansion could be the Database on
primary piping and some preliminary specification on this is being made.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that we need some thinking which would go
about two years ahead and this requirement originates from the Agency's system
of budget planning which sometimes may become crucial in implementation of
projects.

In conclusion I would like to express my gratitude to all persons involved in the
activities on Database development and in particular to Messrs. Gillemot,
Brumovsky, Kam, Kryukov, and Davies who made invaluable input in this work.

Thank you.
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1 Background

The IAEA, in order to assist the Member States, has established within the
framework of the Co-ordinated Research Programme on "Optimization of Re-
actor Pressure Vessel Surveillance Programmes", a database which was pre-
pared from the results gained from this programme.

It has been proposed that the IAEA expand this activity and co-ordinate the
development of an "International Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials Data-
base".

The establishment of the International Database on Ageing Management
and Life Extension requires great effort both from participants and the IAEA.
Due to this feature, decisions have to be made to build up the database, step
by step. The first phase is to elaborate the structure, data acquisition and
management technology of the International Database on Ageing Manage-
ment and Life Extension of Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials. Further ela-
boration of future phases can be carried out at later stages.

There are a number of benefits for the management of ageing which are
made possible by effective nuclear power plant data collection, evaluation
and record keeping:

• The capability to make predictions on the future performance and remai-
ning service life of NPP components which would provide a basis for pre-
dictive maintenance i.e. for decisions on the type and timing of preventive
actions, such as maintenance, refurbishing and replacement.

• The ability to identify and evaluate component degradation, failures and
malfunctions caused by ageing effects which would provide a basis for
coorrective actions and also enhance the understanding of ageing me-
chanisms and help the development of effec-tive methods for timely de-
tection and mitigation of ageing effects.

• The ability to identify new emerging ageing effects before they can effect
plant safety, reliability and service life.

rpv_dcs.doc



• Comprehensive information on plant operating and maintenance expe-
rience which is necessary for licensing decisions concerning continued
operation of NPPs and license extensions.

• An improved feedback to designers on the performance of plant compo-
nents under actual service conditions which could serve as a basis for
more efective ageing management-related design of future plants.

2 Requirements of the system

According to the main requirements for a computerized system related to
the functional area of the Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials Database sys-
tem, the RPVMDB system should provide:

• data entry, data updating and correction capabilities on reactor pressure
vessel materials for the use by NENP staff responsible for maintaining the
RPV Materials database;

Data entry will allow:

- input data from already existing databases in accepted format on
diskette, converting data by software;

- input data from Acquisition Sheets.

All data received from the contributors are considered as raw data and will be
evaluated, checked for error and prepared for use as processed data.

• controlled multi-user read-only access (internal) to all non-confidential
data, in accordance with the Agreement, with on-line help for users;

rpv_dcs.doc



• a capability to export the RP VM database and /or selected data, in accor-
dance with the Agreement, to different data formats to be used by other
software packages (e.g. to Excel spreadsheet format);

• flexible search of data and retrieval of selected data;

• a variety of printout formats;

• easy maintenance of the RPVM Database system and application soft-
ware.

Design concepts for Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials
Database system

The model shown in Fig.l illustrates an overall design concept for com-
puter system, based upon the requirements described in Section 2 above.
The model is conceptual, as opposed to physical, and is therefore not tied to
any specific hardware or software products at this stage. The main system
design features which this model illustrates are:

3.1 Data collection, processing and storage

The system would be capable of accepting RPVM information from the
contributors in hardcopy or electronic form;

RPVM data would be converted using special software, evaluated,
verified by supplier, validated and stored;

rpv_dcs.doc



RPVM data comprise not only textual information, but also diagrams and
graphs, the database software selected would have to have the capability
of storing this type of information.

3.2 Information retrieval and dissemination

• The RPVM database will be available to authorized Agency staff and the
participants of the database, through software which provides easy-to-use,
flexible search and analysis capabilities;

• Export of the RPVM database to diskette and /or export of selected data
to different data formats to be used by other software packages (e.g. to
Excel spreadsheet format);

3.3 RPVM information assessment and evaluation

• Flexible search and analysis capabilities will be a feature of the
information retrieval software;

• Powerful and flexible software will be required to enable the results of
analysis and reviews to be produced as printed publications.

4 Technical considerations

A database containing RPV data is key to computerized support for the
RPVM system. Each record in the database would be a collection of text,
data and graphical information received from the contributor. RPV materials
data will obviously have to be converted into machine-readable form for sto-
rage in the database. Various means of achieving this are possible. Ideally,
RPV Materials data will be supplied to the Agency in machine-readable form
by the contributor. This can be done using already established computing fa-

rpv_dcs.doc
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cilities from existing databases on softcopy in standardized accepted format
or on Data Acquisition Sheets (hardcopy), provided by the Agency to cont-
ributors who do not have a national database and would like to contribute to
the IAEA database on written sheets.

Dissemination of the information stored in the RPVM database could take a
variety of forms:

a) Authorized users could have read-only on-line access for searching
all non-confidential data with on-line help for users;

b) Dissemination of the RPVM database on diskette yearly by request;

c) Selected data from the RPVM database could be disseminated by
request on diskette.

5 How to proceed

The following are the steps necessary to implement a computerized sys-
tem for Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials:

1. Definition and prioritization of requirements;

2. Systems analysis and design, including evaluation and selection of
software and hardware within the framework of the Agency's Stan-
dard Technology Architecture, which defines the overall computing
environment within the Agency;

3. Implementation, consisting of hardware and software acquisition,
software development and testing.

4. Load existing converted and validated RPV materials data into the
database. These data will be also used during the prototype phase of
RPVM database development.

rpv_dcs.doc



Computer System Design Concept
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AN OVERVIEW OF ACTIONS CONCERNING LIFE MANAGEMENT OF
NUCLEAR PCM'ER PLANTS IN ARGENTINA

Alberto A. Pochettino
Dpto. Materiales - Centro Atdmico Constituyentes

Comisidn Nacional de Energfa Atdmica
Av. Libertador S250

1429 Buenos Aires, Argentina

1. REORGANIZATION OF NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES IN ARGENTINA

Since September 1994, the organization of the Argentine nuclear activities has been changed, being
at present in charge of:

"Nucleoele'ctrica Argentina Sociedad AmSniir." (NASA), which operates the two NPP
(Atucha 1 and Embalse), being also responsible of the construction of Atucha 2 Nuclear
Power Station.
"Ente NacionaJ de Regulacidn de Ja Energfa Nuclear" (ENREN-National Regulatory Board
for Nuclear Energy).
"Comisidn Nacional de Energfa Atdmica" (CNEA- National Atomic Energy Commission),
in charge of Research, Development and Technological activities.

Within this scheme, one of the main activities to be undertaken by CNEA shall be to provide
technological assistance to NASA in problems concerning NPP operation. Works on life extensions
of NPP are included among these activities.

2. LIFE EXTENSION ACTIONS

Life management requires joint activities between R&D and NPP operation groups to define actions
related to the strategy and the execution of a plant life extension program. They include:

- The definition of maintenance programs and their optimization. This action includes:

* The diagnosis of the state of components and equipments which conform a plant.
* The control of eventual modifications or repairs of components and equipments,

original and spares, in order to detect and to characterize discontinuities.

- R&D programs in order to improve inspections and monitoring of critical components. Among these
activities:

* On line monitoring condition of critical components.
* Monitoring conditions of all non-replaceable components.
* Fatigue monitoring conditions for critical components.

Environmental impact studies.



Specific R&D actions for supporting life management of NPP are performed by CNEA. They consist
of:

* Three projects which are associated to the study of fundamental problems of Argentine NPP (since
1985):

- RPV Integrity Assessment (CNA-1, CNA-2).

- Reactor Internal Components (CNE, CNA-2, CNA-2).

- Heat Exchangers (CNA-1, CNE).

* R&D associated to these projects and to life management problems.

3. MAIN SPECIFIC R&D ACTIONS

3.1. PROJECTS

The three above mentioned Projects include lines of work developed at the Stations and laboratories
at CNEA. The main activities are:

- Reactor Pressure Vessel Integrity Assessment Project:

* RPV Surveillance Programme.
* Advanced flux specimens toughness measurement.
* Non destructive inspections at the reactor RPV.
* Primary and secondary circuit piping integrity.
* Thermohydraulic simulation of reactor performance under accident conditions.
* Revaluation of critical transients.
* Ex-vessel dosimetry.

- Reactor Internal Components Project:

At CANDU 600 Embalse NPP:
* In-service inspection of fuel channels
* Slaring of Pressure-Calandria garter springs
* Equipment and trainning of personnel for Single Tube replacement.
* In-Lab metallographic measurements of pressure tubes off-cuts.
* R&D on Hydrogen pick-up, water chemistry, Zr alloys creep and growth studies, leak-
before-break.

At CNA-1 NPP:
* Supervision of Fuel Channels Replacement (including elimination of Co-based Stellite
parts).
* Fuel channels non destructive on side measurements
* R&D on Hydrogen pick-up, water chemistry, Zr alloys creep and growth studies, leak-
before-break.



- Heat Exchangers Project:

At CNA-1 and CNE
* Chemistry monitoring of the cooling system.
* Surveillance of equipment performance.
* Cleaning of equipments feasibility during programmed outages.
* Activities of the project also include the study and resolution of problems concerning steam
generators and moderator circuit heat exchangers.

3.2. OTHER R&D ACTIONS

An important quantity of R&D activities being developed for NPP life management are performed
by CNEA. Some of these activites are included in the above Projects.

NDT DEVELOPMENTS

ULTRASONIC TECHNIQUES
* Development of techniques, methods and devices for automatic ultrasonic Inspection of

pressure tubes.
* Application of UT to detect and to evaluate discontinuities in pressure tubes and analysis of

the detectability limits. Compatibility of the latter with the requirements for the estimation of
remanent life of the pressure tubes.

* UT with rotating probes to evaluate the integrity of the pressure tubes.
* Ultrasonic Testing Special techniques: Diffraction and Time of Flight Diffraction for the

characterization and sizing of internal discontinuities.
* High frequency UT on materials. In the present state, a system that allows materials

characterization by determining the attenuation and velocity of the elastic wave is being
developed at the laboratory.

EDDY CURRENT TECHNIQUES (ECT)
* Development of rotating probes to be used in multifrequency ECT for nuclear components.
* Extension of ECT for their use in ferromagnetic materials.
* Dispositives and automatic testing methods to measure oxides by means of ECT.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION (AE) APPLICATIONS
* AE for the monitoring of vessels and tubes subject to pressure. Studies on the emission

generated by the crack growth in tubes.
* Early detection of leaks in valves by AE.
* Development of detection systems of stray parts and characteristic noises by AE technique.

MATERIALS

ZIRCONIUM BASE ALLOYS
Stress corrosion cracking in Zircaloy-4. Influence of fission product in the Zircaloy-4
resistance to stress corrosion cracking.
Pressure tubes (CNE): surveillance of the aqueous corrosion and deuterium pick-up of the
pressure tubes behavior.
Irradiation growth of Zirconium alloy. Kinetic of deformations near the reactor temperatures
and neutronic flux transients (under contract with Candu Owners Group-COG).
Precipitates formation prediction under irradiation. Analysis of formation and stability of
precipitates (Zr-2,5% Nb alloy).



* Formation of hydride blisters by thermic gradient application.
* Delayed cracking, induced by H in Zirconium base alloys. Crack propagation produced by

thermical cycling, in hydride blisters.
* Modelling of residual stresses originated by thermal and mechanical treatments (under

contract with COG).
* Evaluation of pressure tubes deformation. Evaluation of the operative parameters

(temperature, neutronic flux) and the deformation of the CNE in-service fuel channels.

IRON AND NICKEL BASE ALLOYS
* Localized corrosion phenomena (pitting, stress corrosion cracking) of the Incoloy alloys used

in the steam generator tubes.
* Erosion-corrosion of steels used in the steam pipings of the secondary circuit.
* Corrosion evaluation risk of the pressure tubes end-fitting stainless steel.
* Reactor structure: General corrosion monitoring.
* Fractomechanical data of irradiated samples with different acceleration factors. Applicability

of the damage functions under different spectra and fluxes and the influence of the irradiation
temperature.
Ingress of hydrogen in the end-fittings of the pressure tubes.
Hydrogen permeation in ferritic stainless steels.
Fracture and fatigue behavior of structural components.
Residual stresses effects on life extension management.

WELDING OF SPECIAL ALLOYS
Development of welding technology of special alloys for nuclear use in reparations or
replacements of components.

VIBRATIONS AND FRETTING WEAR

* Vibrations and fretting-wear of heat exchanger tubing.
* Fuel bundle vibrations and fretting wear. Tests of the fuel bundle-channel are performed using

the high pressure testing loop (Ezeiza Atomic Center).
* Monitoring systems. Tubing monitoring assembling and surveillance systems to evaluate wear

and/or fatigue.
* Monitoring of deformations and temperatures in order to evaluate fatigue.
* Monitoring systems addressed to predictive maintenance (especially in valves and steam

generators).
* Diagnostic systems by vibrations analysis.

REACTOR CHEMISTRY

HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS:
* Study of the main components performance.

HEAT EXCHANGERS.
* Chemistry monitoring of the cooling system.
* Surveillance of the equipment performance.
* Feasibility of the cleaning of the equipments during programmed outages.

STEAM GENERATORS
* Continuous monitoring of the corrosion products transport: chemistry of the secondary circuit,

evaluation of the different morpholine concentrations in order to reduce the corrosion



products, to stabilizate the transport values and to analyze its influence on the heat
exchangers.
Removal of hard sludge on the tube-plates and the supporting plates by water lancing.
Feasibility of the lancing system development.
Study on the feasibility of chemical cleaning of the secondary steam generators in
programmed outages.
Study on the feasibility of the cleaning of the primary circuit.
Analysis of the integrity parameters of the tubes, after cleaning and surface passivation.

CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION

Objectives of the C&I studies:

To evaluate the residual useful lifetime, taking into account the technology employed and the
disponibility of spares in the plant and in the market.
To determine which instrumentation and control systems can be obsolete according to the
requirements determined by the safety regulations.

ELECTRICAL CABLES
Verification of the state of the cables, especially those subjected to radiation dosis and/or
harsh environment.
Periodical monitoring of the cables that allows an early determination of changes of some
cables.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS:
Evaluation of the residual useful life taking into account the technology employed and the
availability of spare components in the plant and in the market.
Evaluation of the necessity of new equipments which shall provide new functions (for
example, a more accurate operator/machine interface) which shall respond to new
requirements, not foreseen during the design of the plant.

PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT

Preventive application to the study of the most probable failures in the following cases (works
developed in association with personnel of NPP):

* Steam generators
* Heat transport systems
* Electric components
* Fuelling machines
* Fuel transfer systems components
* Leak-before-break





Report Varga/Weimann
on activities in 1994/95

1. Seibersdorf is dealing mainly with the safety of NPP's and its
influence on our country.

2.1 Ageing mechanisms were studied in general. A systematic sppro-
ach, which was treated in the framework of the IAEA, presented
at SMIRT 12, 19931. 1995 it was completed by the perpetual ef-
fect of time and temperature. A paper was contributed to SMIRT
13, 1995 in Porto Alegre2, Brazil.

2.2 Because the definition of fracture mechanics properties beco-
mes after irradiation more and more necessary for NPP RPV,
precracked Charpy-Type Specimens should be checked in this
respect. A new guideline for testing and evaluating precracked
Charpy type specimens is under preparation with the participa-
tion of Varga. A first publication was prepared and presented
at the SMIRT 13 Post Conference3 in Iguazu.

3.3 Crack Arrest is one of the main points to prove the safety of
RPV's under thermal shock (PTS).

The laboratory of TVFA did participate in the round robin pre-
paring ASTM E 1221.

We did develop a three point bend specimen which showed good
agreement with the E 1221 Compact Crack Arrest specimens.
Further we did investigate the full thickness CCA specimen as
proposed in the U.S. The paper about the comparison of the
specimens mentioned was presented at SMIRT 13 in Porto Alegre4

this year.

Vienna, August 30, 1995

Literature:

1 T. Varga, M. Brumovsky: "On Ageing Factors, Ageing mechanisms and
their combinations in the Primary Circuit of NPPs

2 M. Brumovsky, T. Varga: "Damaging mechanisms in nuclear reactor
components - single and multiple effects"

3 H. J. Schindler, T. Varga, D. H. Njo, G. Prantl: "Key issues of
instrumented precracked Charpy-type testing in irradiation sur-
veillance programmes"

4 S. Felber, T. Varga, G. Schneeweiss: "Crack-Arrest measurements in
a pressure vessel steel"





IWG-LMNPP
August 30th - September 1st, 1995

Vienna

Belgian National Report - j . Berthe
Abstract

At the last IWG-LMNPP meeting, the approach on nuclear power plant life management in
Belgium was presented.

The present report will focus on results of in-service monitoring of major equipment,
specifically reactor internals, reactor top-head penetrations and steam generators.

Status of major backfitting on steam generators and balance of plant is developed as well as
developments in the field of thermal stratification and qualification of ultrasonic inspection
methods and personnel for in-service inspection.
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LMNPE

Main areas of concern/development

• Reactor pressure vessels

• Reactor vessel internal components

• Reactor vessel head penetrations

• Thermal stratification

• Steam generators

• Pressurizer Protection System

• Severe accident

• Backfitting on balance of plant

• Qualification of ultrasonic inspection methods and personnel for in-service inspection

Reactor Pressure Vessels

1) Development of enhanced surveillance approach

• Development of fracture toughness evaluation methods on subsized specimens
(CEN/SCK - ELECTRABEL - TEE)

• Development of micromechanics modelling for the interpretation of fracture toughness measurements
on RV surveillance specimens

• Communications presented at

- ASTM 17th symposium on effects of irradiation on materials, Sun Valley 1994

- OECD-CSNI International Workshop on aged and decommissionned materials for structural
integrity purpose, Mol, Belgium 1995

2) Participation in the working group AMES (European Action Group on RPV Materials irradiation)
Effects and Studies (TEE/CEN/SCK)

3) Participation in the working group IGRDM (International Group on Radiation Damage Mechanisms)

Reactor Vessel Internal Components

• Inspection of guide tubes split pins (x 750) foreseen at Tihange 3 in 1995

• Baffle-Former bolt cracking at Tihange 1,

- 1991 • 21 bolts with indications or broken

- 1992 • 6 bolts replaced

• some bolts examined in hot cell

- 1995 • complete inspection : 90 bolts replaced

RACT=3L
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Reactor Vessel Head Penetrations

Inspection
date

Oct. 92

March 93

June 93

Sept. 93

Oct. 93

April 94

June 94

Unit

Tihange 1

Tihange 3

Doel3

Doell

Tihange 2

Doel4

Doel2

Age*

17

8

10

19

10

9

19

EFP
(hours)

130 000

60 000

84 000

140 000

83 000

68 000

125 000

Manufacturer

Creusot-Loire
(IMPHY)

Cockerill
(VDM)

Cockerill
(WIGGIN)

Cockerill
(IMPHY)

Cockerill
(WIGGIN+IMPHY)

Cockerill
(VDM)

Cockerill
(SANDVIK)

HeadT°
(°cj

312

318

287

307

287

314

307

Inspector

ABB-R

ABB-R

ABB-R

W

ABB-R

ABB-R

W

Inspected
penetrations

65

65 + 2 + 3

65 + 1

4 9

6 5 + 1

65 + 2 + (3)

4 9

Results

no crack
(1 scratch)

no crack

no crack

no crack
(1 scratch)

no crack

no crack

no crack

Future inspections

March 98

Sept. 98

Tihange 1

Doell

23

24

' At the inspection date

eneryy engineering •
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Thermal Stratification

Thermal stratification has been identified in the last few years as a major potential contribution to fatigue
damage.

Data - acquisition system installed in 1994

• on the surge lines of Doel 2 and Doel 4
• near the nozzle of a SG feedwater line in Doel 2

Analysis performed off-line

System is capable of analysing the effects of thermal stratification both in cylindrical piping and in more
complex structures such as nozzles and penetrations.

Ref. of Publications

• M. Guyette, M. De Smet, "Inverse and direct transfer functions for the fatigue follow-up of piping systems
submitted to stTatification",Nuclear Engineering and Design 153,1995, pp. 183-195.

• M. Guyette, "Prediction of fluid temperatures from measurements of outside wall temperatures in pipes ",
Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology 116, May 1994, pp. 179-187

Steam Generators

Doel 4: OD Corrosion

In the last two years, main concern has been the rapid progression of the OD corrosion of the tubes at Doel 4.

• 1993 : - Important number of tubes repaired by mechanical sleeves.

1994 - Circumferential cracks discovered in base tube at roll transition with sleeve.
- All mechanical sleeves installed in 1993 are repaired by laser welding.
- All other tubes are also sleeved (Laser welded sleeves).

• 1995 - Inspection detects possible cracks in some tubes mechanically sleeved repaired by welding
and bulging of all tubes above the laser weld.

- Decision is taken to plug all these tubes.
- Plant started up on August 8* 1995 for the last cycle before SG replacement in 1996.
- Plant can run at maximum 96 % of full thermal power due to high percentage of plugged

tubes.

R & D Qualification program for laser welded sleeves SCC behaviour has been carried out.
Development of inspection techniques for possible cracks in parent tube.

• Tihange 3 : - Inspection scheduled for Sept. 1995
- Sleeve qualification program has been established to get ready for a large scale

intervention.
- New steam generators have been ordered, similar to the Doel 4 SG and should be installed

in 1998, but could be installed in 1997 if 1995 inspection results are not favourable.

• Tihange 1 : - SG have been replaced during the 1995 summer outage
- Plant will start-up in the first fortnight of September 1995.

BTFj
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Pressurizer Protection System \

Qualification for safe operation of the primary circuit overpressure protection system has addressed the
following concerns:

• qualification of Pressure Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) operators;

• water slug discharge through the PORVs and Pressurizer Safety Valves (PSVs);

• calibration of PSVs;

• cold overpressure protection;

• qualification of the pressurizer discharge piping system.

Calibration procedures for PSVs required a large series of tests for establishment of a correlation between tests on
a small air bench and steam behaviour.

Severe Accidents

Calculations for Belgian PWRs have confirmed that the production of hydrogen and carbon monoxide during a
severe accident could be a cause for concern about containment integrity.

Among several preventive solutions, Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners (PARs) were chosen. They will be
installed during the coming refuelling outages in 1995,1996 and 1997.

Backfitting on balance of plant

• Turbine Rotors

Replacement of complete low pressure shaft lines at Tihange 1, Tihange 2 and Doel 3 :

- avoid potential stress corrosion defects on discs affecting turbines of the same type

- allows 3 % power increase

• Improvement of steam generator feedwater quality by by-passing the condensate total polishing of Doel 3

• Improvement of the plant make-up water quality by implementing reverse osmosis units

• Replacement of the condenser at Doel 4 to eliminate cupper

Qualification of ultrasonic inspection methods and personnel for in-service inspection

Since their most recent ten-year safety assessment, all Belgian nuclear power plants have been requited to

conduct their in-service inspection in accordance with the 1992 edition of the ASME, Code Section XI.

Considering the cost associated with this change, TRACTEBEL and ELECTRABEL have developed alternative

procedures for performance demonstration of ultrasonic inspection methods and for qualification of the personnel

who perform the ultrasonic tests. The alternative procedures do not promote specific Belgian approaches but

rather proven industrial inspection methods. They are correlated with European (ENIQ, PISC,...) and US (PDI)

initiatives.



Information on Current Status of Equipment and Activities
for Extension of NPP Kozloduy Life Time

International Working Group on Life Management of NPP
Vienna, 30.08 -1.09.1995

Six units are in operation at NPP Kozloduy site. Units 1-4 are WWER
440/V-230 type and units 5 and 6 are WWER 1000/ V-320 type. Location of
the units is shown in fig.l.

Basic parameters of both types reactors are given in table 2.

Units are commissioned as follows:
- unit 1 - October 1974
- unit 2 - November 1975
- unit 3 - December 1980
- unit 4 - June 1982
- unit 5 - November 1987
- unit 6 - December 1993.

The following deficiencies of WWER-440/230 could be pointed out in
comparison to the safety requirements of western type reactors:

- insufficient equipment qualification;
- lack of containment;
- restricted possibilities of safety systems;
- insufficient system redundancy;
- lack of physical segregation of redundancy equipment;
- lack of independence of emergency cooling of units 1 and 2;
- lack of passive emergency core cooling system;

Taking into account average day power rate of NPP Kozloduy (fig.
3,4,5,6,7,8) and the reasons for shut and cooled down a conclusion can be
made that 67.5% of operational events are due to equipment failures. This
occurs as a result of the unreliability of equipment (fig.9).

It is fact that the main part of failed equipment belongs to the safety
systems - 34%. (fig. 10).



On the base of the measures performed according to the Program for
upgrading of safety and systems reliability, the number of events due to
equipment failure is decreasing (fig. 11).

Considering the analyses made, NPP Kozloduy was undertaking efficient
measures to overcome the difficulties entailed by equipment failures and
human errors in order to avoid recurrent emergency events and to reduce their
total number.

The programs for upgrading of safety and systems reliability were
developed. Assessment of residual life time and measures for restoration of
equipment reliability are parts of these programs.

The main purpose of the Program for units 1-4 is:
- to reach the design basis conditions;
- full investigation of equipment and safety systems and maintenance or

replacement if it is necessary;
- functional tests of equipment;
- determination the week points in relation to the single failure criteria;
- in-service inspection - full scope of work;
- development of new QA procedures;
- development of new operational procedures;
- upgrading of program for functional tests;
- improvement of common cause failure protection (floods and fires).

Activities performed according to the program:

ISI.
The vessel inspection technique applied consists of ultrasonic for whole

volume inspection for the inner surface at a four years inspection interval. All
welds of the cylindrical sections are inspected 100% and the control rod
penetrations are inspected by penetrating liquid test. 100% ultrasonic
inspection of primary piping welds and inside visual surface inspection of
primary pippins (accessible part) is performed. Eddy current inspection of
steam generators will be done at 100%. Specific inspection recommendations
such as steam collector thickness measurements and pressuriser shell
inspection have been carried out on all units. After 10 000 hours of operation
of units 1,2 samples, especially weld material, were cut from the main piping
and mechanical properties were examined.

The acoustic leakage monitoring system (ALUS) has been installed at
unit 2 in addition to the existing airborne activity measurement system and
sump leak detection system.



An automatic system to reduce the risk of cold over-pressurisation is
being designated for implementation during to the third phase of the program
on all units 1995-96. In the mean time a procedure is used based on
instrumentation signaling (alarm) to the operator when low temperature / high
pressure conditions are reached. In order to escape overcooling the following
measures are planned or implemented:

- fast acting main isolation valves;
- replacement of steam generators safety valves;
- heating of ECCS boron tanks.

Some reconstruction in units 1 and 2 to provide redundancy and
separation to the reactor protection systems and engineering safety features
actuation system trains and channels have been carried out.

Concerning the reliability of the electric equipment the following main
improvements have been performed:

- all electric connections have been replaced with modern one;
- a new improved control system has been installed on the inversable

motor-generator sets;
- a system controlling the isolation of the normally switched off electrical

equipment (cables and motors) have been installed;
- the safety related cables have been replaced by non-flammable ones;
- the 6 kV breakers for safety related equipment have been replaced.
At present one of the main problems is estimation of material properties

and assessment of residual life time of RPV 1.Recognising its importance for
longer operation of the unit, a separate programme was developed and is
performing at the moment.The programme contains three stages:

l.Spectroscopy of weld No4 in the places where the scraps are taken in
1989, and in the plaices 0, 30, 90, 120, 150, 240, 270 degree toward the axis I.

2.Grinding of scraps on there layers depending of spectroscopy results(in
point with the bigger content of P and neutron fluence) in parallel with
spectroscopy (fig 12).

3.Chemical analysis of the scraps in two independent Bulgarian
laboratories and one Russian.

4.Polishing of grinded plase.
5.Ultrasonic inspection of weld No 4.
6.Assessment of residual life time of RPV 1.
The initial results have shown that the P content in weld No4 is 0,044%.



Preliminary calculation made by Bulgarian specialists have shov/n that
the unit could be operated at least one more compaign.

The main features of the programme for units No 5 and 6 are:
A separate programme was developed in order to defined Tk of RPV.
Analysing of event with lost of feed water and emergency feed water

supply.

Heating up of service water pippins.
Reconstruction of blowdown system.
Heating up of passive emergency core cooling tanks.
Heating up of High Pressure Emergency Injection System Tanks.

Assessment of the pumps life time-for normal operation and from safety

systems.
Mechanical properties estimation of SG collectors.
Vibration automatic control of Main Circulation pumps and main

piptinso-S
Installing of temperature monitoring system of make up nozzles-Steam

Generators and Pressurizer.
Installing of detection system for moving particles in Primary pipf in&5
These are the main activities which are performed or foreseen to perform

in order to insure reliable work and to guarantee the rest life time of the
equipment in NPP Kozloduy till to the end of there design life time.
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Total heat output

Primary circuit pressure

operating pressure

design pressure

test pressure (Units 1&2/Units 3&4)

Total coolant flow rate through reactor

Coolant temperature

Nominal inlet

Average rise in reactor vessel

at nominal power

Primary circuit volume without pressurizer

Equivalent core diameter

Core length

Reactor reflector type

Lattice

1375 N'.Wt

12.75 MPa

14.30 MPa

17.85/19.9 MPa

44500 m3/h

< 270eC

27.2SC

226 m3

2SS0 mm

2500 mm

steel • water

triangular

TABLE 2

BASIC PARAMETERS OF VVER-1000/V-320

Total heat output

Number of loops

Primary circuit pressure

operating pressure

design pressure

test pressure (Units 1&2/Units 3&4)

3000

15.70 MPa

17.64 MPa

24.50 MPa

Total coolant flow rate through reactor

Coolant temperature

Nominal inlet

Average rise in reactor vessel

at nominal power

Equivalent core diameter

Core .length

Reactor reflector type

Lattice

R4S00m3/h
i
1

< 29S.8"'C

• -30.3'C

3160 mm

3530 mm

steel-water

triangular
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Koiloduy unit 1
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J) On 14 May 1994 the unit was shut and
rooifd dwn. The air vent of the 1MCP
was repaired. The MCP flange defecxs were
removed and on I June 1994 the unit was
started up.
2) On 2 July 1994 ths unit *>as shut dewr.
dup in a disrepair in ihe device measuring
SG level.
3) On 24 Kowmber Reactor Scram 1 rod
was actuated due to the disconnection of
breakers 3-1 and 3-0 in the switch gear •
220 k V due to short circuit to tht ground.
From 24.11 to 2S. 11 the unit was cooled
down for repair of the blcnvdawn system of
4 SG. On 29 November the unit *•<« rated
at 95%.

A. Average day power rate of
Nrf> Kozhduy unit 2

1) On 4 February IQV4 the unit wus
't'il itntl shut tittwH for main

luul rr/fwtitrifl.
2 I (hi <i July I9<i4 the unit was shut
iinwn fnr remoiing defects of periodic
bin-*idnwn of the fith SO. PEB MAR APK MAY JUN AX, AIXJ S f P
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Fit 5 Average day power rate of
NPP Kozlodvy unit 3

1) On 19 June the unit was shut
d(jwn for repair anc reloading.
2) On 23-24 December the unit was
at zero ponw level On 25 December
the unit load H«UJ increased tn 20^
with the iiart up of 5TG and again
was reduced to 0 due to the shut
down of 5TG by the ground protect inn
system of the generator. On 2b
December the unit was rated at 55%.



Fig 6. Avar age day power
rate of NPP Kozhduy unit 4

1) On 19 March 1994 the unit was
shu! down for repair and reloading.
2) On 1 October the unit was rated
at zero power Uvel and on 2 October
STG was connected to the grid.
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Ftg 7. Average day power rate of
NPP Kozioduy unit 5

1) Till 9 March 1994 the unit was
shut down for reloading and repair.
2) On 3 June 1994 the unit was shut
and ctxjfed down. Till 23 September
1994 it was in repair. On 26
September - failure n> connect tin- t>ntf
to the power grid. On JU SepJemh< r
ihe unit was successfully ctnuwiUd u>
the power grid. From 4. H> in 5.10 us
Ivad was reduced front 53l\o to 0 J in-
to the rapture of u moisture separator
membrane and 9TG was disconnected
from the power grid. On 7 October the
unit was connected to the power grid

'tand its toad was increased to f>0%.

Fig 8 Average day power of
NPP Kozioduy unit 6

}) On 3 April 1994 the unit was shut
and cooled dawn for repair of leuk-
ufit1 in the primary- circuit.
2) On 6 September the unit was shut
dtiwn for repair «./ the deuemtor uf
£/><• fcedwaler pipeline.
3j On 15 October the unit load KY/A
reduced fronx 52% to 0 for outage
and it was cooled down. On 18
November the unit load was
increased from the zero level to 50%
and the TC was started up. The unit
was connected to the power grid.
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ABSTRACT

Brazil joined the IAEA IWG-LMNPP in 1993, in view of
a potential interest in the LMNPP subject matter. For the first
time, the representative to the IWG-LMNPP attends a Regular
TCM. In this contribution, general aspects of nuclear activities
in Brazil are presented and discussed, as well as the focal point
of activities related to LMNPP.

The nuclear energy scenario is presented with emphasis to
the nuclear share of the total electrical energy supply and to the
nuclear sector organization. Angra Nuclear Power Plant units
are presented and some construction and/or operation features,
the most of them difficulties, are discussed.

Concerning the activities on LMNPP, the contribution of
different sectors (FURNAS, NUCLEN, CNEN / Licensing and
Inspection, CNEN / Industrial Companies and CNEN / R&D
Branchs) are, briefly, considered. Some aspects are stressed
with regard to the new integrated approach of NPPs and
country's manpower and infrastructure capabilities with
respective know-how applications in the nuclear and non-
nuclear fields. The cooperation within the nuclear sector and,
externally, with the scientific community, is evaluated. The
technical assistance of the IAEA in the area of structural
integrity and plant life extension is focused.

Last, but not least, from the experience of this first phase
in participating on the IWG-LMNPP, special aspects of the
context are emphasized to allow, through their consideration, to
improve the efficiency of this task. A Brazilian Network, the
BRWG-LMNPP, was implemented and started acting,
formulating plans for future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

INVITATION / POTENTIAL INTEREST

NOMINATION / FIRST ATTENDANCE

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE REPORT

• INITIAL STAFF



2. NUCLEAR ENERGY SCENARIO

• ELECTRICAL ENERGY SUPPLY

NUCLEAR SHARE / FORECAST

• NUCLEAR SECTOR



NUCLEAR SECTOR

• GOVERNMENTAL

• MME - Ministry for Mines and Energy
. ELETROBRAS - Brazilian Eletrical Power Plants

. FURNAS - Fumas Electrical Power Plants

. NUCLEN - Engineering and Services

• SAE - Secretariat for Strategic Affairs
.CNEN

. NUCLEP - Heavy Components Industry

. INB - Brazilian Nuclear Industries

. DRS - Directorate for Licensing

. DPD - Directorate for R&D
CDTN - Centre for Nuclear Technology

Development (Belo Horizonte)
. IEN - Institute for Nuclear Engineering

(Rio de Janeiro)
. IPEN - Institute for Energy and Nuclear

Research (Sao Paulo)
• MEC - Ministry for Education

. Federal University
. School of Engineering

• MBR - Ministry for Navy
. COPESP - Special Programs Coordination

. PRIVATE
• Engineering Companies
• Industry
• Associations



3. ANGRA NPPs

CNAAA / ANGRA SITE

ANGRA#1

ANGRA # 2 # 3



ANGRA SITE

BRAZIL



4. LMNPP RELATED ACTIVITIES

• FURNAS (ANGRA #1)

NUCLEN (ANGRA # 2 AND # 3)

CNEN / LICENSING + INSPECTION

• CNEN / INB + NUCLEP

• CNEN/R&D



5. LMNPP CNEN/R&D

• INTEGRATED APPROACH

• CAPABILITIES

• FIELD APPLICATIONS



6. S&T EXCHANGES

IAEA TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

• UNIVERSITIES

• NON-NUCLEAR R&D CENTRES

SOCIETIES AND MEETINGS



SOCIETES AND MEETINGS

ABEN - Brazilian Society for Nuclear Energy
. CGEN - General Congress on Nuclear Energy
. ENFIR - Meeting on Reactor Physics and Thermalhydraulics
. ENAN - Meeting on Nuclear Technique Applications

ANS/LAS
. Specialist Meeting of the ANS/Latin American Section

ABCM - Brazilian Society for Mechanical Sciences
. COBEM - Congress on Mechanical Engineering -
. ENCIT - Meeting on Thermal Sciences
. SIBRAT - Symposium on Pressure Components
. IEV - Conference on Integrity and Life Extension

Assessment of Industrial Plants

ABEND - Brazilian Society for Non Destructive Testing
. CONAEND - Congress on Non Destructive Testing

ABEQ - Brazilian Society for Chemical Engineering
. Congress of the ABEQ

ABM - Brazilian Society for Metals
. Congress of the ABM

ABC - Brazilian Society for Ceramics
. Congress of the ABC

IASMiRT - 13th. International Conference on Structural Mechanics
in Reactor Technology

/3D



7. FINAL REMARKS

• SPECIAL FEATURES

• BR WG - LMNPP NETWORK

• PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
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OUTLINE

Overview of Canadian Activities

1. Ontario Hydro Reactors

2. CANDU 6 Reactors (Hydro Quebec, New

Brunswick Power, AECL(designer))

Specific Programs

1. Fuel Channel R&D Program

2. Steam Generator R&D Program

3. Concrete Containment



ONTARIO HYDRO REACTORS

Overall Approach to Life Management:

Elements

• Critical Components (identify)

• Degradation Modes: long-lived components

- aging management: to verify if expected end-of-life will be
reached (analysis of aging degradation processes)

• Failure Causes: short-lived components

- aging management: analysis on basis of root-cause of failure
and historical data

• Aging Management Programs

- sumtotal of maintenance, inspection and surveillance programs

Program Standards

- overall aging management programs identified and described at
station level with sufficient detail for auditing purposes



Figure 2 - Overall Screening Method for NGS Components

Systems important
to safety

All components in
those systems

I
•

Identify components
covered by Specialized
Inspection & Maintenance
programs
e.g. programs based on:
- degradation mecti
- material
- component

Critical components
covered by these

programs

Specialized Inspection
& Maintenance programs

e.g. IS!, PI, EO

Components not covered
by above programs

Screen for cribcaiity in
Preventive Maintenance

program

Remaining
critical components Preventive Maintenance

program

Non-critical
components

Corcectrve Maintenance
program
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ONTARIO HYDRO REACTORS

Overall Approach to Life Management:

Objectives

• To ensure that appropriate maintenance,
inspection, or surveillance programs are in
place for station systems, structures and
components

• To implement those programs in such a way
that ongoing quality and effectiveness of the
programs is assured

• To incorporate operating experience to
continuously improve the aging management
programs and respond to new concerns as they
arise

« To carry out periodic program review and
initiate modifications in programs not meeting
their objectives



Figure 1 - OHN Aging Management Model

•-0

n/

PLAN
Ensure that appropriate maintenance, Inspection or
surveillance programs are In place for station systems,
structures and components critical to safety.

ACT
Carry out periodic program review and Initiate
modifications to programs not meeting their
objectives.

\7
DO

Implement those programs In such a way
that ongoing qualify and effectiveness of the
programs Is assured.

I

CHECK
Incorporate operating experience to continuously
Improve the aging management programs and
respond (o new concerns as they arise.
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CANDU 6 REACTORS

• Life management program in place between
Hydro Quebec (Gentilly-2), New Brunswick
Power (Pt. Lepreau) and AECL

o Program has similar features as Ontario Hydro's

• A study completed on Life Evaluation of CANDU
6 Plants by AECL



FUEL CHANNEL R&D PROGRAM -

GENERAL

Fuel channels operate in a high flux, high
pressure, hot water environment

Fuel Channel R&D:

Predicting the long-term operational behaviour of
CANDU reactor fuel channels

Applied to development of:

• fitness-for-service guidelines

• end-of-life criteria

• improved fuel channel components







FUEL CHANNEL R&D PROGRAM -

SPECIFICS

1. Ontario Hydro Reactors - Current Concerns

• Abnormal fuel support (AFS) fret marks (acceptance
criteria)

• Hydride blisters (when is spacer repositioning
needed?)

• Creep and growth (axial, diametral, PT/CT sag, wall
thinning)

• Degradation of material/mechanical properties
(hydrogen ingress, DHC properties, fracture
toughness)

2. CANDU 6 - Current Concerns

Similar to Ontario Hydro's except for no concern about
AFS fret marks



AECL EACL
Aift. I t o M W l EACL

BACKGROUND

Parameters affecting changes:
Irradiation, Temperature, Hydrogen, (Time)

Methods of Monitoring: Surveillance,
Accelerated Irradiation (OSIRIS), Advanced
Carrier Bundles

Properties Monitored: Yield Stress, DHC,
Fracture Toughness (Kj, CCL)

Assessment Approach: Fitness-for-
Service Guidelines
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DEVELOPMENT OF DELAYED
HYDRIDE CRACKS
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Criteria of Fracfcuna ta&a&on at Hydrides in Zirconium A&oys

different sites iniftattoa:

Bulk hydrides

Smooth Surface

Shallow notch

Sharp crack tip
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Figure 27: Hydride distribution at cross-section a, approximately 1 14 mm from the
inboard end of the fret mark B5 (see Figure 5), looking towards the inlet end,
from inside the reactor. The leading and trailing edges are denoted LB and TB
Optical micrograph. {EE12B12-17}
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GWPS SPECIMEN

.HOP CENTRE
OF GRAVITY

I • SPEOMEN GAUGE LENGTH
X - POUT OF STRESS
Di - 0STANCE FROM EMO OF GRP TO CENTRE OF GRAVITY
D j - DISTANCE FROM EHO OF GRtf> TO POINT OF LOAD
G - WEIGHT OF G »
W - APPLED LOAD
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AECL EACf.
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RADIAL DHCV vs FLUENCE
Test temperature: 130*C
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AFCi EAL'i.
AECL Resssrc* EAO. I

SUMMARY

Effect of irradiation saturates at low .
levels of fluence

Beyond a fluence of 1.0 x 1025 n/m2 little
changes in yield strength, DHCV and
dJ/da

Present data up to fluence of 1.0 x 1026

n/m2; pressure tube lifetime fluence is
approximately 3.6 x 1026 n/m2

Possible increases in mechanical
properties will be monitored



STEAM GENERATOR
PROGRAM

HIGHLIGHTS IN PROGRESS TOWARDS
MISSION/VISION

MISSION

VISION

To develop technology required to
support the safe and efficient operation
of CANDU steam generators and
associated systems over their reactor
operating life.

CANDU steam generators will operate
reliably, safely and efficiently with
less than 2% contribution to reactor
annual incapability by the year 2000.



Sub-goals have been defined to achieve this:

Sub-Goal 3.6.01

Reduce SG tube degradation due to corrosion, cracking and
pitting.

Sub-Goal 3.6.02

Reduce SG tube degradation due to mechanical damage.

Sub-Goal 3.6.03

Produce Fitness-for-Service Guidelines for CANDU SGs.

Sub-Goal 3.6.04

Develop rapid and reliable inspection and maintenance tooling.

Sub-Goal 3.7.01

Reduce performance losses due to fouling of SG heat transfer
surfaces.

Sub-Goal 3.7.02

Minimize the effect of non-tube SG components on
performance and availability.



Major technical highlights:
Sub-Goal 3.6.01

• Assessment of role of lead in SCC of CANDU SG
tubing. Inconel 600 and Monel 400 susceptible at
lead concentrations >500 and 1000 ppm,
respectively. Incoloy 800 and Inconel 690 immune.

So far there is extensive Pb-assisted cracking at
Bruce-A (Inconel 600 tubes); no cracking at
Pickering (Monel 400 tubes).

• Expertise in corrosion has been used for Fitness-for-
Service arguments to maintain station operation.

• Corrosion programs now oriented to detect
propagation prediction for on-line
diagnostics/maintenance/inspection developments.

• Crevice chemistry model for better description of
steam generator susceptible chemistries under
development. Work includes crevice probes for pH,
potential and chloride. Also examining role of
boric acid additions and basis of molar ratio control
for CANDUs.



Sub-Goal 3.6.02

• Significant effort in analyzing consequences of
chemical cleaning on vibration/fretting.

• Vibration guidelines for new CANDU produced

• Studies of fluid elastic instability under accident
conditions.



Sub-Goal 3.6.03

• Development of CANDU-specific Fitness-for-
Service Guidelines. Using a number of world-wide
and in-house databases.

• Concentrating on fatigue/corrosion fatigue currently.

• Annual review of world-wide steam generator
performance (up to 1993 so far).

• Initiated large experimental program in fatigue,
including synergy between fatigue and stress
corrosion cracking.



Sub-Goal 3.6.04

• Development of specialized eddy current probes for
cracks, pits, dents, etc. in tubesheet, under supports
and in U-bends. (CANDU steam generator tubes
are 0.5 to 0.625" outside diameter).

• These probes are state-of-the-art and marketed by
Westinghouse for PWR applications.

• Developed tomographic imaging system for broach
hole blockage inspection (from tube i.d.)

• Developed tooling for specific steam generator
problems:

tube slitting tool
sludge sampling tool
SF6 leak test system
tube plug leak test tool
downcomer flow measurement (on-line)
tube sampling tool



Sub-Goal 3.7.01

• Developed SLUDGE code for predicting steam
generator fouling. Will combine with corrosion
product transport model as input. Predicts fouling
of tubes, tubesheet (supports next year) as a
function of chemistry, thermalhydraulics and time.

• Working with high temperature (KWU) and low
temperature (EPRI-SGOG) chemical cleaning
solvents to improve them and modify for CANDU
application.

• Developing dilute cleaning reagent for routine
application.

• Testing ultrasonic assist for sludge pile cleaning.

• Developed additives to reduce steam generator
fouling (by improving blowdown efficiency).



Sub-Goal 3.7.02

Improving THIRST thermalhydraulics code (more
user friendly, faster). Validated against CLOTAIRE
experiment ad downcomer flow measurements.

Studying impact of divider plate design on steam
generator safety.

-11-S-



SUMMARY

• Program largely COG funded. Stations have
benefitted (they are still operating!) from corrosion,
vibration and inspection expertise and equipment.
Provides Fitness-for-Service arguments.

• CANDU designers are updating chemistry,
materials, vibration and warranty specifications
using knowledge generated by this program.

• Ontario Hydro steam generator performance
improving, and, with exception of Bruce-2, all
steam generators are now expected to last for
station life (40 years).

• CANDU 6 steam generators still have world-leading
performance. No major problems; tube failures rare
and unlikely to compromise station life.



TCI9 SUB-GOALS Subgoal 3.6.01

CANDU safety
and economy Through

reliable, safe and
efficient operation
of CANDU Steam

Generators

reduce SG tube
degradation due to
corrosion, cracking

and pitting

Subgoal 3.6.02

Achieved by

reduce SG tube
degradation due to
mechanical damage

Subgoal 3.6.03

produce fitness-for-
service guidelines for

CANDU SGs
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\ CANDU safety
and economy

Bfcr

Through

reliable, safe and
efficient operation
of CANDU Steam

Generators
Ac hie]

Subgoal 3.6.04

develop rapid and
reliable inspection

* and maintenance
tooling

Subgoal 3.7.01

vedby

reduce performance
losses due to fouling of

SG heat transfer
surfaces

Subgoal 3.7.02

minimize the effect of
non-tube SG

components on
performance and

availability



SubgoaJ 3.6.01

reduce SG tube degradation due to
corrosion, cracking and pitting

— >

—>

understand corrosion

predict corrosion

prevent corrosion

•

>

•

Identification of SG corrosion phenomena such as FGA/IGSCC,
undcrdeposit corrosion, Pb assisted SCC and tube pitting. Materials

examined include alloys 600, 800, 690, M400 and nicklc alloys.

Development of electrochemical probes and interpreting ECPdata
from on-line plant monitoring. Determine: CS and 41 OSS weight

loss from corrosion; and rcdox equilibria.

Specification of corrosion inhibitors for CANDU stations.

Subgoal 3.6.02

reduce SG tube degradation due to
mechanical damage

Prediction of SG forcing functions, vibrations and stresses, felling
fatigue life and fretting wear damage.

Subgoal 3.6.03

produce fitness-for-service guidelines
for CANDU SGs

—>

— •

collect/predict
opcralional experience
and operational stales

develop design and
operating guidelines

•

•

Validate inspection techniques. Develop and verify models to
predict mechanical response of SG tubin over operating life.

Provide world experience and transfer of SG technology lo COG
members.

Filncss for Service requirements and design specifications for lube
vibralion.
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Subgoal 3.6.04

develop rapid and reliable
inspection and

maintenance tooling

develop inspection
technology

develop
maintcnacc/repair

technology

Development of NDE technology such as vd ' . •'cnt probes, an
automated ultrasonic inspection system, in-.si(u on-line electronic-

strain and stress sensors and fluid leak testing/scaling.

Advanced tube sampling tool, deposit sampling tool, plug leak
testing tool and replication tools.

Direct tube repair lechnology, sleeving materials and techniques,
mechanical tube cleaning. Secondary side leak searching.

Subgoal 3.7.01

reduce performance losses
due to fouling of SG heat

transfer surfaces

prevent fouling

remove fouling

Modelling and simulation of fouling conditions in broach holes.
Effects of fouling on SG performance including an assessment of

additives to minimize fouling.

Development of SG cleaning technology, including, dilute cleaning
solutions, ultrasonic assisted, waterjcJ cleaning and chemical

cleaning.

Subgoal 3.7.02

minimize the effect of
non-lube SG components

on pcrfomancc and
availability

respond to operating
experience Downcomcr flow measurement, divider plate improvement.
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N P P LIFE MANAGEMENT

for Concrete and Concrete Containment

IN CANADA



1. C S A

2. C 0 G - R&D

3. UTILITIES

4. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER COUNTRIES

5. INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS



3

CSA-N287.7 •

In-service examination and testing requirements
for
concrete containment structures for CANDU NPPs.

Was updated and is in balloting stage before
publication

Includes guidelines applicable to
ageing management



4
COG-R&D Programs

1.Effective repairs in concrete containment
-two years program, ending 1996

2. Concrete exposed to elevated temperatures
-five years program ending 1997

3. Structural/functional issues associated with
reactor building containment leak test interval .
-three years program, ending 1997

4. , Ageing/Service life/Nuclear plant life
assurance;
ageing of concrete structures/components of
nuclear power pi ants
-five years program ending 1999



5
UTILITIES

1. NB-POWER/HYDRO QUEBEC and AECL

Initiated in 1994 a study:
Plant life management of concrete containment

Addressing CANDU 6 containments of
-P. Lepreau NGS
-Gentilly 2 NPP

Status: finished

A phase 2, Implementation, is expected



components of CANDU Plants in
Ontario:
-vacuum building
-calandri a vault
-reactor building
-pressure relief ducts
-turbine table-turbine table-
turbine table
-cool ing water intake
-turbine table

Phase 1
S c o p i n g r e p o r t s w i t h
recommenda t i ons f o r :
- P i c k e r i n g NGS
-Bruce.NGS

Status: finished in 1993

Phase 2 Programs Implementation
Status.: in progress



1. Information exchange program with Oak Ridge
National Lab.-USA on Concrete Material DBase.

2. Active member in RILEM Technical Committee
Methodology for l i f e prediction of concrete
s t r u c t u r e s i n
nuc lear power pi ants , TC-MLN

3. Participation in IAEA Co-ordinated Research
Program (CRP)
Management of Ageing of Concrete Containment
B u i l d i n g .

4. Participation in the elaboration of IAEA's
Technical Specification International Database on
Ageing Management and L i f e Ex tens ion .





ACTIVITIES

IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

FOR-

REACTOR PRESSURE COMPONENTS

LIFETIME MANAGEMENT

Milan BRUMOVSKY

NUCLEAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE REZ pic

250 68 REZ

to be presented at the regular meeting of the

IAEA International Working group on

LIFE MANEGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

August 30 - September 1. 1995

Vienna



PREPARATION OF A SYSTEM OF REGULATORY

GUIDES FOR LIFE ASSESSMENT OF MAIN

m

REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA FOR LIFE ASSESSMENT OF

WWER REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS DURING THEIR

OPERATION

REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA FOR LIFE ASSESSMENT OF

WWER REACTOR INTERNALS DURING THEIR OPERATION

REQUIREMENTS FOR ASSESSMENT OF RESISTANCE

AGAINST FRACTURE OF REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL AND

INTERNALS

REQUIREMENTS FOR EVALUATION OF RADIATION FIELD

IN REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS AND INTERNALS

REQUIREMENTS FOR CALCULATION OF RADIATION FIELD

IN REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS AND INTERNALS

REQUIREMENTS FOR EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF

RADIATION FIELD IN REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS AND

INTERNALS



REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT OF

DEFECT ALLOWANCE FOUND DURING IN-SERVICE

INSPECTIONS

REQUIREMENTS FOR CALCULATED DETERMINATION OF

THE EFFECT OF PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK ON

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL BEHAVIOUR

REQUIREMENTS FOR MECHANICAL TESTING OF

SURVEILLANCE SPECIMENS

REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATION OF SURVEILLANCE

SPECIMENS TESTS RESULTS ON LIFE ASSESSMENT OF

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS

REQUIREMENTS FOR CALCLTLATION OF FATIGUE DAMAGE

IN REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS AND INTERNALS

REQUIREMENTS FOR ASSESSMENT OF CORROSION AND

CORROSION-MECHANICAL DAMAGE IN MATERIALS OF

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS AND INTERNALS

REQUIREMENTS FOR ASSESSMENT OF MATERIA1

PROPERTIES IN COMPONENTS UNDER OPERATION USING

INSTRUMENTED HARDNESS METHOD



REQUIREMENTS FOR REALIZATION OF TYPE REPAIRS IN

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS AND EVALUATION OF

THEIR EFFECT ON LIFE ASSESSMENT



PREPARATION OF SYSTEM OF REGULATORY

GUIDES FOR INSPECTION QUALIFICATION AND

DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMMES :

METHODS FOR INSPECTION QUALIFICATION FOR MAIN

COMPONENTS OF WWERPRIMARY CIRCUITS

PROCEDURE AND REQUIREMENTS FOR INSPECTION

QUALIFICATION FOR WWER REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS

SPECIFICATION AND PROPOSAL OF DEMONSTRATION

SPECIMENS WITH IMPLANTED FLAWS CHARACTERIZED

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS OF WWER-440/V-213 TYPE

SPECIFICATION AND PROPOSAL OF DEMONSTRATION

SPECIMENS WITH IMPLANTED FLAWS CHARACTERIZED

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS OF WWER-1000/V-320 TYPE

PROCEDURE FOR DESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION OF

DEMONSTRATION SPECIMENS WITH IMPLANTED FLAWS





LIFETIME MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME FOR NPPs

WITH WWER-440/V-213 REACTORS :

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS :

SOVIET DESIGN = SOVIET CODES

SOVIET MATERIALS

AIM : HARMONIZATION WITH PWR CODES



PRINCIPAL PROCEDURE :

Principal procedure contains nine basic steps, which

can differ, in their content and extent, for different

reactor components.

First step represents a summary of all information

from design, manufacturing and assembling connected

with the component.

In second step it is necessary to evaluate results from

all previous pre-service as well as in-service inspections of

the component.

Third step represents an assessment of all data from

operational history. Operating temperature is necessary for

assessment of thermal ageing, data about loadings

(pressure, temperature) and operating cycles (regimes) are

important for assessment of fatigue damage level - possible

initiation of new cracks or even propagation of existing

cracks or initiated ones in future.



Evaluation of fatigue and parameters of fracture

mechanics is performed in step four. Localization and

sizing of existing defects is used from results of in-service

inspections. Two procedures can be used for determination

of stress levels,.respectively.for. fatigue damage values :

first one takes into account only simplified, conservative

loadings that are usually given in supplementary

documentation to the component (stress analysis of the

component) and subsequent fatigue damage values

calculated for individual operational regimes in individual

parts of components.

In fifths step it is necessary to determine properties of

component material, first of all its fracture toughness at

the end-of-life as well as till next in-service inspection. This

evaluation takes into account the initial state of material

together with all possible degrading mechanisms - thermal

ageing, fatigue damage, radiation damage, corrosion-

mechanical damage, etc., if necessary and important for



the component.

In sixth step the minimum allowable fracture

toughness, determined in fourth step, is compared with a

real lower estimate of fracture toughness of component

material at the end-of-life or till next in-service inspection

taking into account prescribed safety factors.

Seventh step depends on previous results - in case,

when fatigue damage factors are lower than one and

resistance against failure (brittle or ductile) is assured,

than the component can be released for further operation:

till next in-service inspection or till the end-of-iife

(provisionally). At the same time, necessity for potential

repair and/or replacement should also be given.

Eighth step should determined plan and programme of

next in-service inspection of the component. This plan

should contain volume (extent) of inspection, used methods

and interval till next inspection.



Ninth step represents a repeated evaluation after

future inspections. This evaluation starts with the second

step and precises, respectively fulfils and corrects data

from all previous evaluations and inspections.

EXTENT AND DEPTH OF EVALUATION

Evaluation can be performed (according to

requirements and type of component) in three levels, which

differs in the depth, extent and conservatism of the

procedure :

1st level of evaluation (on-line) -

installed system (using continuous measurements)

gives continuous information about state of the

component and its residual lifetime (mostly only

fatigue one) on the operator s screen and serves for

management of ageing, mostly

2nd level of evaluation(off-line) -

allows automatically evaluated chosen collected data

from required time interval, normally from one

operational year with some limited manual input of

other data, for example fluences etc. These results

serves as a basis for a annual report about component

state, for example for regulatory body



3rd level of evaluation (off-line) -

represents detailed analysis of collected data

performed by expert organization (manufacturer or

specialized institution). These analysis are performed

periodically and serves as a basis for preparation of

safety reports or periodical safety reports for

regulatory body.



SPECIFICS OF MAIN COMPONENTS

The following main components of primary circuit in

WWER type reactors are taken into account within this

evaluation :

reactor pressure vessel

steam generator and pressurizer

primary coolant piping

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

Evaluation of residual lifetime of reactor pressure

vessels contains the following principal steps :

(1) analysis of all existing damaging mechanisms

There are two most important damaging mechanisms :

(1) fatigue and

(2) radiation damage.

(2) evaluation of initial state of vessel using comparison of

accessible data from design documentation

accessible data from manufacturing history



(3) evaluation of instant state using comparison and

analysis of

accessible data from operational history and

maintenance

accessible data from degradation of component,

i.e. data from in-service inspections, monitoring

of integrity including results from surveillance

specimens tests etc.

(4) evaluation of residual lifetime using analysis of trend

curves of damaging mechanisms obtained within the

previous three steps



STEAM GENERATORS AND PRESSURIZERS

Principal procedure of lifetime evaluation in these

components is similar to reactor vessel as they represents

also thick wall vessels. (Assessment of tube lifetime is a

special problem solved by "plugging criteria").

Operation of steam generators and pressurizers of

WWER 440 type shows to the followness of importance of

damaging mechanisms :

(1) stress corrosion (with possible interaction with

corrosion fatigue, hydrogen embrittlement and

thermal fatigue)

(2) pitting and denting corrosion (with possible interaction

with wear corrosion)

(3) erosion-corrosion

(4) hydrogen embrittlement

(5) thermal ageing

(6) high-cycle, low-cycle and thermal fatigue

(7) wear

(8) relaxation and creep

3-



MAIN PRIMARY PIPING

This piping is manufactured from austenitic stainless

steel for WWER 440 type, thus its analysis and evaluation

must be concentrated into this type of material.

Main damaging materials are :

(1) thermal ageing

(2) stress corrosion

(3) corrosion fatigue

These factors decreases residual lifetime in a different

way, thus lifetime evaluation must take into account all of

them in a proper importance. With respect to material

properties and material non-homogeneity of primary

circuit piping, evaluation of all materials must be

performed, i.e. of

welding metal

heat affected zone

dissimilar weldments



PROBLEMS IN AN ASSESSMENT OF REACTOR

PRESSURE VESSEL LIFE :

PRINCIPAL PROBLEM :

CALCULATION MODELS FOR RESISTANCE
AGAINST NON-DUCTILE FRACTURE ARE BASED ON
LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS
APPROACH :

KIC = f ( T - Tk)

WHERE T k = TRANSITION TEMPERATURE ( RTNDT, TK0)

- MATERIAL TESTING LIMITED ONLY TO
(MOSTLY) CHARPY TESTS :

T k = TRANSITION TEMPERATURE ( RTNDT, TK0)

- MATERIAL DEGRADATION (AGEING)
CHARACTERIZED ONLY BY
CHARPY TESTS :

ATk = TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFT

- PRINCIPAL SUGGESTION IS NOT YET FULLY
APPROVED :

CHARPY TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFT =

= FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TEMPERATURE
DEPENDENCE SHIFT ???!!! ^



DEFINITION OF TRANSITION TEMPERATURES :

- ASME CODE, SECTION III -RTNDT

SOVIET/RUSSIAN/INTERATOMENERGO -T vKO

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS CURVES :

- ASME CODE, SECTION III
DYNAMIC/ARREST - K^

- SOVIET/RUSSIAN/INTERATOMENERGO
STATIC INITIATION - KIC

MATERIAL DEGRADATION CHARACTERISTICS :

CHARPY SHIFT - A T41J (ASME)
A T ^ cm2 (SOVIET)

- FRACTURE TOUGHNESS SHIFT
A IioOMpa.m2

EXPERIMENTS ^SURVEILLANCE WWER) :

Mpa.m2

2 ( KId) > A T41J ~ A

STATIC SHIFT > DYNAMIC SHIFT
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FRACTURETOUGHNESS
STEEL 15Kh2NMFA(A)
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EFFECTS OF MATERIAL DEGRADATION
ON VESSEL LIFE :

Tk* = MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TRANSITION
TEMPERATURE FOR ANY OPERATIONAL
REGIME INCLUDING PTS AND LOTP

RPV LIFE DEFINITION :

T k ( t ) = Tk*

CALCULATION BASED ON STATIC INITIATION :

ic (T - TK0 - ATSTATIC)
ATSTATIC =

CALCULATION BASED ON DYNAMIC INITIATION

KIR(T,t) = K1A (T - TK0 - ATDVNAM1C)
A 1 jDYNAMIC = ^ * C H A R P - Y OR



COMPARED CASES :

(11 VAYER CODE
*~ - STATIC INITIATION

(21 ASME CODE. SECTION III
- DYNAMIC INITIATION

(31 ASME CODE. SECTION XI
(A)- DYNAMIC INITIATION - NORMAL &

UPSET
(B)- STATIC INITIATION
~ ~ EMERGENCY

RESULTS:

- (2) AND (3A) - NO DIFFERENCES
- (1) ANDJ3B) - POSSIBLE DIFFERENCES



IMPLICATION OF THESE RESULTS HAS BEEN ALSO
DISCUSSED:

AN OBSERVABLE EFFECT CAN BE AWAITED IN W W E R
REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL ASSESSMENT, AS ONLY
STATICFRACTURE TOUGHNESS APPROACHIS REQUIRED:
SOME REDUCTION OF RESIDUAL LIFETIME COULD BE
REACHED, SOMETIMES EVEN BELOW THE DESIGN ONE.

ASME CODE WITH ITS DYNAMIC (ARREST) FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS APPROACH WILL NOT BE, PRACTICALLY,
INFLUENCED WITH THIS FOUNDING. THE ONLY
DIFFERENCE WILL BE FOUND IN AN EVALUATION OF
DEFECT ALLOWANCE, WHEN MUCH SMALLER DEFECTS
WILL BE ALLOWABLE ( FOR A GIVEN EXAMPLE,
DECREASING FACTOR UP TO ABOUT 1 0 IS FULLY
REALISTIC).

BASED ON THESE RESULTS, NEW CZECH RULES FOR
REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL LIFETIME ASSESSMENT AS HELLAS
FOR DEFECT ALLOW ABILITY EVAL UA TIONINCL UDE THESE FA CT
ASA MANDATORY REQUIREMENT, LARGER FROM BOTH SHIFTS
(STATIC OR DYNAMIC) SHOULD HAVE TO BE TAKEN INTO
ACCOUNT FOR MA TERJAL DEGRADA TION CHARACTERIZA TION.



CONCLUSIONS

A SHORT COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES USED
FOR MATERIAL DEGRADATION EFFECTS IN REACTOR
PRESSURE VESSEL LIFETIME ASSESSMENT HAS BEEN
PERFORMED, W W E R AND A S M E CODES HAVE BEEN
COMPARED.

BASEDV ON EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM WWER-
4 4 0 / V - 2 1 3 C REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL MATERIAL
SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMMES, IT CAN BE CONCLUDED THAT:

TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS ARE DIFFERENT,
WHEN BASED ON STATIC OR DYNAMIC TYPE TESTS.
GENERALLY, IT WAS FOUND, THAT

SHIFTS IN TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCIES OF STATIC
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTS ARE LARGER THAN FOR
SIMILAR ONES OF DYNAMIC FRACTURE JAUGHJVESS_AS.
WELL AS FOR CHARPY IMPACT TESTS.

-J-f?





THE STATUS OF THE MONITORING AND

PREDICTION OF THE FLOW ACCELERATED

CORROSION AT THE NPP DUKOVANY

Sarting points: experienced staff
inspections, limited amount
low pH
the defect - replacement approach
imput data

Goals:

short-term: to exclude the through wall defects or breaks during the
operation
to keep the safety and effectiveness under existing
conditions

long-term: higher effectivity of operation and maintenance
suppression of the FAC factors

Ways: calculations, measurements, modelling
support:

definition of the consequence of actions
procedures
relations and responsibilities
QA
safety beard relations



Start up before rr:Ods!!ing and nzess-jrerr.er.ts

Data acquisition

orocedures

QA

responsibilities

TD model

y — ro EC expected
Selection of pipelines - i - =C expected, modelling noi
for evaluation ! necessary

l> — EC expected, modelling necessary
zero - level model

[Preparation of outage

Upgrade of existing model '
y

Selection of components for measurements
v

Screening criteria
i

Y
Veriflcationod section

Outage

Preparation of measured components

thickness

— Cc-pcs-.icn (Cr. Wo,C-_)

—> Measurement evaluation
i
Y

K'ext treatment
i

Y
Analysis of new components

Y
model uocrarie

Post - Gutsce ac-iviilss

Techr.icf.! rc-;c;t

S'jcces'.'or.s for
operation cptimizatio
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Tab.2: the systems and number of inspected ccmpo.-ents

Unit / year
K'odslied systems or their parts (/),

# of inspected com.ponents

feed water

3/93 ] / 15
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- 4/94 j / 20

3.J?4 / 29

2/95 j /
evahssieri I
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•

steam

/ 0
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/ 5

/ 2

/ 0

y

HP extr.
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/

/
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cornpo.-ierv.s
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FEEDWATER PIPING: OUTAGE 1993
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THE STATUS OF THE MONITORING AND
PREDICTION OF THE FLOW ACCELERATED

CORROSION AT THE NPPTEMELIN

Sartina points: pH above 9.8
Cr content in'the"FWlineabove 0.2%
no experience with the operation
damage
few pre-operational inspections
imput data

Goals:

short-term:

long-term:

to select the pipelines and components for the inspection
and modelling program
to get the database concerning the FAC for further
evaluations
sensitivity analysis for the chemistry regime

higher effectivity of operation and maintenance
suppression of the FAC factors
the replacement of most sensitive components

Ways: calculations, measurements, modelling
support:

definition of the consequence cf set ions
procedures
relations and responsibilities
QA
safety board relations



ujy< Nuclear Research Institute Rez. pic
DIVISION OF INTEGRITY AND MATERIALS

• B A C K G R O U N D F O R I N S P E C T I O N
QUALIFICATION/PERFORMANCE DEMONSTRATION
PROGRAMME IN CZECH REPUBLIC

Results of inspections performed on NRI test blocks.

ISI procedures for WWER 440-213 NPPs.

List of the Participated UT Teams

Utility
Organization

Independent
Auditor

TEDIKO
Chomutov

NPP Mochovce

NPP
Dukovany

SKODA Plzen
Nuclear

1 Machinery Plant

OiS

NPP Paks
vendor

Country

Czech
Rerub!ic

Czech
Republic

Slovak
Republic

Czech
Republic-

Czech
Republic

U.K.

Hungary
i

List of tested
specimens

A:B:C;D;E

A:B;C;D:E !

A,B}CSD..E

A..B..C:DfE

AfC

A.C

A..C

Saiv.r.sr c:i
"T'-.e ES1Q V>'ork crj :!:c Eurorccr. "c:!h~cc:c:""

SRI Rez :\c, Czech Rer:::\:c



I v/UJV",| Nuclear Research Institute Rez, pic
DIVISION OF INTEGRITY AND MATERIALS

DEFECTS DETECTION ASSESSMENT

PLATE WITH -ONE-SIDE -WELD

(WER 440 TYPE RPV)

SPECIMEN A

UT inspections were performed according to the procedure
recommendations given by the independent auditor.

DDF - Defect Detection Frequency

UT team

statistical
parameter

DDF [K]

Tl

S6

T2

100

T3

100

T4

100

T5

100

T6

100

T7

29

A mean detection probability characterized by parameter MDDF
reached a relatively high value of O,SS (SSTs).

Experts' meeting on
"Reactor Safety and Integrity of Nuclear Materials"

Czech Republic/Japan



> U J V < Nuclear Research Institute Rei. pic
DIVISION OF INTEGRITY AND MATERIALS

DEFECT DETECTION ASSESSMENT
PLATE WITH TWO-SIDED WELD

(VVER 1000 TYPE RPV)

SPECIMEN B

DDF - Defect Detection Frequency

team No.

statistical
parameter

DDF {%)

TX1

SO

TX2 .

95

TX3

75

TX4

65

A mean detection probabilitity characterized by parameter MDDF
reached a relatively high value of 0,79 (79%).

Experts' meeting on
"Reactor Safety- and Integrity of Nuclear Materials"

Czech. Republic/Japan



Nuclear Research Institute Rez, pic
DIVISION OF INTEGRITY' .AND MATERIALS

DEFECT DETECTION ASSESSMENT

DISC WITH AUSTENITIC CLADDING

SPECIMEN C

DDF - Defect Detection Frequency

team No.

statistical
parameter

DDF [%]

Tl

100

T2

56

T3

44

T4

44

T5

11

76

56

T7

56

A mean detection probabilitity characterized by parameter MDDF
reached the value of 0,53 (53%).

Experts' meeting on
''Reactor Safety and Integrity of Nuclear Materials"

Czech Republic/Japan



Nuclear Research Institute Rez, pic
DIVISION OF INTEGRITY AND MATERIALS

DEFECT DETECTION ASSESSMENT

PIPING OF 850 MM DIAMETER

( W E R 1000. PRIMARY. CIRCUIT)

SPECIMEN E

D D F - Defect Detection Frequency

team No.

statistical
parameter

DDF [%}

TX1

91

TX2

100

TX3

45

TX4

64

A mean detection probabilitity characterized by parameter MDDF
reached a relatively high value of 0,75 (75%).

Experts' meeting on
"Reactor Safety and Integrity of Nuclear Materials"

Czech. Republic/Japan



Flaw Detection Deviations
soeeimens A and C

T l T2 T3 T4 To T6 T7

specimen
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SUMMARY OF DEFICIENCIES FOUND BY THE
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR

portion of UT
procedure suggested
by the auditor

EQUIPMENT/
INSTRUMENTS

MEASURED
VARIABLES

CHARTS.GRAPHS
DOCUMENTS

DATA HANDLING

THEORETICAL
DEFICIENCIES

deficiency
criteria

UT equipment, probes

table of flaw
parameters

scale
(direct Drobe - DP")

scale
Tangle Drobes - AP")

flaw full
description

results reported in
tables onlv

application of
alternative
diagrammes

assessment (DV)

assessment (AF)

precise tODOsraDhv

deDth range

theoretical failures
and deficiencies:

flaws cannot be found
bv this wav

Dn does not
determined
according to AVG
diagramrne

uncorrect tvpe
off1, aw _
determined
Doint. fiat, t'c.)

not given any method of
Dr determination or
method of v., set uo

occurence
frequency per
number of specs

r % i •-.-•

19%

5%

38%

38%

3S%

5%

33%

10%

43%

83%

14%

43%

10%

10%

14%
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FINAL ASSESSMENT
OF UT TEAMS PERFORMANCE

CAPABILITIES

ACCORDING TO AUDIT RESULTS

FINAL ASSESSMENT

HIGH-QUALITY PERFORMANCE
OF EXAMINATIONS

LOWER-QUALITY PERFORMANCE
OF EXAMINATIONS

TEAM FREQUENCY
• r%i .

50%

50%

Substantial aspects :

1. high-quality and unbiased performance of all the examinations
was supported by the independent audit,

2. participation of several experienced teams from abroad,

3. practically the same work conditions for all the teams,

4. manufacturing and fabrication deficiencies in all the specimens
with implanted flaws influencing quality of flaw detecting,
localising and sizing (and a subsequent statistical analysis).

5. deficiencies in the documentation of the implanted flaws
(specimens with implanted flaws manufactured in Russia).

Experts' meeting on
"Reactor Safety and Integrity- of Nuclear Materials"

Czech Republic/Japan
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WWER 440-213 AND WWER 1000-320
IN-SERVICE INSPECTION

QUALIFICATION PROGRAMME
IN CZECH REPUBLIC

THE FIRST PRASE

Two samples

1. WWER 440 RPV safe-end dissimilar weldment (between bainitic

primary nozzle ID 500 mm and austenitic primary piping)

material: 15Kh2MFA low alloy steel

implanted defects: fatigue cracks, non-fusion, slags

2. WWER 1000 RPV bainitic primary nozzle with austenitic cladding

(primary nozzle ID 850 mm)

material: 15Kh2NMFA low alloy steel

implanted defects: underclad, non-fusion

Subject of the project

1. NDE procedures efficiency

identify and select the procedures

identify the essential variables

define priorities for selected areas o: critical components subjected

to ISI programme

p on
"In-service Inspection (I.S.I.) Equipment"

XPP Pi:k.\. Hungary
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2. Sample definition

define size and shape of the samples for each selected area

definition of number, type,location, size and orientation of the

flaws to be implanted in the sample

analysis" of "access to" the "samples'

3. Rules for evaluation

establishment of the data for the exercises (type of flaws, blind

test, technical justification)

method of evaluation (ratio of defects, false calls)

complete knowledge of the samples in determining the actual

flaws by destructive tests + QA programme for the manufacture

and NDT

4. Rules for qualification

definition of the qualification procedure

comparison of the procedure with Western codes and rv.: :

5. Review

presentation and discussion of the above mentioned activities to the

qualified Western reviewers (like ENIQ, AMES, N ESC)

Workshop on
"In-service Inspection (I.S.I.) Equipment'

SPP Paks, Hun^arv
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THE SECOND PHASE

Additional samples

1. WWER 440 type RPV-mock-up-(testblock)-(with1 circumferential weld

and clad/base interface)

2. WWER 1000 type RPV mock-up (test block) (with circumferential weld

and clad/base interface)

3. WWER 440 primary circuit austenitic piping (ID 500 mm, mock-up)

4. WWER 1000 primary circuit ferritic piping (with austenitic cladding, ID

850 mm)

Subject of the project

Implants definitions and flaw specifications typical for WWER NPPs including

their manufacture and insert methods with the emphasis on the following types

of flaws

Mock-up (or test block) definition and manufacturing

Development of qualification methodology

Establishment of the Inspection Qualification Centre.

Workshop on
"In-senice Inspection (I.S.I.) Equipmen'

.\'PP Paks. Hungary

- 7? C
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PROJECTS PLANNED WITH INTERNATIONAL INTERFACES

Main Beneficiary - NPP Dukovany, Czech republic
Subcontractors..-. Beneficiary Countries. •

o Phare 93 Regional project 4.1.2.

"WWER 440-213 IN-SERVICE INSPECTION (ISI)11

objectives : to carry out the ISI - programme for RPV selected areas and
provide a level of quality and effectiveness of RPV ISI equivalent to the level
of European practice

o Continuation of the Regional project 4.1.2. (Phare 93)

"WWER 440-213 IN-SERVICE INSPECTION (ISI)11

objectives : to carry out the ISI - programme for additional RPV areas and
provide a level of quality and effectiveness of RPV ISI equivalent to the level
of European practice

o Phare Regional project PH 1.02/94

"IN-SERVICE INSPECTION OF PRIMARY CIRCUIT COMPONENTS"
(for primary circuit components other than the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
of WWER 440-213 NPPs)

objectives : to complete the ISI - programme and provide a level of quality and
effectiveness of ISI equivalent to the level of European practice for (other than
RPV) WWER 440-213 primary circuit components

Workshop on
"{".-service Inspection 'i.S.l.i Equipmer:"

XPP Pi:<s. Hur.zw '
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OTHER INTERFACES

EEC contracts for Western European Vendors

objectives : Automated Inspections on NRI test blocks

The first mechanized inspection of NRI test blocks will be conducted by
Intercontrole (France).

There are many other Western Europe UT teams interested in this RRT.

According to the information given by representatives of ENIQ EEC contracts
are also sent to other Western organisations.

After these inspections destructive examinations are planned. The range and
necessary arrangements for destructive examinations should follow PISC
guidelines. NRI test blocks subjected to destructive examinations will be
partially/completely destroyed.

That is the reason why the rest of intended manual and automated inspections
planned to be performed on these NRI test blocks should be completed to the
date of destructive examinations.

Workshop on
"In-service Inspection (I.S.I.) Equipment'

SPP Paks. Hun^crx





EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION PROGRAMM
FOR DUKOVANY NPP

SYNOPSIS

Qualification of safety - related equipment for 1st unit of VVER
440-213 NPP Dukovany is required to demonstrate their operability
over the range of potential design-basis event and fault conditions. The
methodology to achieve this has been prepared at NRI REZ and its
subcontractors and will be implemented to the NPP.

BACKGROUND

• Design according soviet standards from the 70's has not properly

considered influence of accident environmental and seismic

events.

• Currently installed safety - related equipment is not fully qualified

for service under accident and post-accident conditions to

existing international standards.

• Goal to achieve 40 - year lifetime for Dukovany NPP.

• Reconstruction design and management of ageing is planned .

• Improving the safety towards internationally accepted standards.

• Contract NPP EDU/NRI for establishing and implementation of EQ

Program for the 1st unit.

S)



PURPOSE AND GOALS

Providing the most reasonable assurance that the basic safety
functions will always be exetuable.
Operability demonstration of safety - related components and
systems in harsh environment (pressure, temperature, humidity,
vibration, impact, loads, radiation) both during and for some
period after an accident for which they are required to function.

Creating the necessary pre-condition for the following process of

maintaining performance capability as the plant ages and

undergoes modifications.
Preparing conditions for the planned reconstruction and
management of ageing.

DEFINITIONS

• Equipment qualification is the generation and maintenance of

evidence to assure that the equipment will operate on demand,

to meet system performance requirements during the qualified

life.

• Qualified life is the period for which system (structure or

component) has been demonstrated, through testing, analyses,

or experience, to be capable of functioning within acceptance

criteria during specified operating conditions while retaining the

ability to perform its safety functions in a design basis accident

or earthquake.



DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS

• LOCA
• HELB

• MSLB

SAFETY FUNCTIONS

Shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown

condition.

Ensure the integrity of reactor coolant pressure boundary.

Cool down the reactor to 60°C and ensurance of the residual heat

removal.

Ensure the integrity of the secondary circuit in the scope needed

for cooling down.

Prevent the consequences of accidents that could result in

potential off-site radiation exposure to the public.

COMPONENTS FOR EQ

• Electrical (cable, sensors, transmitters, electronics, etc.)

• Electromechanical (motors, operators, etc.)

• Mechanical active (valves, pumps, etc.)



EQ PROGRAMM

STAGE I - Preparation or the project

• List of safety functions
• List of systems accomplishing safety functions

• List of safety - related equipment within systems fulfilling safety

function
• Ranking of equipment according PSA-1 results
• List of essential input data for each equipment

• System/equipment specific loading
service and accident loads - environmental, thermal and

mechanical loads including interaction effects

duration of operability during accident and post accident

conditions
• EQ methodology specification

establishing an assignment between the equipment list and
standards (eg IEEE) or procedure for EQ

type tests or calculation models description

qualification plan

unique database for all type of equipment

EQ documentation (qualification files and their maintenance
according to QA plan)

The project shall be approved by EDU NPP and State Office for Nuclear

Safety.



STAGE II - Starting of EQ Programm

• Input data collection, reviewing and documentation in auditable

form

• Calculation of environmental parameters during and after design

basis events

• Selection of equipment type representants for testing

• Preparation of testing and measuring devices

• Preparation of computer programs for EQ analysis



STAGE III - Establishing of EQ

• Establishing an initial status of qualification using existing

qualification data

• Accomplishing the qualification by

- testing

- analysis

- operating experiences^

- combination of these methods

• Environmental qualification of electrical, equipment I&C and

mechanical active equipment
• Seismic qualification of selected electro, I&C, mechanical

equipment, including buildings

• Documentation of EQ process in database

• Qualification records of item/equipment/system (IES)

- technical description IES including interface

- qualification plan

- results of testing, calculations

- evaluation of EQ status
- recommendations for preserving EQ status

• Establishing the qualification status to IES

- fully qualified

- non qualified

- qualification able
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ABSTRACT

An overview of the Finnish national research programme on the Nuclear Power Plant
Structural Safety, being carried out from 1990 to 1995, is presented. The focus of this
paper is on recent results in the areas of experimental and computational fracture
mechanics, material deterioration due to neutron irradiation, corrosion and water
chemistry, nondestructive testing methods and procedures, and verification of structural
integrity assessment methods by large scale component tests.

INTRODUCTION

The structural safety and integrity of nuclear power plants is largely dependent on the
design of structures and materials which has been decided prior to the construction.
Planning alone, however, cannot guarantee the safe operation of the power plant
throughout its life. The materials are deteriorated due to the mechanical and environ-
mental (neutron irradiation, feedwater of primary and secondary circuits) effects. The safe
use of mechanical components and structures requires continuous monitoring during the
operational life of the plant. If there is defects in structures, it must be possible to evaluate
their size and location. It is particularly important to be able to estimate the safety and the
remaining life of a cracked component. The research being carried out in NPP Structural
Safety Programme III is directed in a general level on quantifying the uncertainties
affecting the safety margin of a pressure retaining component (Fig. 1).

Research on structures and structural materials aims to prevent accidents and unforeseen
outages. Consequently, the concerns and risks arising from faults in equipment and
structures are kept to a minimum. Research ensures the safe and reliable operation of
equipment throughout its planned life. At the same time, ways are being sought to extend
the lifetime of components.

The research is divided into three specific technical areas focusing on the key issues
which are relevant and of great importance in assuring the structural integrity and



reliability of pressure boundary components (Fig. 2). The fourth area consists of the
validation of structural integrity assessment methods by means of component tests.

SAFETY
MARGIN

LOADING
ENHANCEMENT
- residual

stresses
- cracking
- transients

VIM'Vlf

QUALITY
DEGRADATION
- material

embrittlement
- material
corrosion

- cracking

LOADING LOADING
CAPACITY

Fig. 1. The technical issue and the overall objective of the Nuclear Power Plant
Structural Safety (RATU) research programme.
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- test method

development
- data evaluation
- manufacturing
technology
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SAFETY MARGINS

International
co-operation

NDE AND
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MONITORING
- method

development
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Fig. 2. Main development areas and general objective of the structural integrity related
research at the VTT.



Studies on the structural materials in nuclear power plants create the experimental data
and background information necessary for the structural integrity assessments of mechan-
ical components. The research is carried out by developing experimental fracture
meclianics methods including statistical analysis methods of material property data, and
by studying material ageing and, in particular, mechanisms of material deterioration due
to neutron irradiation, corrosion and water chemistry. Besides material studies, new
testing methods and sensors for the measurement of loading and water chemistry parame-
ters are developed. The monitoring data obtained in real power plants has been used again
to simulate more precisely the real environment during laboratory tests. The research on
structural analysis is focused on extending and verifying the analysis capabilities for
structural assessments of nuclear power plants. A widely applicable system including
various computational fracture assessment methods are created with which different
structural problems can be solved reliably and effectively. Development of more accurate
nondestructive testing methods and procedures provides increased reliability for flaw
detection and size assessment during in-service inspections of nuclear power plants. In
particular, methods are being developed for the evaluation of flaws and materials for
which traditional NDE-methods are not well-suited. Validation of structural integrity
assessment methods is performed by verifying the transferability of laboratory data to
large scale component tests and by quantifying the accuracy of the analysis methods and
procedures. Validation studies are being carried out through intensive international
collaboratorion.

This paper summarizes main recent results of the Finnish national Research Programme
on the Nuclear Power Plant Structural Safety 111 in the areas of fracture mechanics,
irradiation damage, environmentally assissted cracking (EAC), nondestructive testing
(NDT) and large scale pressurized thermal shock tests.

FRACTURE MECHANICS

The recent experimental fracture mechanics development has been focused on the
determination of reliable lower-bound fracture toughness estimates, in particular consid-
ering the statistical aspects of fracture mechanical material properties. Additionally,
materials aspects in fracture assessment of surface cracks, with emphasis on transfer-
ability of fracture toughness data to structures with surface flaws have been investigated.

Statistical analysis

The two main micromechanisms encountered in fracture resistance testing of most
structural materials are ductile fracture and brittle cleavage fracture. There is a widely
recognized view that ductile fracture proceeds by a continuous mechanism of microvoid
nucleation and coalescence. Microvoid coalescence is a critical strain-controlled type of
mechanisms. As such, it is strongly governed by the maximum strain state along the crack
front. In order f">r *v>e crack to propagate macroscopically, microvoid coalescence must
occur along the whole crack front. The macroscopic fracture resistance to ductile fracture
is thus governed by the mean toughness properties of the material. This means that for a



macroscopically homogeneous material, the parameters related to ductile fracture (Jic, Ji,
di) should show only a small amount of scatter. Also, as long as the J-integral and crack-
tip opening displacement describe the strains in front of the crack, the parameters should
also be specimen size and geometry independent.

Brittle cleavage fracture differs completely from ductile fracture in mechanism. It is
assumed that cleavage fracture is initiated by a, weakest link type, critical stress-induced
mechanism, governed by locally situated cleavage initiators or "weak spots". As such,
cleavage fracture will be affected, besides by changes in the stress distribution, also by the
probability of finding a critical cleavage initiator. This weakest link type statistical nature
of cleavage fracture unfortunately denote that fracture toughness in the case of cleavage
fracture is not a simple material property. Firstly, cleavage fracture initiation toughness
exhibits a large amount of scatter; and secondly, it shows a characteristic statistical size
effect associated to the length of the crack front. Because of this statistical size effect one
must always correct the experimental toughness values to correspond to the relevant crack
front length. Presently testing standards do not make any separation between ductile and
brittle fracture mechanisms. The biggest problem in fracture resistance determination is to
select a proper fracture mechanical material parameter from the view of the structure.
Preferable parameters to use are the parameters describing a true critical fracture event
like ductile or brittle fracture initiation. However, one must also consider the
consequences of appropriate fracture micromechanism in order to achieve an accurate
assessment of the behaviour of the structure.

The different possible mechanisms of cleavage fracture initiation are rather well known. It
has been recognized that the critical steps for cleavage fracture are 131:

I Initiation of a microcrack eg. fracturing of a second phase particle.
II Propagation of this microcrack into the surrounding grains.
III Further propagation of the propagating microcrack into other adjacent

grains.

Depending on temperature, loading rate and material, different steps are more likely to be
most critical. For structural steels at lower shelf temperatures and ceramics steps II and III
are more difficult than initiation and they control the fracture toughness. At higher
temperatures initiation becomes more difficult in relation to propagation and step I
becomes more and more dominant for the fracture process. On the fracture surface this is
usually seen as a difference in the number of initiation sites visible on the fracture surface.
At lower shelf temperatures numerous initiation sites are visible, whereas at higher
temperatures only one or two initiation sites can be seen. Because materials generally are
not uniform on a microscale, cleavage fracture initiation is a statistical event, which have
implications upon the macroscopic nature of brittle fracture.

For very small Kj values the stress gradient becomes so steep that even if cleavage
fracture can initiate it cannot propagate into the surrounding and other adjacent grains,
thus causing a zone of microcracks in front of the main crack. If propagation in relation to
initiation is very difficult a stable type of fracture may evolve. This is an effect often seen
with ceramics. The need for propagation lead to a conditional crack propagation
criterium, causing a lower limiting Kmin value below which cleavage fracture is



impossible. For structural steels at the lower shelf temperature range, the fracture
toughness is likely to be the controlled by the inability of propagation.

When the conditional propagation requirement is accounted for, the cumulative failure
probability for cleavage fracture initiation will be of the form /3/

/y-i-exp- J fiPiiyJL.^.dK (i)

where !(P/I) is the conditional probability of crack propagation, q is a scaling parameter
and Bo is a reference thickness.

It appears that the probability of crack propagation must be controlled by the steepness of
stress distribution. On the lower shelf the failure will thus be only governed by the
probability of propagation. In this case the statistical size effects tend to disappear, but the
scatter will be described essentially by the integral form of Eq. 1.

Correlations

A great deal of test data have been obtained on reactor pressure vessel steels using the
standardized Charpy-V test. Although more advanced test methods, based on elastic-
plastic fracture mechanics, are both recommendable and already in use in the
surveillance programmes of some NPPs, Charpy tests are still required e.g. by
regulatory guides.

Besides the normal-size (ISO-V) Charpy specimen (10*10*55 mm3), various types of
subsize specimens have been introduced. One standardized subsize specimen is the so-
called KLST specimen, which size is 3*4*27 mm3 and the center notch is 1 mm
(DIN 50 115). However, the test data published for the KLST specimen, as well as
subsize specimens in general, is still very limited, though they can provide an
overwhelmingly effective use of test material.

Correlations are based on some appropriate criterion (or criteria) and since a total
transition curve is normally measured, there are several ones available. The criterion can
be a fixed energy or lateral expansion level describing the transition temperature or the
level can be derived from the upper shelf energy (USE). In general, the proposed criterion
can be divided into two groups: those derived from the dimensions of the specimens and
those derived empirically from the test results.

One of the best established correlations for the KLST specimen, including over 30
transition curves, has been determined for the energy and lateral expansion levels 1.9 J,
3.1 J and 0.3 mm, said to correspond to the energy levels 41 J and 68 J and the lateral
expansion 0.9 mm measured on the ISO-V specimen. The mean ratio of USEs is being
used as a normalizing factor /4/]. The resulting difference in the transition temperatures
has been given to be as follows:

-.757 '
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The three proposed criteria are to be used together /4/.

There has been presented also another way of correlating the transition temperatures 151.
The appropriate energy level for the KLST specimen (or the ratio of energies) was
derived from the definition of the J-integral, according to which the energy, related to
the elastic-plastic fracture toughness of a material, is inversely proportional to the
ligament area of the specimen. When the energy level 28 J is normalized in relation to
the ligament area, the corresponding energy level for the KLST specimen is 3.15 J, that
is 35 J/cm2.

The 35 J/cm2 transition temperature has been determined for various types of steels as a
function of the specimen thickness (B) in impact tests 161. The mean transition
temperature difference (AT) has been found to follow the function:

= 51.4-ln[2.(B/10)OZ5-l] (3)

The standard deviation of the function was less than 5°C for specimens with the
thickness (B) not less than 3 mm. Eq. (3) is given to be valid for various low-alloy
steels having the yield strength within the range 200... 1000 MPa 161. The fit is shown in
Fig. 3.
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When eq. (2) is applied to the KLST specimen, ignoring the fact that the formula takes
into account only the effect of specimen thickness, the correlation is as follows:

TK[sr = TIS0.v-3S"C (4)

measured at energy levels 28 J and 3.15 J.

From fracture mechanics the criteria based on the lateral expansion should be equal for
both specimens (and for specimens with different dimensions in general),
independently of specimen size 151.

Besides transition temperatures the USEs can also be compared. A procedure to
evaluate the USE for the ISO-V specimen from the value measured on the subsize
specimen has been proposed 151. By combining the defining formula of the J-integral
and the power-law fit J ~ (Aa)m describing the stable crack growth behaviour, the
following relationship was derived between the USEs:

where B = specimen thickness and b = ligament width.

The factor m depends on specimen size, dimensions of the notch and material. The
factor m can be determined from the USEs measured on different specimens
empirically. The value of m has been shown to primarily depend on the USE of the
material 151.

The transition temperatures measured at the energy levels normalized according to the
USE ratio IAI for the ISO-V and KLST specimens are compared in Fig. 4 til. The linear
regression lines for the mean and the scatter limits (± 2a) were calculated by assuming
the slope equal to one, i.e. by estimating the intercept only. Hence, the transition
temperature measured on the KLST specimen was on the average 66° C lower than that
measured on the ISO-V specimen, the standard deviation being 16° C.

For comparison, the transition temperatures were determined also at the energy levels
proportioned to the real (measured) USE value of each material, instead of the average
value. Neither the transition temperatures nor the mean dependence of them showed,
however, any marked difference as compared with the results based on the mean USE
ratio. Moreover, the standard deviations were very close to each other, suggesting that
no improvement can be achieved by employing the USE ratio measured for each
material rather than the mean value.

The transition temperatures measured at the energy levels proportioned to the ligament
area, i.e. 28 J and 3.15 J, are compared in Fig. 5. It proved that the transition
temperatures measured on the KLST specimen were below the temperatures measured
on the ISO-V specimen by 36° C on the average, the standard deviation being 14° C (the
intercept only was estimated).



T(KLST)=T(ISO-V) - 66°C, s=16°C
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Fig. 4. Comparison of transition temperatures 41 J/1.9J (D) and 68J/3.1 J (X)
measured on ISO-V and KLST specimens. The values for lateral expansion were
excluded/7/.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of transition temperatures 28J/3.15J measured on ISO-V and
KLST specimens.



The values of USE measured on the ISO-V and KLST specimens for the materials are
shown together with the values published elsewhere for various steels /8/ and for one
2'/4CrlMo pressure vessel steel 191 in Fig. 6. These data were also used for deriving the
correlation for the USEs of the ISO-V specimens with the KLST ones. An appropriate
function 151 was fitted to the measured USEs so as to solve the unknown factor m in
equation (2) as follows:

m = (6)

where Eiso-v is the USE of the ISO-V specimen, and A and n are fitting parameters. The
estimated values of these parameters were 182 J and 0.34, respectively. Hence, the
formulas (2) and (5) are available for calculating (using e.g. iteration) the USE for the
ISO-V specimen from the value measured on the KLST specimen.

The dash line in Fig. 6 shows the mean (and constant) USE ratio, according to which
the energy criteria 41 J/68 J/0.9 mm versus 1.9 J/3.1 J/0.3 mm have been determined
/4/. This relationship also described the measured USE values satisfactorily though it is
not clear if the correlation actually is linear as it has been assumed.

The USEs for the ISO-V specimens were also calculated from the USEs measured on
the KLST specimens by using the derived relationship. It proved that the USE of the
ISO-V specimen is predictable by this means within the accuracy of about ± 20%.
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Fig. 6. Correlation of upper shelf energies. The curve shows an estimate of given type
and the dash line the relationship used for determining the proposed /4/ transition
criteria. Data from this work (D) and from ref. /8/(X).
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The irradiation fluences of the investigated active materials were close to each other in
the ISO-V and corresponding KLST specimens (the subsize specimens were
manufactured from the halves of the ISO-V specimens), which made it possible to
compare the transition temperature shifts of the base and weld materials measured on
different specimens. The results show that the irradiation shift shown by the KLST
specimen tends to be lower than that shown by the ISO-V specimen of the same
material -condition. The largest difference was measured to be as much as 51° C, and in
one case only the difference was to the opposite direction, the shift shown by the KLST
specimen being 5° C higher than the shift shown by the ISO-V specimen.

The degree of recovery was predicted quite accurately by the KLST specimen for those
materials where the transition temperature shift in annealing was large, but failed to
predict the shift for the ones where it was small. The best correlation was obtained at the
28 J/3.15 J energy levels and, which is important, the degree of recovery measured on the
KLST specimen was in each case lower than or equal to that measured on the ISO-V
specimen. In general, the degrees of recovery at the 68 J/3.1 J levels showed a large
variation between the values measured on different specimens.

Shallow surface flaws

Standardized fracture toughness test specimens contain a deep crack, a/W = 0.5. This type
of geometry is considered to have a larger constraint effect and thus a smaller fracture
toughness than a specimen with a more shallow crack, a/W £ 0.3 in 3PB. Shallow surface
cracks are more typical in structures than deep cracks and so fracture toughness values
obtained by standardized tests may be excessively conservative for fracture toughness
calculations for real structures. Multiplicative economical waste and material loss may
result from the use of too conservative fracture toughness values.

Within the task of verification and improvement of structural integrity analysis methods
focussing on the materials aspects in fracture assessment of surface flaws, the effect of
flaw width was studied /10/. The goal was to verify the statistical size effect.

Static fracture toughness tests with three point bend specimens with thickness varying
from 5 to 300 mm were conducted at the lower transition region of the brittle to ductlie
transition of the test material. In the tests the applied load was recorded as a function of
specimen deflection. Fracture toughness (Kjc) was calculated as a test result by using the
total energy up to brittle fracture of the specimen. A more than two times increase was
found in the fracture toughness as the specimen thickness decrease from 300 mm to 5
mm.

In order to check the validity of size effect assumption, the median fracture toughness for
each specimen thickness was determined and plotted as a function of 1/BIM (Fig. 7). The
mean fracture toughness is seen to follow a straight line intersecting the y-axis at Kmin,
corresponding to infinite specimen thickness. Thus the results verify the statistical size
correction /10/.
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Fig. 7. Relation between mean fracture toughness and specimen thickness.

IRRADIATION DAMAGE

The recent development has been focussed on improvement of the neutron dosimetry.

Neutron dosimetry

The neutron dosimetry research ai.d development have focused on the utilization of
niobium (Nb). Three types of materials containing Nb can be used for dosimetric
purposes, i.e. Nb wires or foils, PV cladding materials with about 1 % of Nb and steel
materials with ppm levels on Nb impurities. The chemical separation and purification of
Nb, the mass determinations and activity measurements can be carried out for all of the
above mentioned materials with no distinct unsolved problems. The only noticed
restriction at application may arise from too large amounts of Mo in steels and the
competing production of 93mNb.

The research led to a major breakthrough in measuring the accumulated neutron radiation
with the aid of ppm levels of Nb e.g. in irradiated pressure vessel steels /11-12/. This
novel method can be applied more generally in structural materials of nuclear reactors. •
The activation products produced in structural materials can be used for measuring
radiation doses and, in combination with other acctivation products, to check the energy
distribution of neutron radiation damaging the materials.

The dosimetry group participated in the lAEA-CRP programme (surveillance chains 4K
and 5K). A new refined semiempirical method of fluence estimation was introduced /13/.
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This method combines measured activities with calculated quantities obtained using the
kernel-based computer program PREVIEW (developed at VTT Energy) and significantly
improves the accuracy of the fluence estimates, especially when using short-lived
activation products: New improved dosimentry cross sections (based on IRDF-90 and
new evaluation at Obnisk, Russia) were incorporated in the PREVIEW kernel library.

ENVIRONMENTALLY ASSISSTED CRACKING (EAC)

Stress corrosion cracking of low pressure turbine blade steels

Since most failures of turbine blades in low pressure (LP) steam turbines and gas turbine
compressors are corrosion related, materials with higher corrosion resistance than the
currently used 12 % Cr steels are required. The aim of the COST 501-11 Programme
Working Package 8 Part 1 was to develop blade materials with improved resistance to
corrosion fatigue and stress corrosion cracking at minimum yield strength values of 700
MPa for applications in future plants.

In this study the pitting susceptibility of high nitrogen 12 % Cr steels as well as
molybdenum alloyed precipitation hardened stainless steel PH 13 - 8 Mo were
investigated in comparison to the conventional 12 % Cr steels /14/. The high nitrogen 12
% Cr steel melts contained 0.25 % and 0.32 % nitrogen, respectively. Stress corrosion
cracking susceptibility of high nitrogen 12 % Cr steel was studied in comparison to the
conventional 12 % Cr steels. The tests included cyclic polarisation measurements and
slow strain rate tests in chloride containing solution at 80 °C (Fig. 8).

Precipitation hardened stainless steel of type PH 13-8 Mo had a considerably better pitting
corrosion resistance in 0.03 % NaCl at 80 °C than conventional or high nitrogen 12 %
steels in the same environment. High nitrogen 12 % steels had, however, better resistance
to chloride-induced pitting corrosion than conventional steels of otherwise similar
composition in 0.03 % NaCl at 80 °C.

In slow strain rate tests the electrochemical potential of the specimen appeared to have a
strong effect on the stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of all 12 % Cr steels studied in
0.03 % NaCl at 80 °C, since stress corrosion cracks initiated frequently at pits. No
significant difference could be observed in the stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of
conventional or high nitrogen 12 % Cr steels (Fig. 9).
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NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING

The main objective was to develope inspection techniques for ultrasonic testing of
austenitic and dissimilar metal welds and for eddy current testing of heat-exchanger
tubing. Additionally, the reliability of these techniques was evaluated in the international
PISC-project (PISC = Programme for Inspection of Steel Components).

Inspection of austenitic materials

For ultrasonic testing of highly attenuative welds in cast and wrought austenitic materials
special transducers were designed and fabricated. These transducers were tailor-made for
the test assembly 51 of the PISC round robin exercise. The test assembly was a large
diameter tube containing welds between forged and cast stainless steel sections. The
transducers fabricated were focussed transmitter-receiver probes having large
piezoelectric crystals in order to increase the effective ultrasonic energy in transmission.
The transducers and the inspection procedure developed by VTT were used in the round
robin exercise. The results of the round robin study show that the probability of detection
of flaws in cast material is essentially lower than in forged material. Especially, the sizing
of flaws seems to be problematic when the crack tips can not be used for sizing. Figure
5.6.1 shows the real flaw depths and the depths measured by VTT's team in the wrought-
to-cast assembly 51 of the PISC exercise. As can be seen the correlation between real and
measured flaw size is poor. Only one of the participating teams managed to size these
flaws properly. This team was using very large focussed transducers and immersion
technique.
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Fig. 10 Flaw sizing performance of VTT's team in assembly 51
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The flaw detection probabilities in wrought austenitic materials are presented in figure
5.6.2 for all teams of the round robin exercise. As can be seen two of the teams detected
all the flaws in these assemblies. The other team (DH) was the team of VTT using manual
ultrasonic technique. Half of teams detected more than 75 % of all the flaws present.
Furthermore all flaws above 7 mm in depth were detected with a probability equal to or
larger than 0.9. These results show that the detection performance.in general was quite
good. In flaw sizing the teams using techniques based on crack-tip-reflection were the
most succesful ones. Based on an ASME type performance demonstration the sizing
performance in general was poor. Figure 5.6.3 shows the sizing performance of team DH.
This performance meets the requirements presented in the ASME Code Section XI for
performance demonstration. The skill and experience of the team may have had a
significant influence on the high performance of team DH.
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Fig. 11 Flaw detection frequencies team by team considering all assemblies. FDF =
Flaw detection frequency of all flaws, FDFR = Flaw detection frequency of rejectable
flaws.
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The conclusions presented here are mainly based on the results of VTT's team.

Inspection of nozzles and dissimilar welds

The results of the sub-project "Nozzles and dissimilar metal welds" show that manual
inspection at low recording level was the most effective procedure to detect defects in the
test assemblies of the round robin exercise. This procedure was applied by VTT's team.
The flaw detection probability of VTT's team was very high and the false call rate in
detection. In some cases, however, the oversizing of small defects caused rejection of
acceptable flaws. Automatic scanning and recording of indications was not as successful
as manual scanning and recording at the same sensitivity level. The performance of
procedures based on recording level 20-50 % DAC was in general not satisfactory.

The results demonstrate the needs for further development on mechanized and automatic
inspection equipment. With all techniques applied in the exercise the detection of flaws
which are less than 5% of wall thickness high is unreliable. The performance of different
types of ultrasonic procedures in the round robin exercise is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1 Flaw detection frequency (FDF) in ultrasonic testing with different procedures

Procedure family FDF

Manual scan, recording at noise level 0.52
Automatic scan, recording at noise level 0.27
Manual scan, recording at 10-25% DAC 0.30
Automatic scan, recording at 10-25% DAC 0.37
Recording at 50% DAC 0.18

FRACTURE ASSESSMENT OF LARGE-SCALE COMPONENTS

Testing of large-scale components is required for the validation of different fracture
assessment methods. Validation is performed by verifying the transferability of laboratory
data to large scale component tests and by quantifying the accuracy of the analysis
methods and procedures. Verification studies were carried out through international
collaboration.

Fracture assessment of mismatched welded structures

The cooperation in fracture assessment of welded structures was continued with the
GKSS institute /15/. In this subtask stable crack growth analysis methods were applied on
a centre crack tension (CCT) panel that contained a mismatched weld in the middle. In the
cases analysed so far, the assumed cracks have been located in the middle of the weld.
The crack growth was controlled by a modified crack tip opening displacement parameter
d5 suggested by GKSS. Through the whole crack front the amount of stable crack growth
was defined by a single ds value.

The level of mismatching is described by the yield stress ratio M = syw/syB (W means
weld and B base material). Previously calculations for three crack sizes in an
undermatched weld (M= 0.56) had been performed. In the beginning of this year, stable
crack growth analyses for two overmatched weld cases (M = 1.126 and M = 1.726) were
completed. Three crack sizes were considered for each mismatch case (a/W = 0.1,0.3 and
0.5). Some discrepancies were seen between experimental and numerical J-integral values
especially at very high load level, which probably indicated that the applied procedures to
obtain the experimental J-values were not fully appropriate in a multimaterial specimen.
Obviously also the validity limits of J-integral were violated. As regards to
load-displacement and stable crack growth results, good agreement was obtained between
calculated and measured vaiues (Fig. 13).

-PA ?~
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Fig. 13 Comparison of calculated and measured load vs. load line displacement curves
for the centre-cracked tension (CCT) specimens with a mismatch weld (M = 0.56) tested
at the GKSS institute in Germany /15/.

Stress Classification According to the ASME Code

The first version of the computer code ASME3 for stress classification according to the
ASME code was developed and reported /16/. The code is aimed for post processing
numerical stress component results according to requirements of ASME III boiler and
pressure vessel code, Subsection NB. The code has been developed using a UNIX
workstation but the program is available also as a PC version.

The program deals with orthogonal component form stress results from commercial stress
analysis programs. The results can be point values of stresses or alternatively normal
stress distributions in the pressure retaining wall.

The stress analysis results arc classified to stress categories primary, secondary and peak
and divided in membrane, bending etc. components. The component mode stresses are
converted in stress intensities. On the basis of minimum and maximum stress intensities a
fatigue analysis for cyclic operation is also available and the allowable number of cycles
or the cumulative fatigue factor due to a knowi; number of cycles can be evaluated.
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Analysis of Dynamically Loaded Structures

A dynamic post-analysis was performed for a sudden pipe break which occurred in the
main feed water system of the VVER 440 type PWR plant Loviisa 2 on February 25,
1993 IMI. A thermal hydraulic code TMOC, based on the method of characteristics, was
first used to determine the induced rapid two phase fluid transients. A computational
model of 13 pipes and 115 pipe sections as shown in the schema of Fig. 14, was used for
the thermal hydraulic analysis. The resulting pressure and momentum flux histories were
then applied as an excitation in a nonlinear structural dynamic analysis which makes use
of the general purpose finite element code ABAQUS.

2350

Main feed water line

Fig. 14 Feed water piping system to be analysed.
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The permanent relative displacement of the broken pipe ends is finally compared with the
value observed after the event. The displacement components predicted at the break point
of the piping are shown in Fig. 15 as a function of time. The vibration in the Y direction is
mainly caused by the second eigenmode. The maximum value of the vertical
displacement (Z direction) is 1.01 m. An approximate value of 0.40 m was estimated for
the vertical plastic displacement.
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Fig. 15. Displacement components of the break point versus time.

The results of the study indicate that existing general purpose thermal hydraulic and
elastic-plastic finite element codes are powerful tools for making extensive and realistic
pipe whip analyses. The thermal hydraulic analysis was fairly straight-forward, although
some uncertainties emerged regarding the boundary conditions and physical modelling.
These included the opening time of the break, the formation rate of steam bubbles, and
the way of modelling the pipe network beyond the T-connection. However, the results are
felt to be reliable over the significant time period of fluid dynamic excitation. Similar
conclusions apply to the finite element analysis. An underestimate of some 30% may for
the most part be attributed to scant experimental data and uncertainties in boundary
conditions. Contact-dynamic formulation and material-specific data on strain-rate effects
at the operating temperature would improve the results. The experimental data from the
real pipe break event analysed in this study were too scant to allow benchmarking of the
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applied analysis procedures, but indicate that reasonable accuracy may be expected in
licencing analyses and other practical applications.

SUMMARY

The national research programme on the Nuclear Power Plant Structural Safety is being
carried out at the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) during the time span of
1990 - 1994, with a continuation from 1995-1999. The main emphasis of the programme
is directed to the topics which are relevant in assuring the safe and reliable operation of
the nuclear power plants during the whole planned service life. At the same time, ways
are being sought to extend the lifetime of the ageing components. The focus has been on
research in the areas of experimental and computational fracture mechanics, material
deterioration due to irradiation and water environment, nondestructive structural integrity
evaluation, validation of fracture assessment methods by largescale pressure vessel tests.
Main results and conclusions achieved during the last years are briefly summarized.
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PRINCIPAL PROCEDURE :

Principal procedure contains nine basic steps, which

can differ, in their content and extent, for different

reactor components.

First step represents a summary of all information

from design, manufacturing and assembling connected

with the component.

In second step it is necessary to evaluate results from

all previous pre-service as well as in-service inspections of

the component.

Third step represents an assessment of all data from

operational history. Operating temperature is necessary for

assessment of thermal ageing, data about loadings

(pressure, temperature) and operating cycles (regimes) are

important for assessment of fatigue damage level - possible

initiation of new cracks or even propagation of existing

cracks or initiated ones in future.



Evaluation of fatigue and parameters of fracture

mechanics is performed in step four. Localization and

sizing of existing defects is used from results of in-service

inspections. Two procedures can be used for determination

of stress levels,.respectively.for. fatigue damage values :

first one takes into account only simplified, conservative

loadings that are usually given in supplementary

documentation to the component (stress analysis of the

component) and subsequent fatigue damage values

calculated for individual operational regimes in individual

parts of components.

In fifths step it is necessary to determine properties of

component material, first of all its fracture toughness at

the end-of-life as well as till next in-service inspection. This

evaluation takes into account the initial state of material

together with all possible degrading mechanisms - thermal

ageing, fatigue damage, radiation damage, corrosion-

mechanical damage, etc., if necessary and important for



the component.

In sixth step the minimum allowable fracture

toughness, determined in fourth step, is compared with a

real lower estimate of fracture toughness of component

material at the end-of-life or till next in-service inspection

taking into account prescribed safety factors.

Seventh step depends on previous results - in case,

when fatigue damage factors are lower than one and

resistance against failure (brittle or ductile) is assured,

than the component can be released for further operation:

till next in-service inspection or till the end-of-life

(provisionally). At the same time, necessity for potential

repair and/or replacement should also be given.

Eighth step should determined plan and programme of

next in-service inspection of the component. This plan

should contain volume (extent) of inspection, used methods

and interval till next inspection.



Ninth step represents a repeated evaluation after

future inspections. This evaluation starts with the second

step and precises, respectively fulfils and corrects data

from all previous evaluations and inspections.

EXTENT AND DEPTH OF EVALUATION

Evaluation can be performed (according to

requirements and type of component) in three levels, which

differs in the depth, extent and conservatism of the

procedure :

1st level of evaluation (on-line) -

installed system (using continuous measurements)

gives continuous information about state of the

component and its residual lifetime (mostly only

fatigue one) on the operator s screen and serves for

management of ageing, mostly

2nd level of evaluation (off-line) -

allows automatically evaluated chosen collected data

from required time interval, normally from one

operational year with some limited manual input of

other data, for example fluences etc. These results

serves as a basis for a annual report about component

state, for example for regulatory body



3rd level of evaluation (off-line) -

represents detailed analysis of collected data

performed by expert organization (manufacturer or

specialized institution). These analysis are performed

periodically and serves as a basis for preparation of

safety reports or periodical safety reports for

regulatory body.



SPECIFICS OF MAIN COMPONENTS

The following main components of primary circuit in

WWER type reactors are taken into account within this

evaluation :

reactor pressure vessel

steam generator and pressurizer

primary coolant piping

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

Evaluation of residual lifetime of reactor pressure

vessels contains the following principal steps :

(1) analysis of all existing damaging mechanisms

There are two most important damaging mechanisms :

(1) fatigue and

(2) radiation damage.

(2) evaluation of initial state of vessel using comparison of

accessible data from design documentation

accessible data from manufacturing history



(3) evaluation of instant state using comparison and

analysis of

accessible data from operational history and

maintenance

accessible data from degradation of component,

i.e. data from in-service inspections, monitoring

of integrity including results from surveillance

specimens tests etc.

(4) evaluation of residual lifetime using analysis of trend

curves of damaging mechanisms obtained within the

previous three steps



STEAM GENERATORS AND PRESSURIZERS

Principal procedure of lifetime evaluation in these

components is similar to reactor vessel as they represents

also thick wall vessels. (Assessment of tube lifetime is a

special problem solved by "plugging criteria").

Operation of steam generators and pressurizers of

WWER 440 type shows to the followness of importance of

damaging mechanisms :

(1) stress corrosion (with possible interaction with

corrosion fatigue, hydrogen embrittlement and

thermal fatigue)

(2) pitting and denting corrosion (with possible interaction

with wear corrosion)

(3) erosion-corrosion

(4) hydrogen embrittlement

(5) thermal ageing

(6) high-cycle, low-cycle and thermal fatigue

(7) wear

(8) relaxation and creep



MAIN PRIMARY PIPING

This piping is manufactured from austenitic stainless

steel for WWER 440 type, thus its analysis and evaluation

must be concentrated into this type of material.

Main damaging materials are :

(1) thermal ageing

(2) stress corrosion

(3) corrosion fatigue

These factors decreases residual lifetime in a different

way, thus lifetime evaluation must take into account all of

them in a proper importance. With respect to material

properties and material non-homogeneity of primary

circuit piping, evaluation of all materials must be

performed, i.e. of

welding metal

heat affected zone

dissimilar weldments



PROBLEMS IN AN ASSESSMENT OF REACTOR

PRESSURE VESSEL LIFE :

PRINCIPAL PROBLEM :

- CALCULATION MODELS FOR RESISTANCE
AGAINST NON-DUCTILE FRACTURE ARE BASED ON
LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS
APPROACH :

KIC = f ( T - Tk)

WHERE T k = TRANSITION TEMPERATURE ( RTNDT, TK0)

- MATERIAL TESTING LIMITED ONLY TO
(MOSTLY) CHARPY TESTS :

T k = TRANSITION TEMPERATURE ( RTNDT, TK0)

MATERIAL DEGRADATION (AGEING)
CHARACTERIZED ONLY BY
CHARPY TESTS :

ATk = TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFT

PRINCIPAL SUGGESTION IS NOT YET FULLY
APPROVED :

CHARPY TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFT =

= FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TEMPERATURE
DEPENDENCE SHIFT ???!!! "



DEFINITION OF TRANSITION TEMPERATURES :

- ASME CODE, SECTION III -RTNDT

SOVIET/RUSSIAN/INTERATOMENERGO -TvKO

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS CURVES :

- ASME CODE, SECTION III
- DYNAMIC/ARREST - K^

SOVIET/RUSSLAN/INTERATOMENERGO
STATIC INITIATION - KIC

MATERIAL DEGRADATION CHARACTERISTICS

CHARPY SHIFT - A T41J (ASME)
A T ^ cm2 (SOVIET)

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS SHIFT
A T
^ •*• 100 Mpa.m2

EXPERIMENTS ^SURVEILLANCE WWER) :

AT I V \ ">
^ x 100 Mpa.m2 V ^ C / —

— A •*• 100 Mp*.m2 V -^Id ) — "• A 41J = **

STATIC SHIFT > DYNAMIC SHIFT
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EFFECTS OF MATERIAL DEGRADATION
ON VESSEL LIFE :

Tk* = MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TRANSITION
TEMPERATURE FOR ANY OPERATIONAL
R E G I M E INCLUDING PTS AND L O T P

RPV LIFE DEFINITION :

T k ( t ) = Tk°

CALCULATION BASED ON STATIC INITIATION

K,c(T,t) = K,c (T - TK0 - ATSTATIC)

CAJLCULATION BASED ON DYNAMIC INITIATION :

= KIA (T - TK0 - ATDYNAMIC)
= AT

CHARP_V 0R



COMPARED CASES :

WWER'CODE
- STATIC INITIATION

ASME CODE. SECTION HI
- DYNAMIC INITIATION

(3) ASME CODE. SECTION XI
(A)- DYNAMIC INITIATION - NORMAL &

UPSET
(B)- STATIC INITIATION
* ~ EMERGENCY

RESULTS:

(2) AND (3A) - NO DIFFERENCES
" (1) AND (3B) - POSSIBLE DIFFERENCES



IMPLICATION OF THESE RESULTS HAS BEEN ALSO
DISCUSSED:

AN OBSERVABLE EFFECT CAN BE AWAITED IN W W E R
REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL ASSESSMENT, AS ONLY
STATIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS APPROACH IS REQUIRED:
SOME REDUCTION OF RESIDUAL LIFETIME COULD BE
REACHED, SOMETIMES EVEN BELOW THE DESIGN ONE.

ASME CODE WITH ITS DYNAMIC (ARREST) FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS APPROACH WILL NOT BE, PRACTICALLY,
INFLUENCED WITH THIS FOUNDING. THE ONLY-
DIFFERENCE WILL BE FOUND IN AN EVALUATION OF
DEFECT ALLOWANCE, WHEN MUCH SMALLER DEFECTS
WILL BE ALLOWABLE ( FOR A GIVEN EXAMPLE,
DECREASING FACTOR UP TO ABOUT 10 IS FULLY
REALISTIC).

BASED ON THESE RESULTS, NEW CZECH RULES FOR
REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL LIFETIME ASSESSMENT AS HELLAS
FOR DEFECT ALLO WABILITYEVAL UA TIONINCL UDE THESE FA CT
AS A MANDATORY REQUIREMENT, LARGER FROM BOTH SHIFTS
(STATIC OR DYNAMIC) SHOULD HAVE TO BE TAKEN INTO
ACCOUNT FOR MA TERJAL DEGRADA TION CHARACTERIZA TION.



CONCLUSIONS

A SHORT COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES USED
FOR MATERIAL DEGRADATION EFFECTS IN REACTOR
PRESSURE VESSEL LIFETIME ASSESSMENT HAS BEEN
PERFORMED, W W E R AND A S M E CODES HAVE BEEN
COMPARED.

BASEDV ON EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM WWER-
4 4 0 / V - 2 1 3 C REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL MATERIAL
SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMMES, IT CAN BE CONCLUDED THAT:

TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS ARE DIFFERENT,
WHEN BASED ON STATIC OR DYNAMIC TYPE TESTS.
GENERALLY, IT WAS FOUND, THAT

SHIFTS IN TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCIES OF STATIC
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTS ARE LARGER THAN FOR
SIMILAR ONES OF DYNAMIC FRACTURE_TO_UG.HNESS_AS
WELL AS FOR CHARPY IMPACT TESTS.





THE STATUS OF THE MONITORING AND

PREDICTION OF THE FLOW ACCELERATED

CORROSION AT THE NPP DUKOVANY

Sartinq points: experienced staff
inspections, limited amount
low pH
the defect - replacement approach
imput data

Goals:

short-term: to exclude the through wall defects or breaks during the
operation
to keep the safety and effectiveness under existing
conditions

lone-term: higher effectivity of operation and maintenance
suppression of the FAC factors

Ways: calculations, measurements, modelling
support:

definition of ine consequence of actions
procedures
relations and responsibilities
QA
safety beard relations
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THE STATUS OF THE MONITORING AND
PREDICTION OF THE FLOW ACCELERATED

CORROSION AT THE NPPTEMELIN

Sartina points: pH above 9.8
Cr content in'the'FW line above 0.2%
no experience with the operation
damage
few pre-operational inspections
imDut data

Goals:

short-term:

long-term:

to select the pipelines and components for the inspection
and modeiiing program
to get the database concerning the FAC for further
evaluations
sensitivity analysis for the chemistry regime

higher effectivity of operation and maintenance
suppression of the FAC factors
the replacement of most sensitive components

Ways: calculations, measurements, modelling
support:

definition of the consequence of scions
procedures
relations and responsibilities
QA
safety board relations
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• B A C K G R O U N D F O R I N S P E C T I O N
QUALIFICATION/PERFORMANCE DEMONSTRATION
PROGRAMME IN CZECH REPUBLIC

Results of inspections performed on NRI test blocks.

ISI procedures for WWER 440-213 NPPs.

List of the Participated UT Teams

Utility
Organization

ij Independent
Auditor

TEDIKO
Chomutov

NPP Mochovce

NPP
Dukovanv

SKODA Plzeft
Nuclear

Machinery Plant

OiS

NPP Paks
vender

Country

Czech
Rerublic

Czech
1 \ *„ t- u L . . w

Slovak
Republic

Czech
Republic

Czech
Republic

List of tested
specimens

A..BrC;DrE

A.B.C.D;E ||

A:B;C;D:E

A.B.C.D.E

A;C

U.K. ! A.C

Hur.gsry A.C ;

Sc::::.-\:r c:i
"Tr.e ES1Q V-'or-: c;:J ;!:e Europccr. Xahodclcr;"

.\RJ Re: :\c,
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DEFECTS DETECTION ASSESSMENT

PLATE WITH -ONE-SIDE WELD

( W E R 440 TYPE RPV)

SPECIMEN A

UT inspections were performed according to the procedure
recommendations given by the independent auditor.

DDF - Defect Detection Frequency

UT team

statistical
parameter

DDF [Tc]

Tl

S6

T2

100

T3

100

T4

100

T5

100

T6

100

T7

29 _,

A mean detection probability characterized by parameter MDDF
reached a relatively high value of O.SS (SSrc).

Experts' meeting on
'Reactor Safety and Integrity of Suclear Materials"

Czech Republic/Japan
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DEFECT DETECTION ASSESSMENT
PLATE WITH TWO-SIDED WELD

(VVER 1000 TYPE RPV)

SPECIMEN B

DDF - Defect Detection Frequency

team No.

statistical
parameter

DDF {%)

TX1

SO

TX2 .

95

TX3

75

TX4

65

A mean detection probabilitity characterized by parameter MDDF
reached a relatively high value of 0,79 (79%).

Experts' meeting on
"Reactor Safery and Integrity of Nuclear Materials"

Czech. Republic/Japan
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DEFECT DETECTION ASSESSMENT

DISC WITH AUSTENITIC CLADDING

SPECIMEN C

DDF - Defect Detection Frequency

team No.

statistical
parameter

DDF [%]

Tl

100

T2

56

T3

44

T4

44

T5

11

T6

56

T7

56

A mean detection probability characterized by parameter MDDF
reached the value of 0,53 (53%).

Experts' meeting on
'Reactor Safety and Integrity of Nuclear Materials"

Czech Republic/Japan
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DEFECT DETECTION ASSESSMENT

PIPING OF 850 MM DIAMETER

(WER 1000. PRIMARY CIRCUIT)

SPECIMEN E

D D F - Defect Detection Frequency

team No.

statistical
parameter

DDF [%]

TX1

91

TX2

100

TX3

45

TX4

64

A mean detection probabilitity characterized by parameter MDDF
reached a relatively high value of 0,75 (759c).

Experts' meeting on
"Reactor Safer.' and Integrity of Nuclear Materials"

Czech. Republic/Japan



Flaw Detection Deviations
SDecimens A and C
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SUMMARY OF DEFICIENCIES FOUND BY THE
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR

portion of UT
procedure suggested
by the auditor

EQUIPiMENT/
INSTRUMENTS

MEASURED
VARLABLES

CHARTS.GRAPHS
DOCUMENTS

DATA HANDLING

THEORETICAL
DEFICIENCIES

deficiency
criteria

UT equipment, probes

table of flaw
parameters

scale
Cdirect Drobe - D?)

scale
fansle probes - AP)

flaw full
description

results reported in
tables onlv

application of
alternative
diasrammes

assessment CDP1

assessment CAP)

precise tODOsraphv

depth ranse

theoretical failures
and deficiencies:

flaws cannot be found
bv this wav

Dn does not
determined
according to AVG
diasramrne

ur.correct tvne
q:"flaw>
determined
point, fiat, etc.)

not given any method of
D., determination or
method of v.. set uo

occurence
frequency per
number ofspecs

\%\

19%

5%

38%

38%

3S%

5%

33%

10%

43%

83%

14%

43%

10%

10%

24 Tc

14-7c
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FINAL ASSESSMENT
OF UT TEAMS PERFORMANCE

CAPABILITIES

ACCORDING TO AUDIT RESULTS

FINAL ASSESSMENT

HIGH-QUALITY PERFORMANCE
OF EXAMINATIONS

LOWER-QUALITY PERFORMANCE
OF EXAMINATIONS

TEAM FREQUENCY
\%\ .

50%

50%

Substantial aspects :

1. high-quality and unbiased performance of all the examinations
was supported by the independent audit,

2. participation of several experienced teams from abroad,

3. practically the same work conditions for all the teams,

4. manufacturing and fabrication deficiencies in all the specimens
with implanted flaws influencing quality of flaw detecting,
localising and sizing (and a subsequent statistical analysis).

5. deficiencies in the documentation of the implanted flaws
(specimens with implanted flaws manufactured in Russia).

Experts' meeting on
"Reactor Safety and Integrity of Suclear Materials"

Czech Republic/Japan
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WWER 440-213 .AND WWER 1000-320
IN-SERVICE INSPECTION

QUALIFICATION PROGRAMME
IN CZECH REPUBLIC

THE FIRST PRASE

Two samples

1. WWER 440 RPV safe-end dissimilar weldment (between bainitic

primary nozzle ID 500 mm and austenitic primary piping)

material: 15Kh2MFA low alloy steel

implanted defects: fatigue cracks, non-fusion, slags

2. WWER 1000 RPV bainitic primary nozzle with austenitic cladding

(primary nozzle ID 850 mm)

material: 15Kh2NMFA low alloy steel

implanted defects: underclad, non-fusion

Subject of the project

1. NDE procedures efficiency

identify and select the procedures

identify the essential variables

define priorities tor selected areas of critical components subjected

to ISI programme

Workshop on
"In-service Inspection (I.S.I.) Equipment'

\'PP Pcks, Human-

- <?
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2. Sample definition

define size and shape of the samples for each selected area

definition of number, type,location, size and orientation of the

flaws to be implanted in the sample

analysis'of'access to" the 'samples

3. Rules for evaluation

establishment of the data for the exercises (type of flaws, blind

test, technical justification)

method of evaluation (ratio of defects, false calls)

complete knowledge of the samples in determining the actual

flaws by destructive tests + QA programme for the manufacture

and NDT

4. Rules for qualification

definition of the qualification procedure

comparison of the procedure with Western codes and rv 3

5. Review

presentation and discussion of the above mentioned activities to the

qualified Western reviewers (like EN'IQ, AMES, N ESC)

Workshop on
"In-service Inspection (I.S.I.) Equipment'

.\'PP Paks, Hii/v^w
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THE SECOND PHASE

Additional samples

1. WWER 440 type RPV-mock-up-(tesfblock)-(with'circumferential weld

and clad/base interface)

2. WWER 1000 type RPV mock-up (test block) (with circumferential weld

and clad/base interface)

3. WWER 440 primary circuit austenitic piping (ID 500 mm, mock-up)

4. WWER 1000 primary circuit ferritic piping (with austenitic cladding, ID

850 mm)

Subject of the project

Implants definitions and flaw specifications typical for WWER NPPs including

their manufacture and insert methods with the emphasis on the following types

of flaws

Mock-up (or test block) definition and manufacturing

Development of qualification methodology

Establishment of the Inspection Qualification Centre.

Workshop on
"In-senice Inspection (I.S.I.) Equipment'

S'PP Paks. Hungary

- 7 ? C
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• PROJECTS PLANNED WITH INTERNATIONAL INTERFACES

Main Beneficiary - NPP Dukovany, Czech republic
Subcontractors .-. Beneficiary Countries. .

o Phare 93 Regional project 4.1.2.

"WWER 440-213 IN-SERVICE INSPECTION

objectives : to carry out the ISI - programme for RPV selected areas and
provide a level of quality and effectiveness of RPV ISI equivalent to the level
of European practice

o Continuation of the Regional project 4.1.2. (Phare 93)

"WWER 440-213 IN-SERVICE INSPECTION (LSI)"

objectives : to carry out the ISI - programme for additional RPV areas and
provide a level of quality and effectiveness of RPV ISI equivalent to the level
of European practice

o Phare Regional project PH 1.02/94

"IN-SERVICE INSPECTION OF PRIMARY CIRCUIT COMPONENTS"
(for primary circuit components other than the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
of WWER 440-213 NPPs)

objectives : to complete the ISI - programme and provide a level of quality and
effectiveness OT ISI equivalent :o the level of European practice for (other than
RPV} WWER 440-213 primary circuit components

Vr'orkshoD on
"I':-scr;:cc Inspection ;i.S.L> Equipmer.;

XPP P.:<s. Hu.'^ar,- '
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OTHER INTERFACES

c EEC contracts for Western European Vendors

objectives : Automated Inspections on NRI test blocks

The first mechanized inspection of NRI test blocks will be conducted by
Intercontrole (France).

There are many other Western Europe UT teams interested in this RRT.

According to the information given by representatives of ENIQ EEC contracts
are also sent to other Western organisations.

After these inspections destructive examinations are planned. The range and
necessary arrangements for destructive examinations should follow PISC
guidelines. NRI test blocks subjected to destructive examinations will be
partially/completely destroyed.

That is the reason why the rest of intended manual and automated inspections
planned to be performed on these NRI test blocks should be completed to the
date of destructive examinations.

Workshop on
"In-service Inspection (1. S. I.) Equipment"

SPP Paks. Himxcn





EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION PROGRAMM

FOR DUKOVANY NPP

SYNOPSIS

Qualification of safety - related equipment for 1st unit of VVER

440-213 NPP Dukovany is required to demonstrate their operability

over the range of potential design-basis event and fault conditions. The

methodology to achieve this has been prepared at NRl REZ and its

subcontractors and will be implemented to the NPP.

BACKGROUND

• Design according soviet standards from the 70's has not properly

considered influence of accident environmental and seismic

events.

• Currently installed safety - related equipment is not fully qualified

for service under accident and post-accident conditions to

existing international standards.

• Goal to achieve 40 - year lifetime for Dukovany NPP.

• Reconstruction design and management of ageing is planned .

• Improving the safety towards internationally accepted standards.

• Contract NPP EDU/NRl for establishing and implementation of EQ

Program for the 1st unit.



PURPOSE AND GOALS

Providing the most reasonable assurance that the basic safety

functions will always be exetuable.
Operability demonstration of safety - related components and
systems in harsh environment (pressure, temperature, humidity,
vibration, impact, loads, radiation) both during and for some
period after an accident for which they are required to function.

Creating the necessary pre-condition for the following process of

maintaining performance capability as the plant ages and

undergoes modifications.
Preparing conditions for the planned reconstruction and
management of ageing.

DEFINITIONS

• Equipment qualification is the generation and maintenance of

evidence to assure that the equipment will operate on demand,

to meet system performance requirements during the qualified

life.

• Qualified life is the period for which system (structure or

component) has been demonstrated, through testing, analyses,

or experience, to be capable of functioning within acceptance

criteria during specified operating conditions while retaining the

ability to perform its safety functions in a design basis accident

or earthquake.

- 21(0



DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS

• LOCA
• HELB

• MSLB

SAFETY FUNCTIONS

Shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown

condition.

Ensure the integrity of reactor coolant pressure boundary.

Cool down the reactor to 60°C and ensurance of the residual heat

removal.

Ensure the integrity of the secondary circuit in the scope needed

for cooling down.

Prevent the consequences of accidents that could result in

potential off-site radiation exposure to the public.

COMPONENTS FOR EQ

• Electrical (cable, sensors, transmitters, electronics, etc.)

• Electromechanical (motors, operators, etc.)

• Mechanical active (valves, pumps, etc.)

-I-



EQ PROGRAMS

STAGE I - Preparation or the project

• List of safety functions
• List of systems accomplishing safety functions

• List of safety - related equipment within systems fulfilling safety

function
• Ranking of equipment according PSA-1 results
• List of essential input data for each equipment

• System/equipment specific loading
service and accident loads - environmental, thermal and
mechanical loads including interaction effects

duration of operability during accident and post accident

conditions
• EQ methodology specification

establishing an assignment between the equipment list and
standards (eg IEEE) or procedure for EQ

type tests or calculation models description

qualification plan

unique database for all type of equipment
EQ documentation (qualification files and their maintenance
according to QA plan)

The project shall be approved by EDU NPP and State Office for Nuclear

Safety.

-DUD



STAGE II - Starting of EQ Programm

• Input data collection, reviewing and documentation in auditable

form

• Calculation of environmental parameters during and after design

basis events

• Selection of equipment type representants for testing

• Preparation of testing and measuring devices

• Preparation of computer programs for EQ analysis



STAGE III - Establishing of EQ

Establishing an initial status of qualification using existing

qualification data
Accomplishing the qualification by

- testing
- analysis
- operating experiences"
- combination of these methods

Environmental qualification of electrical, equipment I&C and

mechanical active equipment

Seismic qualification of selected electro, I&C, mechanical

equipment, including buildings

Documentation of EQ process in database

Qualification records of item/equipment/system (IES)

- technical description IES including interface

- qualification plan

- results of testing, calculations

- evaluation of EQ status
- recommendations for preserving EQ status

Establishing the qualification status to IES

- fully qualified

- non qualified

- qualification able
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ABSTRACT

An overview of the Finnish national research programme on the Nuclear Power Plant
Structural Safety, being carried out from 1990 to 1995, is presented. The focus of this
paper is on recent results in the areas of experimental and computational fracture
mechanics, material deterioration due to neutron irradiation, corrosion and water
chemistry, nondestructive testing methods and procedures, and verification of structural
integrity assessment methods by large scale component tests.

INTRODUCTION

The structural safety and integrity of nuclear power plants is largely dependent on the
design of structures and materials which has been decided prior to the construction.
Planning alone, however, cannot guarantee the safe operation of the power plant
throughout its life. The materials are deteriorated due to the mechanical and environ-
mental (neutron irradiation, feedwater of primary and secondary circuits) effects. The safe
use of mechanical components and structures requires continuous monitoring during the
operational life of the plant. If there is defects in structures, it must be possible to evaluate
their size and location. It is particularly important to be able to estimate the safety and the
remaining life of a cracked component. The research being carried out in NPP Structural
Safety Programme III is directed in a general level on quantifying the uncertainties
affecting the safety margin of a pressure retaining component (Fig. 1).

Research on structures and structural materials aims to prevent accidents and unforeseen
outages. Consequently, the concerns and risks arising from faults in equipment and
structures are kept to a minimum. Research ensures the safe and reliable operation of
equipment throughout its planned life. At the same time, ways are being sought to extend
the lifetime of components.

The research is divided into three specific technical areas focusing on the key issues
which are relevant and of great importance in assuring the structural integrity and



reliability of pressure boundary components (Fig. 2). The fourth area consists of the
validation of structural integrity assessment methods by means of component tests.
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Fig. 1. The technical issue and the overall objective of the Nuclear Power Plant
Structural Safety (RATU) research programme.
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Fig. 2. Main development areas and general objective of the structural integrity related
research at the VTT.



Studies on the structural materials in nuclear power plants create the experimental data
and background information necessary for the structural integrity assessments of mechan-
ical components. The research is carried out by developing experimental fracture
mechanics methods including statistical analysis methods of material property data, and
by studying material ageing and, in particular, mechanisms of material deterioration due
to neutron irradiation, corrosion and water chemistry. Besides material studies, new
testing methods and sensors for the measurement of loading and water chemistry parame-
ters are developed. The monitoring data obtained in real power plants has been used again
to simulate more precisely the real environment during laboratory tests. The research on
structural analysis is focused on extending and verifying the analysis capabilities for
structural assessments of nuclear power plants. A widely applicable system including
various computational fracture assessment methods are created with which different
structural problems can be solved reliably and effectively. Development of more accurate
nondestructive testing methods and procedures provides increased reliability for flaw
detection and size assessment during in-service inspections of nuclear power plants. In
particular, methods are being developed for the evaluation of flaws and materials for
which traditional NDE-methods are not well-suited. Validation of structural integrity
assessment methods is performed by verifying the transferability of laboratory data to
large scale component tests and by quantifying the accuracy of the analysis methods and
procedures. Validation studies are being carried out through intensive international
collaboratorion.

This paper summarizes main recent results of the Finnish national Research Programme
on the Nuclear Power Plant Structural Safety 111 in the areas of fracture mechanics,
irradiation damage, environmentally assissted cracking (EAC), nondestructive testing
(NDT) and large scale pressurized thermal shock tests.

FRACTURE MECHANICS

The recent experimental fracture mechanics development has been focused on the
determination of reliable lower-bound fracture toughness estimates, in particular consid-
ering the statistical aspects of fracture mechanical material properties. Additionally,
materials aspects in fracture assessment of surface cracks, with emphasis on transfer-
ability of fracture toughness data to structures with surface flaws have been investigated.

Statistical analysis

The two main micromechanisms encountered in fracture resistance testing of most
structural materials are ductile fracture and brittle cleavage fracture. There is a widely
recognized view that ductile fracture proceeds by a continuous mechanism of microvoid
nucleation and coalescence. Microvoid coalescence is a critical strain-controlled type of
mechanisms. As such, it is strongly governed by the maximum strain state along the crack
front. In order ^ (ne crack to propagate macroscopically, microvoid coalescence must
occur along the whole crack front. The macroscopic fracture resistance to ductile fracture
is thus governed by the mean toughness properties of the material. This means that for a



macroscopically homogeneous material, the parameters related to ductile fracture (Jic, J;,
d;) should show only a small amount of scatter. Also, as long as the J-integral and crack-
tip opening displacement describe the strains in front of the crack, the parameters should
also be specimen size and geometry independent.

Brittle cleavage fracture differs completely from ductile fracture in mechanism. It is
assumed that cleavage fracture is initiated by a, weakest link type, critical stress-induced
mechanism, governed by locally situated cleavage initiators or "weak spots". As such,
cleavage fracture will be affected, besides by changes in the stress distribution, also by the
probability of finding a critical cleavage initiator. This weakest link type statistical nature
of cleavage fracture unfortunately denote that fracture toughness in the case of cleavage
fracture is not a simple material property. Firstly, cleavage fracture initiation toughness
exhibits a large amount of scatter,- and secondly, it shows a characteristic statistical size
effect associated to the length of the crack front. Because of this statistical size effect one
must always correct the experimental toughness values to correspond to the relevant crack
front length. Presently testing standards do not make any separation between ductile and
brittle fracture mechanisms. The biggest problem in fracture resistance determination is to
select a proper fracture mechanical material parameter from the view of the structure.
Preferable parameters to use are the parameters describing a true critical fracture event
like ductile or brittle fracture initiation. However, one must also consider the
consequences of appropriate fracture micromechanism in order to achieve an accurate
assessment of the behaviour of the structure.

The different possible mechanisms of cleavage fracture initiation are rather well known. It
has been recognized that the critical steps for cleavage fracture are 131:

I Initiation of a microcrack eg. fracturing of a second phase particle.
II Propagation of this microcrack into the surrounding grains.
HI Further propagation of the propagating microcrack into other adjacent

grains.

Depending on temperature, loading rate and material, different steps are more likely to be
most critical. For structural steels at lower shelf temperatures and ceramics steps II and El
are more difficult than initiation and they control the fracture toughness. At higher
temperatures initiation becomes more difficult in relation to propagation and step I
becomes more and more dominant for the fracture process. On the fracture surface this is
usually seen as a difference in the number of initiation sites visible on the fracture surface.
At lower shelf temperatures numerous initiation sites are visible, whereas at higher
temperatures only one or two initiation sites can be seen. Because materials generally are
not uniform on a microscale, cleavage fracture initiation is a statistical event, which have
implications upon the macroscopic nature of brittle fracture.

For very small Ki values the stress gradient becomes so steep that even if cleavage
fracture can initiate it cannot propagate into the surrounding and other adjacent grains,
thus causing a zone of microcracks in front of the main crack. If propagation in relation to
initiation is very difficult a stable type of fracture may evolve. This is an effect often seen
with ceramics. The need for propagation lead to a conditional crack propagation
criterium, causing a lower limiting Kmjn value below which cleavage fracture is



impossible. For structural steels at the lower shelf temperature range, the fracture
toughness is likely to be the controlled by the inability of propagation.

When the conditional propagation requirement is accounted for, the cumulative failure
probability for cleavage fracture initiation will be of the form /3/

P/ = l-exp- J f(Pli).-!L.^-.dK (1)
"0 6

where !(P/I) is the conditional probability of crack propagation, q is a scaling parameter
and Bo is a reference thickness.

It appears that the probability of crack propagation must be controlled by the steepness of
stress distribution. On the lower shelf the failure will thus be only governed by the
probability of propagation. In this case the statistical size effects tend to disappear, but the
scatter will be described essentially by the integral form of Eq. 1.

Correlations

A great deal of test data have been obtained on reactor pressure vessel steels using the
standardized Charpy-V test. Although more advanced test methods, based on elastic-
plastic fracture mechanics, are both recommendable and already in use in the
surveillance programmes of some NPPs, Charpy tests are still required e.g. by
regulatory guides.

Besides the normal-size (ISO-V) Charpy specimen (10*10*55 mm3), various types of
subsize specimens have been introduced. One standardized subsize specimen is the so-
called KLST specimen, which size is 3*4*27 mm3 and the center notch is 1 mm
(DIN 50 115). However, the test data published for the KLST specimen, as well as
subsize specimens in general, is still very limited, though they can provide an
overwhelmingly effective use of test material.

Correlations are based on some appropriate criterion (or criteria) and since a total
transition curve is normally measured, there are several ones available. The criterion can
be a fixed energy or lateral expansion level describing the transition temperature or the
level can be derived from the upper shelf energy (USE). In general, the proposed criterion
can be divided into two groups: those derived from the dimensions of the specimens and
those derived empirically from the test results.

One of the best established correlations for the KLST specimen, including over 30
transition curves, has been determined for the energy and lateral expansion levels 1.9 J,
3.1 J and 0.3 mm, said to correspond to the energy levels 41 J and 68 J and the lateral
expansion 0.9 mm measured on the ISO-V specimen. The mean ratio of USEs is being
used as a normalizing factor /4/]. The resulting difference in the transition temperatures
has been given to be as follows:

-.757 '



(2)

The three proposed criteria are to be used together /4/.

There has been presented also another way of correlating the transition temperatures 151.
The appropriate energy level for the KLST specimen (or the ratio of energies) was
derived from the definition of the J-integral, according to which the energy, related to
the elastic-plastic fracture toughness of a material, is inversely proportional to the
ligament area of the specimen. When the energy level 28 J is normalized in relation to
the ligament area, the corresponding energy level for the KLST specimen is 3.15 J, that
is 35 J/cm2.

The 35 J/cm2 transition temperature has been determined for various types of steels as a
function of the specimen thickness (B) in impact tests 161. The mean transition
temperature difference (AT) has been found to follow the function:

= 51.4-ln[2-(B/10f -1] (3)

The standard deviation of the function was less than 5°C for specimens with the
thickness (B) not less than 3 mm. Eq. (3) is given to be valid for various low-alloy
steels having the yield strength within the range 200...1000 MPa 161. The fit is shown in
Fig. 3.
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When eq. (2) is applied to the KLST specimen, ignoring the fact that the formula takes
into account only the effect of specimen thickness, the correlation is as follows:

TKisr = TIS0_v-38" C (4)

measured at energy levels 2S J and 3.15 J.

From fracture mechanics the criteria based on the lateral expansion should be equal for
both specimens (and for specimens with different dimensions in general),
independently of specimen size 151.

Besides transition temperatures the USEs can also be compared. A procedure to
evaluate the USE for the ISO-V specimen from the value measured on the subsize
specimen has been proposed 151. By combining the defining formula of the J-integral
and the power-law fit J ~ (Aa)m describing the stable crack growth behaviour, the
following relationship was derived between the USEs:

K -R • —-r-V+m (5)

where B = specimen thickness and b = ligament width.

The factor m depends on specimen size, dimensions of the notch and material. The
factor m can be determined from the USEs measured on different specimens
empirically. The value of m has been shown to primarily depend on the USE of the
material 151.

The transition temperatures measured at the energy levels normalized according to the
USE ratio /4/ for the ISO-V and KLST specimens are compared in Fig. 4 lit. The linear
regression lines for the mean and the scatter limits (± 2c) were calculated by assuming
the slope equal to one, i.e. by estimating the intercept only. Hence, the transition
temperature measured on the KLST specimen was on the average 66° C lower than that
measured on the ISO-V specimen, the standard deviation being 16°C.

For comparison, the transition temperatures were determined also at the energy levels
proportioned to the real (measured) USE value of each material, instead of the average
value. Neither the transition temperatures nor the mean dependence of them showed,
however, any marked difference as compared with the results based on the mean USE
ratio. Moreover, the standard deviations were very close to each other, suggesting that
no improvement can be achieved by employing the USE ratio measured for each
material rather than the mean value.

The transition temperatures measured at the energy levels proportioned to the ligament
area, i.e. 28 J and 3.15 J, are compared in Fig. 5. It proved that the transition
temperatures measured on the KLST specimen were below the temperatures measured
on the ISO-V specimen by 36° C on the average, the standard deviation being 14° C (the
intercept only was estimated).
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The values of USE measured on the ISO-V and KLST specimens for the materials are
shown together with the values published elsewhere for various steels /8/ and for one
2'/4CrlMo pressure vessel steel 191 in Fig. 6. These data were also used for deriving the
correlation for the USEs of the ISO-V specimens with the KLST ones. An appropriate
function 151 was fitted to the measured USEs so as to solve the unknown factor m in
equation (2) as follows:

m = (6)

where EJSO-V is the USE of the ISO-V specimen, and A and n are fitting parameters. The
estimated values of these parameters were 182 J and 0.34, respectively. Hence, the
formulas (2) and (5) are available for calculating (using e.g. iteration) the USE for the
ISO-V specimen from the value measured on the KLST specimen.

The dash line in Fig. 6 shows the mean (and constant) USE ratio, according to which
the energy criteria 41 J/68 J/0.9 mm versus 1.9 J/3.1 J/0.3 mm have been determined
IAI. This relationship also described the measured USE values satisfactorily though it is
not clear if the correlation actually is linear as it has been assumed.

The USEs for the ISO-V specimens were also calculated from the USEs measured on
the KLST specimens by using the derived relationship. It proved that the USE of the
ISO-V specimen is predictable by this means within the accuracy of about ± 20%.
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Fig. 6. Correlation of upper shelf energies. The curve shows an estimate of given type
and the dash line the relationship used for determining the proposed /4/ transition
criteria. Data from this work (D) and from ref. /8/(X).
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The irradiation fluences of the investigated active materials were close to each other in
the ISO-V and corresponding KLST specimens (the subsize specimens were
manufactured from the halves of the ISO-V specimens), which made it possible to
compare the transition temperature shifts of the base and weld materials measured on
different specimens. The results show that the irradiation shift shown by the KLST
specimen tends to be lower than that shown by the ISO-V specimen of the same
material-condition. The largest difference was measured to be as much as 51° C, and in
one case only the difference was to the opposite direction, the shift shown by the KLST
specimen being 5° C higher than the shift shown by the ISO-V specimen.

The degree of recovery was predicted quite accurately by the KLST specimen for those
materials where the transition temperature shift in annealing was large, but failed to
predict the shift for the ones where it was small. The best correlation was obtained at the
28 J/3.15 J energy levels and, which is important, the degree of recovery measured on the
KLST specimen was in each case lower than or equal to that measured on the ISO-V
specimen. In general, the degrees of recovery at the 68 J/3.1 J levels showed a large
variation between the values measured on different specimens.

Shallow surface flaws

Standardized fracture toughness test specimens contain a deep crack, a/W = 0.5. This type
of geometry is considered to have a larger constraint effect and thus a smaller fracture
toughness than a specimen with a more shallow crack, a/W £ 0.3 in 3PB. Shallow surface
cracks are more typical in structures than deep cracks and so fracture toughness values
obtained by standardized tests may be excessively conservative for fracture toughness
calculations for real structures. Multiplicative economical waste and material loss may
result from the use of too conservative fracture toughness values.

Within the task of verification and improvement of structural integrity analysis methods
focussing on the materials aspects in fracture assessment of surface flaws, the effect of
flaw width was studied /10/. The goal was to verify the statistical size effect.

Static fracture toughness tests with three point bend specimens with thickness varying
from 5 to 300 mm were conducted at the lower transition region of the brittle to ductlie
transition of the test material. In the tests the applied load was recorded as a function of
specimen deflection. Fracture toughness (Kjc) was calculated as a test result by using the
total energy up to brittle fracture of the specimen. A more than two times increase was
found in the fracture toughness as the specimen thickness decrease from 300 mm to 5
mm.

In order to check the validity of size effect assumption, the median fracture toughness for
each specimen thickness was determined and plotted as a function of 1/BIM (Fig. 7). The
mean fracture toughness is seen to follow a straight line intersecting the y-axis at Kmjn,
corresponding to infinite specimen thickness. Thus the results verify the statistical size
correction /10/.
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IRRADIATION DAMAGE

The recent development has been focussed on improvement of the neutron dosimetry.

Neutron dosimetry

The neutron dosimetry research a^d development have focused on the utilization of
niobium (Nb). Three types of materials containing Nb can be used for dosimetric
purposes, i.e. Nb wires or foils, PV cladding materials with about 1 % of Nb and steel
materials with ppm levels on Nb impurities. The chemical separation and purification of
Nb, the mass determinations and activity measurements can be carried out for all of the
above mentioned materials with no distinct unsolved problems. The only noticed
restriction at application may arise from too large amounts of Mo in steels and the
competing production of 93mNb.

The research led to a major breakthrough in measuring the accumulated neutron radiation
with the aid of ppm levels of Nb e.g. in irradiated pressure vessel steels /11-12/. This
novel method can be applied more generally in structural materials of nuclear reactors.
The activation products produced in structural materials can be used for measuring
radiation doses and, in combination with other acctivation products, to check the energy
distribution of neutron radiation damaging the materials.

The dosimetry group participated in the IAEA-CRP programme (surveillance chains 4K
and 5K). A new refined semiempirical method of fluence estimation was introduced /13/.
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This method combines measured activities with calculated quantities obtained using the
kemel-based computer program PREVIEW (developed at VTT Energy) and significantly
improves the accuracy of the fluence estimates, especially when using short-lived
activation products: New improved dosimentry cross sections (based on ERDF-90 and
new evaluation at Obnisk, Russia) were incorporated in the PREVIEW kernel library.

ENVIRONMENTALLY ASSISSTED CRACKING (EAC)

Stress corrosion cracking of low pressure turbine blade steels

Since most failures of turbine blades in low pressure (LP) steam turbines and gas turbine
compressors are corrosion related, materials with higher corrosion resistance than the
currently used 12 % Cr steels are required. The aim of the COST 501-11 Programme
Working Package 8 Part 1 was to develop blade materials with improved resistance to
corrosion fatigue and stress corrosion cracking at minimum yield strength values of 700
MPa for applications in future plants.

In this study the pitting susceptibility of high nitrogen 12 % Cr steels as well as
molybdenum alloyed precipitation hardened stainless steel PH 13 - 8 Mo were
investigated in comparison to the conventional 12 % Cr steels /14/. The high nitrogen 12
% Cr steel melts contained 0.25 % and 0.32 % nitrogen, respectively. Stress corrosion
cracking susceptibility of high nitrogen 12 % Cr steel was studied in comparison to the
conventional 12 % Cr steels. The tests included cyclic polarisation measurements and
slow strain rate tests in chloride containing solution at 80 °C (Fig. 8).

Precipitation hardened stainless steel of type PH 13-8 Mo had a considerably better pitting
corrosion resistance in 0.03 % NaCl at 80 °C than conventional or high nitrogen 12 %
steels in the same environment. High nitrogen 12 % steels had, however, better resistance
to chloride-induced pitting corrosion than conventional steels of otherwise similar
composition in 0.03 % NaCl at 80 °C.

In slow strain rate tests the electrochemical potential of the specimen appeared to have a
strong effect on the stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of all 12 % Cr steels studied in
0.03 % NaCl at 80 °C, since stress corrosion cracks initiated frequently at pits. No
significant difference could be observed in the stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of
conventional or high nitrogen 12 % Cr steels (Fig. 9).
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NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING

The main objective was to develope inspection techniques for ultrasonic testing of
austenitic and dissimilar metal welds and for eddy current testing of heat-exchanger
tubing. Additionally, the reliability of these techniques was evaluated in the international
PISC-project (PISC = Programme for Inspection of Steel Components).

Inspection of austenitic materials

For ultrasonic testing of highly attenuative welds in cast and wrought austenitic materials
special transducers were designed and fabricated. These transducers were tailor-made for
the test assembly 51 of the PISC round robin exercise. The test assembly was a large
diameter tube containing welds between forged and cast stainless steel sections. The
transducers fabricated were focussed transmitter-receiver probes having large
piezoelectric crystals in order to increase the effective ultrasonic energy in transmission.
The transducers and the inspection procedure developed by VTT were used in the round
robin exercise. The results of the round robin study show that the probability of detection
of flaws in cast material is essentially lower than in forged material. Especially, the sizing
of flaws seems to be problematic when the crack tips can not be used for sizing. Figure
5.6.1 shows the real flaw depths and the depths measured by VTT's team in the wrought-
to-cast assembly 51 of the PISC exercise. As can be seen the correlation between real and
measured flaw size is poor. Only one of the participating teams managed to size these
flaws properly. This team was using very large focussed transducers and immersion
technique.
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Fig. 10 Flaw sizing performance of VTT's team in assembly 57
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The flaw detection probabilities in wrought austenitic materials are presented in figure
5.6.2 for all teams of the round robin exercise. As can be seen two of the teams detected
all the flaws in these assemblies. The other team (DH) was the team of VTT using manual
ultrasonic technique. Half of teams detected more than 75 % of all the flaws present.
Furthermore all flaws above 7 mm in depth were detected with a probability equal to or
larger than 0.9. These results show that the detection performance in general was quite
good. In flaw sizing the teams using techniques based on crack-tip-reflection were the
most succesful ones. Based on an ASME type performance demonstration the sizing
performance in general was poor. Figure 5.6.3 shows the sizing performance of team DH.
This performance meets the requirements presented in the ASME Code Section XI for
performance demonstration. The skill and experience of the team may have had a
significant influence on the high performance of team DH.
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Fig. 11 Flaw detection frequencies team by team considering all assemblies. FDF =
Flaw detection frequency of all flaws, FDFR = Flaw detection frequency of rejectable
flaws.
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Fig. 12 Sizing performance of team DH. DZT = Flaw size reported by the team,
DZR = real flaw size

The conclusions presented here are mainly based on the results of VTT's team.

Inspection of nozzles and dissimilar welds

The results of the sub-project "Nozzles and dissimilar metal welds" show that manual
inspection at low recording level was the most effective procedure to detect defects in the
test assemblies of the round robin exercise. This procedure was applied by VTT's team.
The flaw detection probability of VTT's team was very high and the false call rate in
detection. In some cases, however, the oversizing of small defects caused rejection of
acceptable flaws. Automatic scanning and recording of indications was not as successful
as manual scanning and recording at the same sensitivity level. The performance of
procedures based on recording level 20-50 % DAC was in general not satisfactory.

The results demonstrate the needs for further development on mechanized and automatic
inspection equipment. With all techniques applied in the exercise the detection of flaws
which are less than 5% of wall thickness high is unreliable. The performance of different
types of ultrasonic procedures in the round robin exercise is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1 Flaw detection frequency (FDF) in ultrasonic testing with different procedures

Procedure family FDF

Manual scan, recording at noise level 0.52
Automatic scan, recording at noise levei 0.27
Manual scan, recording at 10-25% DAC 0.30
Automatic scan, recording at 10-25% DAC 0.37
Recording at 50% DAC 0.18

FRACTURE ASSESSMENT OF LARGE-SCALE COMPONENTS

Testing of large-scale components is required for the validation of different fracture
assessment methods. Validation is performed by verifying the transferability of laboratory
data to large scale component tests and by quantifying the accuracy of the analysis
methods and procedures. Verification studies were carried out through international
collaboration.

Fracture assessment of mismatched welded structures

The cooperation in fracture assessment of welded structures was continued with the
GKSS institute /15/. In this subtask stable crack growth analysis methods were applied on
a centre crack tension (CCT) panel that contained a mismatched weld in the middle. In the
cases analysed so far, the assumed cracks have been located in the middle of the weld.
The crack growth was controlled by a modified crack tip opening displacement parameter
d5 suggested by GKSS. Through the whole crack front the amount of stable crack growth
was defined by a single ds value.

The level of mismatching is described by the yield stress ratio M = syw/syB (W means
weld and B base material). Previously calculations for three crack sizes in an
undermatched weld (M= 0.56) had been performed. In the beginning of this year, stable
crack growth analyses for two overmatched weld cases (M = 1.126 and M = 1.726) were
completed. Three crack sizes were considered for each mismatch case (a/W = 0.1,0.3 and
0.5). Some discrepancies were seen between experimental and numerical J-integral values
especially at very high load level, which probably indicated that the applied procedures to
obtain the experimental J-values were not fully appropriate in a multimaterial specimen.
Obviously also the validity limits of J-integral were violated. As regards to
load-displacement and stable crack growth results, good agreement was obtained between
calculated and measured values (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13 Comparison of calculated and measured load vs. load line displacement curves
for the centre-cracked tension (CCT) specimens with a mismatch weld (M = 0.56) tested
at the GKSS institute in Germany/15/.

Stress Classification According to the ASME Code

The first version of the computer code ASME3 for stress classification according to the
ASME code was developed and reported /16/. The code is aimed for post processing
numerical stress component results according to requirements of ASME III boiler and
pressure vessel code, Subsection NB. The code has been developed using a UNIX
workstation but the program is available also as a PC version.

The program deals with orthogonal component form stress results from commercial stress
analysis programs. The results can be point values of stresses or alternatively normal
stress distributions in the pressure retaining wall.

The stress analysis results are classified to stress categories primary, secondary and peak
and divided in membrane, bending etc. components. The component mode stresses are
converted in stress intensities. On the basis of minimum and maximum stress intensities a
fatigue analysis for cyclic operation is also available and the allowable number of cycles
or the cumulative fatigue factor due to a knowi: number of cycles can be evaluated.
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Analysis of Dynamically Loaded Structures

A dynamic post-analysis was performed for a sudden pipe break which occurred in the
main feed water system of the VVER 440 type PWR plant Loviisa 2 on February 25,
1993 /III. A thermal hydraulic code TMOC, based on the method of characteristics, was
first used to determine the induced rapid two phase fluid transients. A computational
model of 13 pipes and 115 pipe sections as shown in the schema of Fig. 14, was used for
the thermal hydraulic analysis. The resulting pressure and momentum flux histories were
then applied as an excitation in a nonlinear structural dynamic analysis which makes use
of the general purpose finite element code ABAQUS.
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Fig. 14 Feed water piping system to be analysed.
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The permanent relative displacement of the broken pipe ends is finally compared with the
value observed after the event. The displacement components predicted at the break point
of the piping are shown in Fig. 15 as a function of time. The vibration in the Y direction is
mainly caused by the second eigenmode. The maximum value of the vertical
displacement (Z direction) is 1.01 m. An approximate value of 0.40 m was estimated for
the vertical plastic displacement.
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Fig. 15. Displacement components of the break point versus time.

The results of the study indicate that existing general purpose thermal hydraulic and
elastic-plastic finite element codes are powerful tools for making extensive and realistic
pipe whip analyses. The thermal hydraulic analysis was fairly straight-forward, although
some uncertainties emerged regarding the boundary conditions and physical modelling.
These included the opening time of the break, the formation rate of steam bubbles, and
the way of modelling the pipe network beyond the T-connection. However, the results are
felt to be reliable over the significant time period of fluid dynamic excitation. Similar
conclusions apply to the finite element analysis. An underestimate of some 30% may for
the most part be attributed to scant experimental data and uncertainties in boundary
conditions. Contact-dynamic formulation and material-specific data on strain-rate effects
at the operating temperature would improve the results. The experimental data from the
real pipe break event analysed in this study were too scant to allow benchmarking of the
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applied analysis procedures, but indicate that reasonable accuracy may be expected in
licencing analyses and other practical applications.

SUMMARY

The national research programme on the Nuclear Power Plant Structural Safety is being
carried out at the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) during the time span of
1990 - 1994, with a continuation from 1995-1999. The main emphasis of the programme
is directed to the topics which are relevant in assuring the safe and reliable operation of
the nuclear power plants during the whole planned service life. At the same time, ways
are being sought to extend the lifetime of the ageing components. The focus has been on
research in the areas of experimental and computational fracture mechanics, material
deterioration due to irradiation and water environment, nondestructive structural integrity
evaluation, validation of fracture assessment methods by largescale pressure vessel tests.
Main results and conclusions achieved during the last years are briefly summarized.
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FRACTURE MECHANICS
from D. P. Miannay, Ingcnicur ECP, Doctcur cs-Scicnccs Physiques, lngcnicur a 1' I P S N.

This book entitled <\ Fracture Mechanics », the first one of the monograph « Materiologie » is
geared to design engineers, material engineeers, non destructive inspectors and safety experts. The
researcher will find as well interesting guidances for his work. The professor will extract some basic
fundamental parts for his teaching.

This book covers fracture mechanics in isotropic homogeneous continuum. Only the
monotonic static loading is considered.

This book intended to be a reference with the current state of the art gives the fundamental of
the issues under concern and avoids the developments too complicated or not yet mastered for not
making reading cumbersome. A non exhaustive bibliography with the more relevant references in the
field is provided and can be used for further developments.

The subject matter is organized as going from a easy to a more complicated level and thus
follows the chronological evolution in the field. Similarly the microscopic scale is considered before
the macroscopic scale, the physical understanding of phenomena linked to the experimental
observation of the material preceded the understanding of the macroscopic behaviour of structures.
In this latter fied the relatively recent contribution of finite element computations with some analogy
with the experimental observation is determining. However more sensitive analysis is not skipped.

Some exercices are proposed. They are aimed at underlining important points or giving more
insight into the developments.
In French.

MECANIQUE DE LA RUPTURE
par D. P. Miannay, Jngcnieur E C P , Doctcur es-Scicnccs Physiques, Ingenieur a I' 1 P S N.

Cet ouvragc intitule : « Mecanique de la Rupture », le premier dc la monographic Materiolocjt: s'adresse aux ingenieurs
du bureau deludes, de la science des maleriaux, du controle non deslructifct de I'expertise do la surele des structures. Le
chcrcheur trouvera egalement des elements interessants pour guider ses recherches. Le professcur pourra extraire certaines parties
pour ensdgncr.

Get ouvrage traile de la meeanique de la rupture dans des milieux homogenes ct isotropes. Seul le chargement monotone
et statique est considerc.

Get ouvragc qui se veut ctrc un texte de reference prenant en comple les demiers acquis foumit les elements dc base de
la mecaniquc de la rupture et cherchc a eviter les developpements trop complets ou non encore maitrises pour ne pas alourdir la
lecture. Une bibliographic non exhaustive correspondant aux sujets introduils est disponible el peut ainsi etre mise a profit pour
lies developpements complementaires.

L'ouvrage est organise dc fa^on a aller du plus simple au plus complique et suit ainsi naturcllement le developpemenl
chronologiquc dc cettc discipline. Dans l'ordre egalement l'echelle microscopique est considerec avant l'echelle macroscopique, car
la comprehension physique des phenomenes liec a l'observation experimentale du maleriau a precede la comprehension du
comportement macroscopique des structures. Dans ce deniier domaine l'apport relativement recent des calculs aux elements finis
qui s'apparentenl a I'observation experimentale est determinant. L'analyse plus delicate n'est cependant pas oabliee

Des cxercices sont proposes. Us sont destines a souligner des points importants ou a expliciter des devcloppemcnts.

Les Editions de Physique, 7 avenue du Hoggar - B P 112 - F 91944 Les Ulis Ccdex A.
juin 1995.
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Dominique Moinereau1, Gilles Rousselier1

CLEAVAGE FRACTURE OF LARGE SCALE CLADDED MOCK-UPS
CONTAINING AN UNDERCLAD CRACK. ANALYSES BY THE LOCAL
APPROACH OF CLEAVAGE FRACTURE.

REFERENCE : Moinereau D., Rousselier G., "Cleavage Fracture of Large Scale
Cladded Mock-ups Containing an Underclad Crack. Analyses by the Local
Approach of Cleavage Fracture", Fatigue and Fracture Mechanics : 27ih Volume, ASTM
STP, R. Piascik, J. Newman, R.P. Gangloff, and N. Dowiing, Eds., .American Society for
Testing and Materials, Philadelphia.

ABSTRACT : Electricite de France has conducted a large program including experiments on
large size cladded specimens and their interpretations to evaluate different methods of fracture
analysis used in French safety studies regarding the risk of fast fracture in reactor pressure
vessels. Four specimens made of ferritic steel A50S C13 with stainless steel cladding containing
small artificial underclad defects are loaded in four-point bending. Experiments are conducted at
very low temperature to obtain crack instability by cleavage fracture. In each case, the crack
instability' is obtained by cleavage fracture in base metal, without crack arrest.
The tests are interpreted using the local approach of cleavage fracture (WeibuL! model) by two-
dimensional finite element computations. The identification of the WeibuU model parameters on
axisymmetricaJ notched specimens is described in a first pan. Tne probability of failure is then
evaluated in each test using different meshes. The results show an important effect of the size of
the elements at the crack tip on the probability of failure. Those effects are confirmed on a CT
specimen. In a third part, the shallow flaw effect is discussed with the Weibull model.

KEY WORDS : fracture mechanics, fracture toughness, local approach, cladding, cleavage,
structural integrity', shallow flaw, subclad flaw

Weibull stress GW (MPa) CT specimen
(a / W = 0.55)

4 PB specimen
(a / V/'= 0.55)

4 PB specimen
(a / W = 0.2)

4 PB specimen
(a / W = 0.05)

4 PB cladded specimen
a / W = 0.05

cladded mock-ups DSR4, DSR1, DD2
(0.033 < a / W < 0.042)

Stress intensity factor Kj (MPa_Tn ' )



Fig. S—Notched tensile specimen used to identify Weibull model parameters.
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First spinning cylinder \st analysis using a local approach
to fracture

C. Eriprei, G. Rousselier
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Abstract

In recent years, several experimental pr02ramrr.es or. larse-scaie specimens have been organized to evaluate th;
capabilities of the fracture mechanics concepts employed in structural intesricv assessment of pressurized wate:
reactor pressure vessels. During the first spinning cylinder test, a geometry effect was revealed experimentally showing
the difficulties of transferring toughness data from small-scale to large-scale specimens. An original analysis of this
test, by means of a local approach to fracture, is presented in this paper. Both compact tension specimen and spinning
cylinder fracture behaviour were computed using a continuum damaae mechanics model developed a: EDF We
confirmee by numerical analysis that the cylinder's resistance to ductile tearins was considerably larger than in
small-scale fracture mechanics specimen tests, about 50'/i The final crack s rou th predicted by the model was close
to the experimental value. Discrepancies in J R curves seemed to be due to an erfec; of stress triaxiahty and plastic
zone evolution. The geometry effect inducing differences in resistance to ductile tearing of the material involved in the
specimens can be investigated and explained using a local approach to fracture methodology.

and Design
E L S E V I E R Nuclear Ens-njj-inj ?..-: Design 152 (199-:) I — 10 = = = =

Prediction of the first spinning cylinder test using
continuum damage mechanics

D.P.G. Lidbury", A.H. Sherry2, B.A. Bilbyb, I.C. Howard b, Z.H. Lib, C. Eripret -"
* ABA Technology. Reactor Services. Risley. V/arrir.^ton. Cheshire. I'.'AJ 6AT. UK

s SIR/US. University of Sheffield. Department of Mechanical and Process Engineering. Sheffield. SI 3JD. UK
' Electncu- de France. Department MTC. Les Renardieres. SPl. 77250 Mom-siir-Loui^. Frc.r.ce

Abstract

For many years large-scale experiments have been performed world-wide to validate aspects of fracture mechanics
methodology. Special emphasis has been given to correlations between small- and large-scale specimen behaviour in
quantifying the structural behaviour of pressure vessels, pipina and closures. Within this context, the first three
spinning cylinder tests, performed by AEA Technology at its Risley Laboratory, addressed the phenomenon of stable
crack growth by ductile tearing in contained yield and conditions simulating pressurized thermal shock loading in a
PWR reactor pressure vessel. A notable feature of the test data was that the effective resistance to crack growth, as
measured in terms of the J R-curve, was appreciably greater than that anticipated from small-scale testing, both at
initiation and after small amounts (a few millimetres) of tearing. In the present paper, two independent finite element
analyses of the first-spinning cylinder test (SC 1) are presented and compared. Both involved application of the
Rousselier ductile damage theory in an attempt to understand better the transferabtlity of test data from small
specimens to structural validation tests. In each instance, the parameters associated with the theory's constitutive
equation were calibrated in terms of data from notched-tensile and (or) fracture mechanics tests, metallographic
observations and (or) chemical composition. The evolution of ductile damage local to the crack tip during SC I was
thereby calculated and, together with a crack gro^u criterion based on the maximisation of opening-mode stress.
used as the basis for predicting cylinder R-curves (angular velocity vs. An. J integral vs. Art). Except in the initiation
region, the results show the Rousselier model to be capable of predicting correctly the enhancement of tearing
toughness of the cylinder relative to that of conventional test specimens, given an appropriate choice of finite elemeni
cell size in the region representing the crack tip. As such, they represent a positive step towards achieving the goal to
establish continuum damage mechanics as a reliable predictive engineering tool.
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the authors of that
paper calibrated Eq. (3) in terms of c, with refer-
ence to the J R-curve data for 35 mm thick side
grooved compact specimens presented in Lacey
and Leckenby (19S9). The test temperature was
290 =C, corresponding to the temperature at which
SC 1 was carried out. A value of c, = 350 MPa
with / 0 = / v = 6.07 x IO-J and L = 550 nm gave
the best overall prediction of this data, Fig. 5.

In Bilby (1992), values of c, for a temperature
of 290 :C were determined (D = 2^/3) to be 443,
516 and 571 MPa for 1 = 500, 250 and 125 urn
respectively. These values represent a compromise
resulting from predicted curves "tuned" to fit
not only AEIO, AE4 and AE2 notched tensile
results ' but also the results from 35 mm thick side
grooved compact specimens, Figs. 6 and 7.
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DIE METHODE DE5 "LOCAL APPROACH OF FRACTURE" UND IHRE ANWENDUNG

AUF EIN THERMOSCHOCKEXPERIMENT

THE METHOD OF "LOCAL APPROACH OF FRACTURE" AND

ITS APPLICATION TO A THERMAL SHOCK EXPERIMENT

M. Sethmont, G. Rousselisr, EDF, Moret sur Loing/Frankreich

K. Kussmaul, A. Sauter, A. Jovanovic, MPA 5tuttgart

14 th MPA-5eminar, October 6 and 7, 1988

ABSTRACT

The pressurized thermal shock experiment NKS-3, of MPA Stuttgart (a large,

cracked, hollow cylinder exposed to sudden cooling in presence of mechanical

loads), is analyzed by means of a local approach of ductile fracture based on

Rousselier damage model. This model can be calibrated by simple tests on

cylindrical notched tension specimens. The crack growth is calculated from the

stresses and the damage variable computed by a finite element program. The

experimental and numerical results are in a good agreement. In parallel, a

development of the model in the frame of ABACUS finite element program has been

described, using the Gurson formulation of the plastic potential wich is very

similar to the Rousselier formulation.

1 - INTRODUCTION

Generally, fracture mechanics material data are generated from small

laboratory test specimens subjected to monotonically increasing single load.

These data are used in fracture mechanics criteria for safety assessment of

flawed structures. The transferring of fracture mechanics data to industrial

components may be questionable, especially if complex situations are involved :

thermo-mechanical loadings, historical effects (warm prestress), residual

stresses, heterogeneous materials, etc...
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Figure 3 — Cylindrical notched tensile
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Figure 9 — Stable crack growth
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(3 > 4) after the thermal
shock.

Figure 11 — Longitudinal stress at the
crack tip (the symbols
correspond to the locations
of f ig.9).
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ESTIMATION FORMULA FOR THE NIL DUCTILITY TEMPERATURE SHIFT

0_=286°C

DAS FORMULA :

BASE METAL

ART (68 J) =[9.51 + 280.91 (Cu - 0,08) + 19.64 (Ni - 0.7) - 1949.12 (Cu - 0.08)(Ni - 0.7) + 592.05 P] I-'07

a = 12.6

WELD METAL

ART (68 J) =[5.66 + 261.17 (Cu - 0,08) + 2.86 (Ni - 0.7) + 571.60 (Cu - 0.08)(Ni - 0.7) + 657.59 P] F°~

a = 12.2

-0 35

FIM FORMULA :

ART (68 J) = [l7.3 + 1537 (P - 0.008) + 238 (Cu - 0.08) + 191 Ni: *Cu] F(

a = 10

FIS FORMULA :

ART (68 J) = 8 + [24 + 1537 (P - 0.008) + 238 (Cu - 0.08) + 191 Ni2*CuJF° 35

- D
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1. Introduction

During the last one and half years the following main developments related to
the life-time management of the NPP units took place in Hungary:

1. National project named AGNES (Advanced General New Evaluation of
Safety) finished.

2. The first results of the extended surveillance program of NPP Paks has
been measured.

3. The upgraded ultrasonic testing equipment used for RPV outside testing,
and nozzle testing is regularly used in refuelling periods.

4. Radiation embrittlement and thermal ageing research started on RPV
materials, mainly on cladding.

5. Participation in the development of the IAEA RPV ageing database.

6. Participation in IAEA pilot studies on ageing

7. Operation of the Budapest Research Reactor, and building a new high
capacity helium cooled irradiation rig.

8. Nondestructive evaluation of material ageing of a steam generator
vessels.

9. A life-time calculation of Paks RPV-s.

This report is a short survey of these developments.

2.1. AGNES project

The project started in 1992 and finished at the end of 1994. The objectives of
this project were:

• to compare the up-to date safety requirements of the ASME Code
with the original pre-service safety report and its existing extensions

• to prepare a task list of the necessary actions to satisfy up-to date
international requirements (mainly the ASME Code)

• to supply new analyses instead of the missing or non satisfying ones
if feasible in the frame of the project

• to prepare a task list of the analyses and site actions recommended for
the future to mitigate the gap between the up-to date requirements and
the current state of Paks unit 3

• to prepare a task list to perform similar analyses on the other units

A typical activity of the project the PTS analysis of the reactor vessel is
summarised below.
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Reactor pressure vessels are among the most critical parts of the WWER-440
type plants, due to their small diameter, and relatively high EOL (end of lifetime)
fluence (the calculated max. EOL fluence for beltline forging is about 3*1020
n/cm- at the inner wall surface against the core). This fact doesn't mean that the
design is not safe. The WWER design has many advantageous features like the
small wall thickness that reduces the thermal stresses during operational changes
or during a PTS (Pressurised Thermal Shock) event.

At the time the units were installed the PTS analysis of the reactor vessels was
not a part of the required safety analysis. The Russian designer made some early
calculations and during the evaluation of the surveillance program further
analyses were made in Hungary. During the AGNES project an systematic PTS
analysis was started using up-to date methods.

In case of WWER-440 RPV-s the most critical part is the radiation embrittled
core belt ring which is against the core, and the weld no. 5/6. The flow chart of
the fracture mechanical integrity analysis which is used in Hungary is shown in
FIG.l.

The fracture mechanical integrity analysis is based on the deterministic
method with analysis of the stability of hypothetical defects according to the
ASME Code XI. Probabilistic analysis is provided as a final tool.

The assessments were performed for the welds 5/6, 3/5 and for the forged ring
against the core. Three types of postulated cracks are used: an axial semielliptical
surface crack (35 mm deep), an underclad axial crack in the ferritic welds (4 mm
deep), and an elliptical circumferential surface crack (4 mm deep).

During the assessment first the so called "screening criteria" - according to
10CFR 50 - [1] are checked and after this the analytical safety analysis program
ACIB-RPV Code (Analytical Calculation for Integrity of Beltline) [2] is used for
deterministic analysis, independently of the fact whether the screening criteria
have been satisfied or not.

For fracture mechanical integrity assessment one of the basic steps is the
selection of the reference curves. The ASME curves don't include the WWER
materials. The old Russian codes use very general and conservative curves
belonging to the old generation of RPV-s. The new codes were issued after the
production of the Paks units, which means they must be verified.

The Kic reference curve for PTS events given in the Russian Normative
Documents [3] is:

Klc= 35+ 45*exp(.02*(T-Tk)) [MPam°'5] 15H2MFA forging

Klc= 35+ 53*exp(.0217*(T-Tk)) [MPam°5] 15H2MFA weld,

where Tk can belong to irradiated or unirradiated values. (TKo or
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STAGE 1.
Thermohidraulic

transient

K1c reference curve Surveillance results

Deterministic analysis with analog code

Finite element recalculation

STAGE 2.

reference curve

II
S<1.0

I" Deterministic analysis with analog code

STAGE 3.

K1a average curve

I I
S<1.0

Probabilistic analysis

End

S>1.0

S>1.0 End

P<106

End

FIG.1. Flow-chart of the integrity assessment of unit 3 NPP Paks

For validation these curves are compared with the surveillance results. FIG. 2
shows the end of lifetime reference curves (weld 5/6 and core zone forging) of
unit 3, and the irradiated weldment Kic data obtained in the PAKS unit 3
surveillance program, (irradiation fluence corresponding to 47 years of
operation.) [4].
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Crack arrest calculations are used to prove the RPV integrity if the safety
factor value decreases below 1 during the transient. The criterion for acceptance
of crack propagation is that the crack be arrested before 70% of the thickness of
the vessel is affected. Warm prestressing will be considered when Kj decreases
monotonously after reaching a maximum. Since until now not even crack
initiation has been predicted in the RPV-s of Paks during the analysis of
operational and accidental conditions, there was no need for using crack arrest
calculations, but the necessary data are available.

2.2. Extension of the surveillance program at NPP Paks

In WWER-440-s the surveillance specimens are located in accelerated
irradiation positions. The lead factor is 11.2 for base material (forging) and as
high as 18 for the most critical circumferential weld. This accelerated
surveillance system has the disadvantage that the operational changes (like use of
low leakage core, or change of fuel type, etc.) are not monitored [5-8]. To
eliminate these disadvantages new specimen sets have been loaded in every unit.
These new sets consist of three forging materials. The materials are: a special
heat of the 15H2MFA material, the IAEA reference steel JRQ, and the original
archive material of every unit.
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Every specimen set consists of 12-16 Charpy and 0-6 tensile specimens
(smooth and notched) of each of the above mentioned materials.
(See FIG. 3.) [5-10].

CHAIN I CHAIN I!

FIG. 3. Specimen sets for extended surveillance program at NPP Paks
F= relative fluence (max=l), 15h2m=15H2MFA reference steel, archiv=reconstituted
Charpy specimens made from archive material (remnants ofO level testing), JRQ—IAEA
reference steel, CV= Charpy V notched specimen, T= round tensile specimen (2 smooth and
4 notched in 1 capsule).

Until now the first set of new specimens have been loaded into all units, and
the three preparation sets have already been withdrawn, and are under testing.
Hopefully the first results will be published at the irradiation specialists' meeting
in Finland in October 1995.

Electron and laser beam welded reconstituted type specimens became widely
used, due to the limited availability of archive materials. The ASTM Round-
Robin -finished this year- verified, that the technology used by AEKI is
acceptable.

2.3. Enhancement of the ultrasonic system used at NPP Paks

NPP Paks has a Soviet made ultrasonic testing system (USK-213) used for
inspection of the circumferential welds and forged rings of the PWR-s. This
equipment works from the outside. The probes are fixed on a mast which is
mounted on a rotating table located under the pressure vessel. This system has
the considerable advantage that a part of the vessel can be tested during every
refuelling period. The nozzle section was tested by manual ultrasonic testing.
One testing period is four years (that is every part of the vessel is checked in
every four years.).
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The rapid development of the ultrasonic technique and data acquisition
technology together with the ageing of the original system required the
modernisation of the system.

As the sensitivity and data acquisition system of the original USK-213 didn't
satisfy the requirements of the EC and ASME codes, the utility ordered inside
UT testing made by subcontractors.

With the technical and financial assistance of the IAEA the modernisation of
the USK-213 was performed during the period 1991-93. In co-operation of the
Spanish and Hungarian firms the UT probes, the control and data acquisition
systems have been changed, new software has been developed, and a tracking
system has been installed on the nozzles. This new eqiu'pment (called TRIAS)
started normal operation in 1993. According to the first full ISI test experiences
the sensitivity and other parameters of the system, satisfy all requirements on
NT 3 testing of PWR-s. [10,11/. The system has been tested and regularly used
during the last two refuelling periods. Even without the ongoing final evaluation
of the system performance, the experience has shown that the investment is
successful. At the same time new tracking system was installed to test the nozzle
region.

2.4 Radiation embrittlement and thermal ageing research

Data about crack arrest properties of 15H2MFA steel is still missing. Data
about the mechanical properties of the welded cladding in unirradiated and in
irradiated, thermal aged conditions aren't available either.

A three year long research program has been started at AEKI:

to obtain some new data, and

to study how the new material testing methods

• use of miniature specimens,

• use of reconstituted specimens,

• use of "local approach"

can be applied in discovering the mechanical properties of the aged RPV
materials.[12].
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2.5. Participation in the development of the IAEA RPV ageing database

a.~) Evaluation of the CRP-3 international database

The International Atomic Energy Agency organised a co-ordinated research
program ("Optimising of Reactor Pressure Vessel Surveillance Programs and
Their Analysis, Phase 3") producing more irradiation research data on RPV
materials than any previous research program. The database of this program has
been managed by the Atomic Energy Research Institute in Hungary. The
objective of the work was to gather and systematically arrange the data produced
by the research teams of the 15 participating countries.

The performed tests showed a great variety of testing conditions, not only in
temperature and irradiation, but also in heat treatments, size and shape of
specimens, testing machines, and other conditions.

For database evaluation the data have been sorted, grouped according to the
material type, irradiation fluence, temperature, specimen type, and specimen
distance from the surface. Tangent hyperbolic curves have been fitted and
transition temperature shifts caused by the irradiation were evaluated.[13,14]
This semi-evaluated database was printed by the Agency [15] and supplied to all
participants.

b.) Elaboration of the structure of the IAEA International Database on "Ageing
Management and Life Extension of Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials"

The IAEA started the elaboration of a wider scale international ageing
database on NPP structural materials, which will include research and utility data
on embrittlement. This database is one of the most important parts of the Life
Time Management project.

Plant life management requires in principle two types of information and data
to ensure the continued safe and reliable operation of the NPP. These are:

• information and data for safety assessments, and

• information and data for ageing management with respect to
preventive maintenance.

The safe operation of a NPP is dependent on the use of correct material,
proper design and operation, and on the successful periodical safety assessments
of its important structures, systems and components, where the RPV is the most
safety significant of all. Due to this the IAEA launched a new database program
to collect all ageing data already existing in the world.

On the basis of the successful management of the IAEA irradiation
embrittlement co-ordinated research program database AEKI was selected to
elaborate the structure and database manual of the new IAEA "International
Database on Ageing Management and Life Extension of Reactor Pressure Vessel
Materials"
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Our task was to prepare a database structure and system which satisfies the
following requirements:

• includes all the data required to evaluate PWR RPV structural
material degradation caused by irradiation and thermal ageing

• is above compatible (if possible) with the already existing databases
of the participants

• is able to integrate research and surveillance data

• satisfies security requirements

• is easily accessible by widely, used software

• can be used on IBM PC compatible equipment, and is written in
Dbase format

• can be further developed to include data on the effect of other types
of degradation

The structure of the new database is based on Dbase files. 20 DBF files
contain the data gathered from the Participants. During the elaboration of this
structure the following requirements were considered:

• to fulfil the demands listed above

• to provide a simple method for data acquisition and procession

• to provide maximum compatibility with the internationally recognised
databases, especially with the US NRC (Oakridge surveillance
database), the US EPRI (SPREP) , the IAEA Co-ordinated Research
programme database, the Russian database (KORPUSZ), and with the
accessible European National databases.

• to maintain maximum flexibility and provide wide -previously non-
specified use- the IAEA database is a non-evaluated database. Its
purpose is to supply data in processed format for further evaluation.
This evaluation can be performed by evaluation software like SPREP
or Oakridge database software, or by teams regularly organised by
IAEA, or by different groups of the participants.

• both surveillance and research data should be included, and they must
be safely and easily separated during the use of the database

• the structure of the database should be expandable for including data
on other mechanisms of ageing than irradiation and thermal ageing or
on aged structures other than RPV-s.

The presently elaborated structure of the database can be seen in FIG. 4.
[16,17]
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MATERIAL AGEING DATABASE |

1. MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION
Material code, type
Manufacturer; utility
Technology

RPV MAT.DBF
RPV_SUP.DBF; RPVJJTIL.DBF
RPV_TEC.DBF; RPVWEL.DBF

2. AGEING HISTORY
Irradiation
Thermal ageing .

RPV IRR.DBF
RPV_THR.DBF

3. MECHANICAL TESTING
Tension
Charpy
Static fracture
Dynamic fracture
Hardness
CV Transition temp
Fract. Transition temp

RPV TEN.DBF
RPV CV.DBF
RPV SFR.DBF
RPV DFR.DBF
RPV HRD.DBF
RPV TT.DBF
RPV EXP.DBF

4. REFERENCES
References
Related documentation

RPV_REF.DBF
RPV REL.DBF

5. NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
Metallography, fractography
Magnetic, acoustic, positron
annihilation, X-ray, other

RPV MET.DBF
RPV_NDT.DBF

6. COLLECTED CURVES

Spectra, flux distribution,
instrumented impact, tensile, static
fracture, J curves, etc.

RPV_D1A.DBF, ASCII files
RPV_PIC.DBF, PCX files

FIG. 4. The Structure of the International Database on "Ageing
Management and Life Extension of Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials."
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.2.6. Participation in the IAEA pilot studies on ageing

The IAEA IWG LMNPP and the Nuclear Safety : -ivision started a new co-
ordinated program on elaboration technique of assessment of ageing structures.
NPP Paks participates in 2 projects: pilot study on a WWER-440 V213 inlet
nozzle, and pilot study on motor operated valves. The first results on inlet nozzle
project -including the contribution of NPP Paks- have already been published by
the IAEA. [18 ]

2.7. Operation of the Budapest Research Reactor

The Budapest research reactor -after full reconstruction- was started again
during 1993. The reconstructed reactor passed successfully the 1 year test period,
and since January 1994 it is in normal operation. Radiation embrittlement
research is available since then.

Due to the increased power {now the reactor is operating with 10 MW) a new
irradiation rig is necessary for material testing. In close co-operation with the
Paul Scherer Institute (Switzerland) we are building the new rig called BAGIRA
(Budapest Advanced Gascooled Irradiation Rig with Aluminium structure). The
irradiation volume of the rig will be 360*20*40 mm. The rig will be operated in
the temperature range 250-350 °C. The heating is gamma heating, the
temperature measurement is performed by 6 thermocouples, the temperature
controlled by a helium-nitrogen gas mix flow. The typical average fluence within
the rig is

Previous tests have shown, that the gamma heat generated in RPV steels is
about 1800 W/1000 gr.

The design is nearly finished, the production of the rig already started,
hopefully it will be in operation in the first half of the next year.

2.8. Nondestructive evaluation of material ageing of steam generator
vessels

NPP Paks -with subcontractors- performed Barkhausen noise measurements on
steam generators. The measurements show the effect of different load and
environmental conditions on the vessels. The study will be continued in order to
discover how the Barkhausen noise measurement can characterise the ageing
process of the vessels, and how to evaluate the measured results.

2.9. Life-time calculation of Paks RPV-s

NPP Paks operates 4 WWER-440 V-213 type units. Elaboration of a life
management strategy for the whole plant has been started. It is presumed that the
basic equipment determining the plant lifetime is the pressure vessel.
Consequently AEKI has been contracted to perform a life assessment of the
RPV-s.
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All the surveillance results have been collected, written into a database and
evaluated. Tangent hyperbolic curves were fitted for all Charpy data by the same
fitting procedure, and transient temperature shifts were evaluated for all the
surveillance specimen sets of the four units. Trend curves of the embrittlement
rate were also elaborated considering different operating modes. Material data
obtained from these trend curves were used to predict the material degradation in
the function of the lifetime.

During the previous years many transient cases (PTS pressurised thermal
shock events) were analysed and evaluated by AEKI. The stress and strain
analysis of these PTS calculations was repeated using the new material
degradation trend curves.

The results show that every unit of NPP Paks is safe at least until the 24th
operation year without any change in the operation mode. With proper life
management all four RPV-s can reach a lifetime of 48 years or even more,
without annealing.

The suggested mitigation methods are as follows:

• reduction of the scatter of the material testing data base

• reduction of the scatter of the analysis

• reduction of the severity of the transients by revising the operation
manuals

• application of the low leakage core

• heating up of the emergency core cooling water

The application of any of these methods or their combination should increase
the lifetime. The final lifetime of every unit has to be evaluated on the base of the
electricity cost minimalization, and not on the basis of the final technical limit of
the lifetime. To reach a lifetime of over 60 years of operation annealing can be
included in the list of mitigation measures.

3. References:
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Thermal Shock Safety Analysis . 10CFR50 Code for Federal Regulations Part 50.
Section 50.61. US Government 1991.
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INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

WORKING GROUP on LIFE MANAGEMENT of NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS ANPA

VIENNA. 30 August - 1st September 1995
1) ANPA, THE NEW AGENCY...

1A) IN JANUARY 1994 THE ITALIAN PARLIAMENT CREATED A NEW AGENCY CALLED ANPA
TO IMPROVE THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN THE COUNTRY. THE AGENCY HAS
BEEN CREATED USING AS INITIAL NUCLEUS THE FORMER NUCLEAR SAFETY AUTHORITY

^ (ENEA/DISP). THE NEW AGENCY STILL RETAINS DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE
£ FIELD OF NUCLEAR SAFETY.
U

IB) THE "ANPA 1995 ACTIVITIES PLAN" INCORPORATES ACTIVITIES IN THE TWO MAIN
GROUPS:
- ENVIRONMENTAL FIELD
- NUCLEAR SAFETY AND HEALTH PROTECTION

1C) NUCLEAR SAFETY AND HEALTH PROTECTION INCLUDES:
- NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS AND HEALTH PHYSICS
- RADIOACTIVE WASTES
- RADIOISOTOPES
- TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
- NUCLEAR EMERGENCY
- FUTURE REACTORS
- TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO EAST EUROPE COUNTRIES



INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

WORKING GROUP on LIFE MANAGEMENT of NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS A NP A

VIENNA, 30 August - 1st September 1995

2) PRESENT GOALS FOR FUTURE REACTORS

2A) 1) NO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS OPERATING
2) R & D ON NEW REACTORS FOCUSED ON THE POSSIBILITY OF USING PASSIVE SAFETY

FEATURES.

2B) DESIRABLE FEATURES OF FUTURE REACTORS AS SET BY A GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE:

- NO NEED OF PLANNED EVACUATION
- NO SIGNIFICANT LAND CONTAMINATION
- DESIGN AGAINST THE SO CALLED RCAs (REASONABLY CONCEIVABLE ACCIDENTS)
- HIGH PLANT AVAILABILITY FACTOR
- USE OF PASSIVE SAFETY FEATURES
- ENHANCED TRANSPARENCY OF SAFETY (SIMPLICITY, ROBUSTNESS)
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INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

WORKING GROUP on LIFE MANAGEMENT of NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS A NP A

VIENNA, 30 August - 1st September 1995

2) PRESENT GOALS FOR FUTURE REACTORS (CONT.)

2C) PRESENT GOALS FOR FUTURE REACTORS (UTILITY PROPOSALS):

- DOSE AT FENCE (800 m) LESS THAN 1 rem IN 36 HOURS WITHOUT ANY PROTECTIVE
MEASURE

- DOSE INTEGRATED THROUGH THE ACCIDENT PERIOD LESS THAN 5 rem WITHOUT
ASSUMING POPULATION EVACUATION

- OVERALL DOSE IN THE ENTIRE LIFE LESS THAN 10 rem
- SELECTION OF RCAs AND EVALUATION OF PLANT RESPONSE
- FEASIBILITY OF A NEW LEAK-TIGHT CONTAINMENT SYSTEM FOR SMALL LWRs

RESEARCHES AND STUDIES IN ITALY WERE SIGNIFICANTLY MODIFIED AND DIRECTED
TO MEET THE AFOREMENTIONED GOALS.



INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
WORKING GROUP on LIFE MANAGEMENT of NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS ANPA

VIENNA. 30 August - 1st September 1995

3) REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL INTEGRITY

3A) PTS EVALUATION:

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW FINITE ELEMENT CODE TO EVALUATE PTS ACCIDENT. THE
NEW CODE WILL INCLUDE:

- EFFECT OF CLADDING ON CRACK PROPAGATION
- EFFECT OF RESIDUAL STRESSES
- EFFECT OF STABLE TEARING PRIOR TO CRACK INSTABILITY
- PROBABILISTIC EVALUATION

3B) LOWER HEAD INTEGRITY FOLLOWING A SEVERE ACCIDENT

- HIGH TEMPERATURE DATA GENERATION AND COLLECTION. BI-AXIAL CREEP TESTS
ON SA533-B ARE ONGOING.

- EFFECTIVENESS OF VESSEL EXTERNAL COOLING BY MEANS OF REACTOR CAVITY
FLOODING. AN ANALYTICAL STUDY USING NUMERICAL CODES HAS BEEN
RECENTLY CONCLUDED.

- MODEL OF DYNAMIC LOADING TO RPV FOLLOWING STEAM EXPLOSION.



INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
WORKING GROUP on LIFE MANAGEMENT of NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS ANPA

VIENNA. 30 August - 1st September 1995

3) REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL INTEGRITY (CONT.)

3C) MATERIAL IRRADIATION DAMAGE

IN THE EARLY 1995 AN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM ON SA508 C1.3 STEEL HAS BEEN
CONCLUDED. A TOTAL OF 25 TENSION TESTS, 162 CHARPY TESTS, 56 KId TESTS, 30 KIc

TESTS AND 26 CRACK-ARREST TESTS WERE PERFORMED.

3D) INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

- NESC (NETWORK FOR EVALUATING STEEL COMPONENTS) PROMOTED BY UE
- COT? VIS (CORIUM REACTOR VESSEL INTERACTION STUDY) PROMOTED BY PSI
- RASPLAV PROMOTED BY OECD



INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
WORKING GROUP on LIFE MANAGEMENT of NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS AN PA

VIENNA, 30 August - 1st September 1995

4) PIPING INTEGRITY

, 4A) INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

:J IPIRG (INTERNATIONAL PIPING INTEGRITY RESEARCH GROUP) MANAGED BY USNRC
• AND FUNDED BY NUCLEAR REGULATORY AUTHORITIES, ELECTRIC POWER

UTILITIES AND RESEARCH CENTERS OF DIFFERENT COUNTRIES. THE AIM OF THE
PROJECT IS TO DEVELOP AND VALIDATE METHODS FOR PREDICTING THE
FRACTURE BEHAVIOUR OF CRACKED NUCLEAR REACTOR PIPING SUBJECTED TO
BOTH DYNAMIC AND CYCLIC LOADS.



INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

WORKING GROUP on LIFE MANAGEMENT of NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS ANPA

VIENNA. 30 August - 1st September 1995

5.1) CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY. STEEL CONTAINMENT

5.1 A) FAILURE CRITERIA UNDER DYNAMIC AND BI-AXIAL LOADS

- EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM ON SA537 Cl.l STEEL TO DETERMINE MATERIAL
BEHAVIOUR (STRAIN RATE RANGING FROM 1 TO 500 s1) AND TO OBTAIN STRAIN
BASED FAILURE CRITERIA. THE PROGRAM IS IN PROGRESS.

5.IB) STEEL CONTAINMENT BEHAVIOUR UNDER STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADS

- MORE DETAILED ULTIMATE STRENGTH ANALYSES UNDER STATIC LOADS WILL BE
PERFORMED WHEN EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE DATA WILL BE AVAILABLE

- DYNAMIC LOADS BY HYDROGEN EXPLOSION WERE EVALUATED USING A SPECIAL
PURPOSE FINITE ELEMENT CODE CALLED "DETO". RECENTLY THE CODH HAS BEEN
MODIFIED TO EVALUATE DYNAMIC LOADS DUE TO STEAM EXPLOSION.

5.1C) FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

- FEASIBILITY OF PASSIVE COOLING
- FEASIBILITY OF INTERNAL PROTECTIVE SHIELDS



INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

WORKING GROUP on LIFE MANAGEMENT of NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS AN PA

. VIENNA, 30 August - 1st September 1995

5.2) CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY. REINFORCED CONCRETE CONTAINMENT

5.2A) CONTAINMENT BEHAVIOUR UNDER IMPACT LOADS

^ - THEORETICAL FORMULATION OF A VISCO-PLASTIC MODEL FOR A SPECIAL PURPOSE
T FINITE ELEMENT CODE "DYNA".

- ANALYTICAL STUDY TO DETERMINE "EQUIVALENT LEAK" AREA FOLLOWING THE
APPLICATION OF AN IMPACT LOAD. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTAL VALUES.
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Present Status of Nuclear Power Plants in Japan

(As of Aug. 1995)

Operating

Under
Construction

Number of
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Operating Years of Nuclear Power Plants in Japan
( As of June 1,1994 )
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Project Performance and Schedule I2_
Fiscal Year

B-1 Quality Assurance Measure ol Nuclear Power
Plant Equipments

B-2 Sleam Generator Reliability Venlicalion Test
(SG)

•B-3 PWR Plant (support pin, flexible pin) Stress
Corrosion Crack Test (SCC)

B-4 Quality Assurance of Welds ot Nuclear
Power Plant Eauipment

B-5 Applicability ol Structure Internals Inspection
Equipment to Nuclear Power Plant

B - 6 Rationalization ol Maintenance and Inspection

B-7 Venlicaiion Test ol Automatic Inspeciion
Equipment lor Commercial Nuclear Reactors

B-8 Nuclear Power Plan! Reliability Enhancement
Slufly (RES)

B-9 Pressurized Thermal Shock Test lor Nuclear
Reactor Pressure Vessel (PTS)

Advanced RoDotics Technology in Nuclear
B - 1 0 Plants (ART) (Advanced

Robot Technology Research Association)

B-11 Advanced Non-Destruclive Examination
Technology lor Nuclear Power Plants (NDE)

B-12 Nuclear Power Plant Ule Extension
Technology Development (PLEX)

LWR High Capacity Factor Technology
Development
(1) In-Operanon Inspection Technology

B - 1 3 Development (IOI)
(2) Rationalized Periodical Inspeciion (RPI)
(3) Study ol Optimum Periodical Inspection

(OPI)

B-1 4 Advanced Materials Research lor Non-oil-
dred Power Plants (AMR)

B-15 Residual Life Evaluation ol Tnermal Power
Plant (RET)

B - 1 6 Steam Generator Tube Reliability Test

B - 1 7 Aging General Evaluation (AGE)

B - 1 8 NuclearPlanl Salety Operation Research (NSR)

B-1 9 Structural Assessment ol Flawed Equipment
(SAF)

B-20 Welded Structure Reliability Verilicanon Test
(WSR)

B - 2 1 Eddy Curreni Test lor Sleam Generators (ECT)

B-22 Sleam Generator Fatigue (SGF)

B - 2 3 Micro Machine Technology (MMT)

B - 2 4 Full Automatic Welding System (FAW)

B-25 World Energy Network (WE-NET)

C-1 Removal ol Residual Stress in Steel by
Annealing

C-2 (Duality Assurance System ol Nuclear Power
Generation Equipment

C-3 Ultrasonic Flaw Detection Method ol
Defective Welds

sets marked with • are currently being implemented.

Japan Power Engineering and Inspection Corporation



Aging Qeneral Evaluation

J g j p j | ^ §

The following technology development will be implemented in
order to enhance the availability of nuclear pov/er plants and to
extend their lives, thereby assuring plant reliability by providing
sufficient preparation against aging of plant structural materials.
©Technology to detect aging by non-destructive tests.
^Technology to predict aging by computer simulation.
#Welding technology to repair aged parts.

In this verification test, the fpllQwirfg events occurring on the
plant structural materials are addressed.
^Mefal fatigues of various structural materials.
®Neutron irradiation embrittlement specific to nuclear reactors,

hermal embrittlement of duplex stainless steels of piping
systems.



Aging General Evaluation

Verification Test Flow
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Structual Assessment of Flawed Equipment

Test "Objective

The light water reactor plants in Japan have been operated over
20 years, and they are featured by one of the world's highest
capacity factor. Nevertheless, there is growing concern among
the general public that small defects may be generated in nuclear
power plant equipment as the plants are operated for a long
period, which may eventually develop to damage the nuclear
power plants.

In order to alleviate such concern, this verification test is
planned to conduct fracture mechanics experiments and analyses
concerning small flaws which are hypothesized on power plant
structures, to prove the integrity of nuclear power plant
equipment and piping during their service life.

pii:t '•;•;;:::•_••;.:•- -v.. ; Test Outline". - \

This verification test program consists of the study of flaw
behavior evaluation and model verification test. It is intended to
conduct an evaluation of the integrity of nuclear power plant
equipment during service life and to establish the flaw evaluation
methodology based on these verification test results.
©Study of Flaw Behavior Evaluation

The study of flaw behavior by existing data is performed to
develop an evaluation method covering the flaw propagation
behavior during service life and the determination of the allowable
limit on flaw growth. If necessary, some tests are performed
additionally to get supplemental data.

©Model Verification Test
Model verification tests which consist of experiments on the

flaw-growth during service life and the fracture behavior after the
propagation limits to verify the suitability of the flaw behavior
evaluation method by using large test models with small flaws
simulating pressure vessel and piping.

©JRPBC



NDE

Structual Assessment of Flawed Equipment
Verification Test Flow Diagram
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Nuclear Power Plant Lid ExlMilon Technology Development

The objective of this technology development is to extend the
life of nuclear power plants, whose generating cost largely
consists of capital cost, while maintaining and improving the safety
and reliability of plants, thereby increasing the lifetime energy
generation and reducing the lifetime generating cost.

For this purpose, it is intended to collect material data required
for prediction of nuclear power plant life, to establish the life
prediction methodology, and formulate the nuclear power plant life

-extension scenario.



WORK ITEMS
FISCAL YEAR

'85 "86 '87 '88 '89 '90 "91 "92 '93 "94 '95

FEASIBILITY STUDY

• SELECTION OF IMPORTANT COMPONENTS

• IDENTIFICATION OF VERIFICATION

TEST ITEMS

VERIFICATION TESTS

• MATERIAL DATA

• PLANT LIFE PREDICTION METHODOLOGY

• REFURBISHMENT OF AGING IMPORTANT

COMPONENTS

OVERALL EVALUATION

• PLANT LIFE EXTENSION SCENARIO

JAPEIC



Flow Diagram of Nuclear Power Plant Life Extension Technology Development \
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Reactor vessel,
reactor internals, piping, etc.

Fatigue, stress corrosion,
neutron irradiation,
thermal aging, etc.

Material data required for
life prediction

Phase III
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MATERIAL TEST ITEMS

• Thermal Aging of Cast Stainless Steel

• Irradiation-assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking Behavior of Stainless
Steel for BWR

\ • Reconstitution Technique of Reactor Vessel Surveillance Test
Ĵ  Specimens Using Unirradiated Low Alloy Steel

• Fatigue Life of Thermal Aged Carbon, Low Alloy, Stainless Steel and Ni
based Alloy under simulated LWR Water Environment Condition

• Fracture Toughness and Fatigue of Irradiated Stainless Steel Obtained
from LWR Internals

• Irradiation-assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking Behavior of Stainless
Steel for PWR

JAPEIC



TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR PLANT AGING MANAGEMENT

No Themes(Examples)

Uo

1 Evaluation of reactor vessel integrity
at upper shelf region

2 Reconstitution of surveillance test
specimens

3 Aging degradation monitoring
techniques for reactor internals

4 Repair welding technology for reactor
pressure vessel and reactor internals

5 Remote control inspection technology
for reactor internals

G Surface modification technologies

7 Replacement/repair technology for
reactor internals

8 Verification of integrity of piping, etc.
by fracture mechanics

9 Cable aging diagnosis technology

Content

Identification of correlation between the reduction of Charpy absorption
energy and neutron fluence level and toughness prediction model
development.
Reconstitution of used surveillance test specimens avoiding effects of
machining and welding.
Confirmation of techniques to evaluate the degree of aging degradation
in reactor internals by using micro test pieces.
Establishment of repair welding technology and verification of its
effectiveness for application to reactor vessel and reactor internals.
Verification of high accuracy under-water UT technology for detection
and sizing of flaws.

Verification of effectiveness of water jet peening and laser surface
solution processing to modify the corrosion resistance.
Verification of reactor internals replacement/repair technology for
heavy reactor internals.

Verification of duplex stainless steel piping integrity taking into account

of material embrittlement by thermal aging.
Establishment of accelerated aging test method and verification of cable
integrity by the method.



Ptriodic Safety Review ( PSR)

Substance of PSR :

1 : Review of operating experience and its reflection

on the plant maintenance

2 : Reflection of new knowledges by the technology

advancements

3 : Execution of PSA

Frequency :

Once per ten years for each unit, 4~5unit every year

Status of practice in FY 1994 :

PSR of three units were carried out :

Tsuruga unit 1 (BWR : 1970 ~ )

(JAPCO)

Mihama unit 1 (PWR : 1970 ~ )

(KEPCO)

Fukushima I unit 1 (BWR : 1971 ~ )

(TEPCO)

Results of item 1 and item 2 have been evaluated by MIT I

as adec ..tet and result of item 3 is being evaluated by

MIT! ai present.



Table
Schedule of Reactor Vessel

Head Replacement

Plant (Loop) Replace Schedule

Mihama-3(3) Aug. 96 - Apr. 97

Takahama-1(3) Jan. 95 - Aug. 96

Takahama-2 (3) Jan. 97 - June 97
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANT LIFE TIME IMPROVEMENT
AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM IN KOREA

Sung-Yull Hong, Ill-Seok Jeong, Taek-Ho Song.
Korea Electric Power Research Institute
103-16; Munjidong; Yusungku; Taejon; Korea; 305-380

ABSTRACT

Korea Electric Power Research Institute(KEPRI) of Korea Electric Power
Corporation(KEPCO) has performed a lifetime management of nuclear power plant
program(LMNPP), "Nuclear Power Plant Lifetime Management(PUM) (I)", since
November 1993, which is a feasibility study of the Kori Unit 1 lifetime management
including aging evaluation of the thirteen major components. The results of the
PLIM(I) will provide information which is necessary for decision making of the Kori
Unit 1 lifetime improvement. A plan of the work scope and schedule for the next
phase, PLIM(II), will also be provided by this project.

This paper introduces KEPRI's basic strategy of LMNPP, PLIM organization, current
status, some interim results of the PLIM(I), and other related programs in Korea, So
far, we have done field data survey, systems/structures screening, components
prioritization, lifetime evaluation methodology study, and fracture mechanics tests of the
Kori Unit 1 reactor pressure vessel surveillance coupons. Currently life assessment of
the major components and PLIM economic evaluation of Kori Unit 1 are under way.

1 INTRODUCTION.

Nuclear power plant(NPP) technology in Korea have been tremendously improved
since commercial operation of Kori Unit 1 in 1978. In the early period of NPP
management, Korea Electric Power Corporation(KEPCO) made efforts to accumulate
technologies and experiences of plant construction, operation, and maintenance. Table 1
shows the status of operating and constructing NPP's in Korea. Figure 1 shows that
KEPCO has done endeavors to enhance plant performance.*1*

As plants are getting old, plant aging and preventive maintenance became much
concern of NPP management. Under these circumstances lifetime management of
nuclear power plant(LMNPP) is a good way to address the concern because the plant
lifetime management means to assess plant aging and to manage plant maintenance

339-



with a vision of continuing plant operation beyond its design lifetime.

Korea Electric Power Research Institute(KEPRI) of KEPCO has performed LMNPP
phase I since November 1993, "Nuclear Power Plant Lifetime Management(PLIM) (I)">
which is a feasibility study of the Kori Unit 1 lifetime management. The results of
the PLIM(I) will provide information which is necessary for decision making of the
Kori Unit 1 lifetime improvement. A plan of the work scope and schedule for the
next program PLIM Phase II(Detail Lifetime Evaluation and Engineering) will be
established based on the Phase I results.

This paper introduces KEPCO's basic strategies for the NPP lifetime management,
PLIM organization, current status, some interim results of the PLIM(I), and other
related programs in Korea. So far, we have done field data survey, systems/structures
screening, components prioritization, fracture mechanics test of the Kori Unit 1 reactor
pressure vessel(RPV) surveillance coupons, component aging evaluation methodology
study, and stress and fatigue analysis of pressurizer surge line nozzle. Lifetime
evaluation of the major components, economic analysis, regulatory considerations, and
key technology researches are scheduled to be performed by 1996.

2 LMNPP PROGRAM

2.1 Basic Strategy
The first goal of KEPCO LMNPP is to operate Koran NPP's safely and

economically up to the plant specific design life. The second goal is to operate plants
beyond the design life to the optimum fife. In parallel with the LMNPP programs,
key technologies needed to support the lifetime management are being developed by
R&D.

To reach these goals, it is required to do a lot of work and to modify the current
preventive maintenance practice by implementing state-of-the-art technologies. The
specific LMNPP feasibility study evaluates each plant's optimum lifetime which is the
target lifetime. If the optimum lifetime of the plant is longer than the design life, the
required activities for the life improvement beyond the design life will be incorporated
in the long term preventive/predictive maintenance program.

2.2 KEPCO LMNPP Program
As a part of the phase I, the feasibility study is under way for Kori Unit 1 which

is selected as the pilot plant of the feasibility study. Detail work scope of the study
consists of the 10 tasks as shown in Table 2. In addition to the Kori Unit 1
feasibility study, several key technology R&D's are on-going in the areas of radiation
embitterment, corrosion and cracking, water chemistry management, non-destructive test
& evaluation, and ageing of instrument and control(I&C), which are also shown in
Table 2.

Phase AI program will perform detail lifetime evaluation and engineering for the
critical components screened in Phase I. The LMNPP implementation plan for Phase
HI will be suggested by the result of Phase II. Overall schedule for the LMNPP
programs are explained in Table 3 and general work flow of the Phase I program is



shown in Figure 2. This long term plan can be modified in accordance with the
result of the PLIM(I) feasibility study.

3 CURRENT STATUS AND INTERIM RESULTS OF THE PLIM(I)

3.1 PLIM (I) Project Organization
Figure 3 shows the PLIM project organization which is composed of various bodies

with their roles. Organizations currently related to the project are KEPRI,
KOPEC(Korea Power Engineering Company), KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute), and foreign consulting organizations. KEPCO plans and guides all the
project processes. KOPEC and KAERI perform actual engineering works and key
technology R&D's, respectively. Other organizations and institutes will join in LMNPP
program as it proceeds.

3.2 Current Status
LMNPP is presently one of the important task in Korean nuclear industry as Kori

Unit 1, the first commercial nuclear power plant, is getting old. The PLIM Phase I
study has performed field data survey, screening and prioritization of systems,
structures, and components(SSCs), and preliminary life evaluation of major components.
Fracture mechanics test and evaluation of Kori Unit 1 RPV surveillance coupon is
finished. In the remaining period of the PLIM project, major component aging and
lifetime evaluation, review of regulatory aspects, economical evaluation of Kori Unit 1
LMNPP, key technology researches, and PLIM(IT) planning will be continued.

3.3 Field Data Survey
To' evaluate plant aging status, huge amount of design and field data of Kori Unit

1 accumulated since commercial operation should be surveyed and reviewed. Even
though it is tedious and needs lots of man-power to re-produce useful data from the
collected raw data, data survey is the most important job that has to be done in the
early stage of the PLIM program. Figure 4 shows the process to evaluate operating
transient data. Data required for the PLIM(I) project can be classified as follows.

- General methodology and technical procedures
- Operating transients and history
- Component specific design and manufacturing data
- Maintenance and in-service inspection data
- Economic evaluation data

3.4 Screening and Prioritization
Critical component identification for aging evaluation is important part of the PLIM

Phase I efforts because we have to know why and which components are critical in
LMNPP. These critical components were identified through applying the screening and
prioritization criteria of Westinghouse owners group to the Kori Unit 1 SSCs.w

The screening process applies safety-related criteria which are based upon the U.S.
NRC's license renewal(LRJj and maintenance rule(MR) which are 10CFR54 and
10CFR50.65 respectively.01'^ The results of the screening process are presented in



Figure 5. 62 of the" 71 Kori Unit 1 systems and structures met either the LR, MR, or
PP criteria. 51 were identified important to LR, 55 important to MR, and 32
important to PP.

After screening of the Kori Unit 1 systems and structures, critical components and
structures were identified and prioritized to determine their importance. Prioritization of
Kori Unit 1 critical components is based upon ten attributes which were selected to
assess the impact that either the replacement or refurbishment of these critical
components would have on the decision to improve design life. These attributes are
listed in Table 4. The result of the prioritization identified top-ranked critical
components. The top-ten ranked SSCs from 47 prioritized components were compared
to the prioritization results of the US nuclear plant experiences. Kori Unit 1 showed a
similar result to the previous experiences as shown in Table 5. All major components
selected in the Phase I evaluation are included in top twenties of the component
pnonuzation ranking.

3.5 Major Components Life Evaluation
To accomplish life evaluation of the components, the stressors and the degradation

sites and mechanisms in conjunction with the resulting failure modes and their
operating history will be identified through the appropriate tests and technical
evaluations. In consequence, the task will end up with quantitative evaluations of the
plausible age-related degradation mechanisms and the consumed and residual life of the
major components listed in Table 6. For life evaluation, KEPRI will refer to the
technical papers collected by the literature survey and the generic technical procedures
which were applied in the other previous studies. Table 7 shows a component life
evaluation methodology with an example of RPV.

3.5.1 RPV Fracture Toughness Test
Special attention is paid to the RPV for its significant importance in LMNPP.

Fracture toughness test results of the WOL specimens of the Kori Unit 1 surveillance
capsule irradiated for 34 EFPY show that the fracture toughness properties of Kori
Unit 1 beltline weld material are similar to those of other plants Linde 80 flux weld
metals. Test results are compared to the U.S. NRC draft regulatory guide DG-1023
acceptance criteria as shown in Table 8. (6)>(7)>(8)

3.5.2 Fatigue Evaluation of Pressurizer Surge Line Nozzle
The PLIM(I) performed fatigue lifetime evaluation for Kori Unit 1 pressurizer

surge line nozzle with the commercial finite element package, NISA, in oder to provide
an evaluation procedure of stress and residual fatigue life. Calculated stress result of
this study demonstrated good agreement with the vendor design stress report which did
not show the detail calculation process. We could find out that the residual fatigue
life of the nozzle operated for 15 years was sufficient to meet the first goal of Kori
Unit 1 LMNPP, 40 years.(9)

3.6 LMNPP Regulation Review
Regulatory rules are necessary to guide the LMNPP in a proper way. As there

are no LMNPP related rules in Korea, preliminary survey about overseas license
renewal trend and rule development is needed to guide a domestic policy of rule
making in the future. The government body, the Ministry of Science and Technology,



and its agency, Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety, are actually in charge of nuclear
power plant licensing and other license-related issues in Korea. KEPRI is planning to
provide regulatory bodies with information and interim results of the LMNPP study to
help the rule making.

4 MAINTENANCE AND COMPONENT REPLACEMENT

4.1 General Description™
In order to cope with component degradation, KEPCO applies state-of-the-art

technologies to preventive maintenance. When the maintenance cost of fixing degraded
components is not economical, the components are to be replaced with new ones
manufactured by newly developed materials and subcomponents. Evaluation of
economy of the replacement is always reviewed with the consideration of plant lifetime
management.

Field refurbishment and replacement of the major components, such as reactor coolant
pump motors, steam generators, low pressure turbine rotors, and CANDU pressure tubes
are or will be done to maintain plant performance and operational safety up to the
design life. Even though these activities are processed separately from the LMNPP
program, positive effects are expected to the LMNPP from the viewpoint of economical
aspect.

4.2 Steam Generators
Kori Unit 1 steam generators, Westinghouse model WH-51, Inconell 600MA tubes

have experienced a lot of maintenance work such as plugging, sleeving, and chemical
cleaning due to tube pitting, denting and primary water stress corrosion cracking. After
detail economic evaluation, KEPCO decided to replace it with Inconell 690TT tubes
and stainless steel broached support plate in 1998.

4.3 Low Pressure Turbine Rotors
In the field inspection of Kori Unit 1 low pressure turbine rotor discs, many cracks

were found at disc, dowel hole, and disc head due to moisture induced intergranular
stress corrosion cracking. After verifying safe operation of the turbine to the next
outage by fracture mechanics analysis, temporary mitigation and maintenance schedule is
prepared. This year KEPCO determined to replace the rotor and diaphragm of the low
pressure turbines in the near future.

4.4 Others
Other projects which are closely related to LMNPP, such as process computer and

I&C upgrade, plant updating, and probabilistic safety analysis, reliability centered
maintenance are also considered by different programs with LMNPP. But LMNPP
team always pay attention to the current status of the activities and try to put some
result of mem into use because these works are so closely related with the LMNPP.
Figure 6 introduces KEPRI's tentative long term schedule for LMNPP related
technology development.



5 SUMMARY

Nuclear LMNPP is currently one of the important tasks in Korean nuclear industry
as Kori Unit 1 is getting old. This paper introduced KEPCO's basic strategy of the
NPP lifetime management, LMNPP organization, current status, some interim results of
the PLIM(I), and other related programs in Korea.

The feasibility study performed field data survey, screening, prioritization of the
SSCs, major component life evaluation, fracture mechanics test of Kori Unit 1 reactor
pressure vessel surveillance coupon. In the remaining period of PLIM(I) project, major
component aging and lifetime evaluation, review of regulatory issues, evaluation of
economy of Kori Unit 1 LMNPP, key technologies research, and PLIM(II) planning
will be continued.

Field refurbishment and replacement of the major components are or will be done
to maintain plant performance and operational safety up to the design life. Even
though these activities are processed separately from LMNPP program, positive effects
are expected to LMNPP from the viewpoint of the economical aspect. We expect that
LMNPP will provide a good way of long term management of nuclear power plants in
the cost-effective manner in Korea.
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Table 1 Status of Nuclear Power Plants in Korea

i. iCiiit

I

Kori #1
Kori #2
Wolsong n
Kori #3
Kori #4
Yonggwang "1
Yonggwang #2
Ulchin #1
Ulchin #2
Yonggwang #3

Yonggwang #4
Wolsonsr #2
Ulchin #3
Wolsone #3
Ulchin #4
Wolsong #4
New PWR #1
New PWR #2
!New PWR #3
New PWR #4
New PWR *5
New PHWP^l
INew PWR «6

Capacity
(MW)
578
650
700
950
950
950
950
950
950
1000

1000
700
1000
700
1000
700

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
700
1000

wporaL n

1978. 4
1983. 7
1983. 4
1985. 9

. 1986. 4
1986. 8
1987. 6
1988. 9
1989. 9
1995. 3

1996. 4
1997. 6
1998. 6
1998. 6
1999. 6
1999. 6

2001. 6
2002. 6
2003. 6
2004. 6
2005. 6
2006. 6
2006. 6

Type

PWR
PWR

FHWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR

PWR
PHWR
PWR

PHWR
PWR

PHWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR

PHWR
PWR

Supplier
Reactor

W
W

AECL
W
W
W
W

Framatome
tr

KHICKAERI

KHIC/KAERI
AECL

KHIC/KAERI
AECL

KHIC/KAERI
AECL

Not Decided

T/G

GEC
GEC

Parsons
GEC
GEC
W
W

Alstome

KHDKAERI

KHIC/KAERI
it
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ft
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Not Decided
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Turn Key
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Nbn-Tum Key
it

u
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n
a

Localized

Localized
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r
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•pi *

Kemarn.

Koran Staacard

KUBFI Stzrsrd

Koran Saacani

KUEST, Slandaru

Keren Stancarc
KciEiSatar
KcrariStHxarc
Kcfcsn Stanc^n:

Koran Ssxarc

(from MOTI Notice 93-96, 93.11.24)
Abbreviations

W: Westinghouse. GEC: General Electric Corp. (U.K), AECL: Atomic Energy Canadian Limited
KHIC: Korea Heavy Industry Co.(now HANJOONG), KAERI: Korea'Atomic Energy Research Institute

under operation under construction under schedule



Table 2 Tasks and Research Activities of the Phase I

10 Tasks
O PLIM project plan and design life review
O Screening major SSCs
O Data survey and review

8 Evaluation of reactor pressure vessel
Evaluation of major SSCs

O Monitoring systems for LMNPP
O Survey and review of LMNPP regulation
O Economic evaluation
O LMNPP technology development
Q Feasibility study reports

Research Activities
O Utilization of Small or Reconstituted Specimens of RPV material
O Pb Stress Corrosion Cracking of SG Tubes
O Evaluation of Hideout Return and SG Crevice Condition
O Natural Cracked Small Pipe Specimen and Defect Signal Analysis
Q Destructive Test of Thermal and Radiation Exposed Cable

Table 3 Three Phases of the LMNPP Program

Phases

Phase I

Phase II

Phase in

Period

1993 - 1996

1997 - 1999

2000 - 2008

Contents
Feasibility Study

- Feasibility evaluation method and
techniques

- Kori Unit 1 LMNPP feasibility study
- Phase H planning

Detail Evaluation and Engineering
- Kori Unit 1 detail inspection and

Tesidual life evaluation
- Documentations for license renewal
- Planning for life extension

Refurbish^ Replacement, and Maintenance
- Implementation
- Advanced technology development

Table 4 Ten Attributes for critical component prioritization

O Cost to Replace or Refurbish
O Impact on Plant Availability
O Radiation Dose
O Regulatory Importance
O Modifications Required

O Replacement Precedent
O Generic Applicability
O Mode of Failure
O Consequences of Failure on Plant Safety
O Consequences on Plant Operation



Table 5 Comparison of Prioritization results

Rank

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

io'

11

Kori Unit 1 Other U.S. Plant 1

Reactor Pressure IReactor Pressure
Vessel IVessel

Containment(Liner,
Basemat, and
Shield Bldg.) ,

Steam Generators

RCS Piping, Large
Valves, Nozzles

Reactor Coolant
Pump Casing
Pressurizer(Nozzles,
Surge, Spray
Piping)

RPV Internals

Cables(in
Containment)

CRDMs

MS Piping(Stop,
Control, intercept
Valves)

HP & LP Turbine

Containment and
Basemat

RPV Supports

RCS Piping(Cat. 1
and 2)

Steam Generators

Emergency Diesel
Generators

RPV Intemals(Upper
and Lower)

RCS Pump Body

Pressurizer

Neutron Shield Tank

NRC

Reactor Pressure
Vessel

Containment and
Basemat

Reactor Coolant
Piping

Steam Generators

YNPS

Reactor Pressure
Vessel

Reactor Internals

Neutron Shield Tank

HP Turbine

RCS Pump Bodies ILP Turbines

Pressurizer

CRDMs

Cables and Connectors

Emergency Diesel
Generators

RPV Internals

™,™, IRPV Supports &CRDMs L. , . 7 I , . .,
Biological Shield

Generator

Steam Generators

Pressurizer

CRDMs

Condenser

Service Water System

Table 6 Selected Major Components in LMNPP(I)

Reactor pressure vessel
Reactor vessel internals
Control rod drive mechanisms
Reactor coolant system piping
Reactor coolant system charging and safety injection nozzles
Pressurizer
Pressurizer surge and spray lines nozzles
Reactor coolant pump
Reactor pressure vessel supports
Turbine
Generator
Containment
Cables



Table 7 Summary of Evaluation Procedure for Reactor Pressure Vessel

Subcomponents

Beltline Region

Outlet/Inlet Nozzle

Instrumentation
Nozzles and CRDM
Housing Nuzzles

Range Closure Studs

o

o

0

0

u

0

o

a

o

Specific ISI

No crack found

Pressure Vessel : SA5O8 CI.2

low alloy steel

Weld Material: Liiide 80 flux

Mn-Mo-Ni filler wire

Deltline Welding : B&W

WF-233 (Cu 0.29 wt%)

PSI found a crack at welding

point at Outlet NUAZIC to Shell

Verified it as no significant

indication by the 2nd & 5lh ISI

Confirm h as geomciric by the

8th ISI

No crack found

No crack found

Degradation Evaluation

Kadialion Embriltiement

o Verify with Surveillance Coupon Test Result : 2 Criteria

- Revise P-T Limit Curve with the Test Result

o RTrnrr Transition

- RTKOT - initial RTNDT • JRTNOT + Margin

- below 300"F during plant operation

o Upper Shelf Knergy(USR)

- Unless satisfy 50 ft-lb, perform low fracture toughness test

o Low fracture loughness test & elastlc/pasllc analysis

- Verified safety up to 34EFPY

Kallgue: simple method

o Analyze cumulative usage factor(CUF) using SALT. N I , design

transient ni of design stress repon(I)SR) & actual operating

transient counts n»

Fatigue: simple method

Actual transient count no
,, , t r I . , m IF / i n

Design transient no

Uc^e.
x 40 - Expected fatigue life

Ucfelto

o Analyze CUF using SALT, NI , design transient nj of DSR <&

actual operating transient counts ru

Fatigue: Neglcgible CUF of 0.02 & 0.00 In DSR, no fatigue

analysis rcquied

PWSCC: No PWSCC reported yet

Fatigue: Analyze CUF using SALT, NI , design transient m of

DSR & actual operating transient camtB ni

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Recommendat ions

If R T m £ 3O0'F during lifetime,

Plant Specific PTS

Rescreen PTS with revised PTS rule

& additional surveill. lest result

Additional surveill. test plan

Flux reduction

Archive material lest planol-f-'tf1^
Reconslitution and small specimen

RPV thermal annealing trend

Environmental fatigue analysis trend

Under clad cricking review

For the point where UC.DC ^ 0.67,

detail fatigue analysis

Fatigue transient monitoring

Advanced ultrasonic technicfje

Detail inspection & analysis for life

improvement

High design CUF

Replace for life improvement

C



Table 8 Analysis results for low upper-shelf toughness issue of Kori Unit 1 RPV

(a) Level A/B service loads

J-R Curve

Lower
Bounding

Japp lb/in ; Japp lb/in
(SF=1.15) ! (SF=1.25)

93 110

Jo.i lb/in

416

SM

(Pcrt/PO

2.65

Criteria

Satisfying

(b) Level C/D service loads

Transient
J w lb/in

(max. value)
J0.1 Ib/in Criteria

Level C 289 416
Oower bounding)

Level D 367
642

(mean value)

All satisfy the Criteria
Conservatively.

Japp < Jo.i with IOWCT

bounding J-R curve.

3
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Figure 1 Trend of Korean Nuclear Power Plants Capacity Factor



Research Feasibility Economics

Task 10

Nuclear Systems, St-
ructures, Components

Review Economic
Analysis Method

Key Tech
Develop-
ment

•Small
Reconst-
i tuted
Specimen

•S/G
Stress
Corross-
ion

•S/G
Crevice
Corross-
ion

• Natur-
al Crack
Signal
Analysis

•CABLE
Aging
Test

Task 2
Economic

Analysis Tool

PLIM Recommendation
• Preventive Maint.
• Refurbishment

Estimate
PLIM Cost

Task 9

Economic
Evaluation

Specific PLIM Plan

Task 1&7 Evaluate Kori #1 PLIM Feasibility
PLIM Recommendations
PLIM Phase U Planning

PLIM Phase II

Screening
Major Compnts

13 Components
including RPV

Component
Life Evaluatn

Regulation

Survey Regu-
latory Trend

Review
License
Require-
ments
in Korea

Task 8

Consider
Domestic
Envirnmnt

Regula-
tory Re-
commend

Figure 2 Work Flow Chart of the LMNPP Phase I
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KEPCO
C Basic Strategy, Project Management

Long Term planning
O Feasibility Study

KOPEC
O Main Component Life

Assessment
Q Feasibility Study

KAERI

R&D Activities

W(GC, YA)

Off-shore Consulting

Domestic Consulting
7 Areas including
Repuatory Aspect

W:\Vesringhouse, GC:GUben/Ccmmonwealth, YA:YinkK Atomic

Figure 3 Block diagram of Korean LMNPP organization

O 1977-1993 Operating Log Sheets
O Strip Charts
O Monthly and Annual Reports
Q Scram Reports

Data Arrange and Review

Transient Classification and Counting Numbers
(referring to the plant design transients)

Review and Consulting the Counting Result

Basic Data of Aging Evaluation

Figure 4 Flow Chart of Transient Data Evaluation
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l_R - MR =

1_R + MR + P? = 21

MR = 1

MR + FP = 8

^p ^ pp =

PP = 2

Figure 5 Screening of the Kori Unit 1 Systems and Structures

Field
; Step 1 S;en 2 Step 3

•98 : ('99-2001)

o Plant
Mainte-
nance

Technolocv Survev <£:

o LMNPP I
Technology j

o NPP ISI
Technology '

o System &. \
Material
Aging

Safety
Enhance-
ment

Basic Planning
NSaint. Optimization &.

Enhancement
Design Penonnance

Maintain

LMNTPdi
(reasibilir.' Study)

LMNPPOI) \J
(Detail Engineering) A

Fracture Mechanics .Analysis
Tool Deveionment

Quality Verifica'n \
' & NDT Tech. ,

Aging &. Degradation Research \JExperiment \
b'reparanon Modeling J

Design Basis Accident .Analysis & Severe Accident Mitigation \ A p p u - \
canon

Implementation of Safety
livsis Result

,Risk Optimized
i Maintenance

Figure 6 Tentative Long Term Plan of PLIM Related Works
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Nuclear Power Plants in Korea

Plant

Kori #1
Kori #2
Wolsong #1
Kori #3
Kori #4
Yonggwang #1
Yonggwang #2
Ulchin #1
Ulchin #2
Yonggwang #3

Yonggwang #4
Wolsong fi'2
Ulchin #3
Wolsong #3
Ulchin #4
Wolsong #4

New PWR #1
New PWR #2
New PWR #3
New PWR U
New PWR #5
New PHWR#1
New PWR m

Capacity
(MW)

578
650
700
950
950
950
950
950
950

1000

1000
700

1000
700

1000
700

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
700

1000

Operat'n

1978. 4
1983. 7
1983. 4
1985. 9
1986, 4
1986. 8
1987. 6
1988. 9
1989. 9
1995. 3

1996. 4
1997. 6
1998. 6
1998. 6
1999. 6
1999. 6

2001. 6
2002. 6
2003. 6
2004. 6
2005. 6
2006. 6
2006. 6

Type

PWR
PWR
PHWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR

PWR
PHWR
PWR
PHWR
PWR
PHWR

PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PHWR
PWR

Supplier
Reactor

W
w.

AECL
w
ww
w.Framatome

KHKVKAERI

KIHC/KAERI
AECL

KKC/KAERI
AECL

KHKVKAERI
AECL

Not Decided
a

a

a

n

T/G

GEC
GEC

Parsons
GEC
GEC
w.
YL

Alstome

KHC/KAERI

KHKVKAERt

IT

it

a
Not Decided

tr

tt

ft

it

n
tt

Construction

Turn Key

tt

Non-Turn Key
»/
ti
it

it
»

Localized

Localized
tt

ti

ft

ft
'{',H

•• i

Localized

it

Remark

Kenan Sarrfanl

Koran Sta tkd

Koran Standard

Kcfcai Sffltiiiil

Koran Standard
Kcran Sbndani
Krnan Sfandad
Koran Standard
Koran Standanl

Kfiran StailiiJ

Abbreviations

•h.,-

f

(from MOTI Notice 93-96, 93.11.24)

W: Westinghouse, GEC: General Electric Corp. (U.K), AECL: Atomic Energy Canadian Limited
KHIC: Korea Heavy Industry Co.(now HANJOONG), KAERI: Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

under operation under construction under schedule
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INTRODUCTION

O 17 YEARS OPERATION OF KORI UNIT 1 SINCE 1978

O NEED LIFETIME MANAGEMENT NUCLEAR POWER

PLANT(LMNPP) PROGRAM

O 3 PHASES LMNPP PROGRAM

O FEASIBILITY STUDY OF KORI UNIT 1 LMNPP

- Nuclear Power Plant Lifetime Improvement and Management(PLIM) (I)

- 1993. 11 - 1996. ll(3Years)

O CURRENT STATUS AND INTERIM RESULTS OF THE PLIM(I)



KEPCO LMNPP PROGRAM

O BASIC STRATEGY

- To Operate a Plant Safely and Economically

• Up to the Design Life (the First Goal)

• Up to the Optimum Life Beyond the Design Life (the Second Goal)

- Key Technology R&D's in Parallel with LMNPP

K K p R i



KEPCO LMNPP PROGRAM (Continued)

O LMNPP PROGRAMS

1978

Commercial

Operation

1993 1997 2001

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

2008
Design

Life(30Yrs)

2018
First Goal

(40Yrs)

Life Extension

LMNPP Schedule of Kori Unit 1

K E P R l



Three Phases of LMNPP Program

Phases

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Period

1993-1996

1997-2000

2001-2008

Contents

Feasibility Study
- Feasibility evaluation method and

techniques
- Kori Unit 1 LMNPP feasibility study
- Phase II planning

Detail Evaluation and Engineering
- Kori Unit 1 detail inspection and

residual life evaluation
- Documentations for license renewal
- Planning for life extension

Refurbish, Replacement, and Maintenance
- Implementation
- Advanced technology development



KEPCO LMNPP PROGRAM (Continued)

O TASKS OF THE PHASE I

Task 1: PLIM Project Planning and Design Life Review

Task 2: Major SSC's Screening of Kori Unit 1

OJ Task 3: Data Survey and Review

^ Task 4: Reactor Pressure Vessel Evaluation

Task 5: Major Components Evaluation

Task 6: Monitoring Systems Evaluation

Task 7: Feasibility Study Final Report

Task 8: Regulatory Status Review

Task 9: Economical Evaluation

TasklO: PLIM Advanced Technology Development

K K P R 1



KEPCO LMNPP PROGRAM (Continued)

O SPECIAL RESEARCH ITEMS OF THE PHASE I

- Utilization of Small or Reconstituted Specimens of RPV material

- Pb Stress Corrosion Cracking of SG Tubes

- Evaluation of Hideout Return and SG Crevice Condition

- Natural Cracked Small Pipe Specimen and Defect Signal Analysis

- Destructive Test of Thermal and Radiation Exposed Cable

K K P It I



PLANT LIFE MANAGEMENT

NUCLEAR
COMPONENTS .
SYSTEMS. AND

STRUCTURES

NO

YES

YES

CORRECTIVE
MAINTENANCE
PROGRAMME

YES

DECOMMISSION

IDENTIFY TARGET
LIFETIMES

NO

YES

PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE
PROGRAMME

INSPECTION AND
MONITORING
PROGRAMME

NO YES OPERATE PLANT J



I

Research Feasibility Economics

Task 10

Nuclear Systems, St-
ructures, Components

Review Economic
Analysis Method

Key Tech
Develop-
ment

• SmalI
Reconst-
ituted
Specimen

S/G
Stress
Corross-
lon

•S/G
Crevice
Corross-
lon

• Natur-
al Crack
Signal
Analysis

CABLE

Task 2

Screening
Major Compnts

Economic
Analysis Tool

WECON

13 Components
including RPV

Other
Mjr Cmpt

Etc.

Task 4&5

Component
Life Evaluatn

Task 3

Phase II

Data
Survey

Input
Data

PLIM Recommendation
• Preventive Maint.
• Refurbishment

Estimate
PLIM Cost

Task 9

Economic
Evaluation

[Specific PLIM Plan

Task 1&7 • Evaluate Korl #1 PLIM Feasibility
• PLIM Recommendations
•PLIM Phase II Planning

PLIM Phase II

Regulation

Survey Regu-
latory Trend

Review
License
Require-
ments
In Korea

Task 8

Consider
Domestic
Envirnmnt

Regula-
tory Re-
commend

Work Flow Chart of the LMNPP Phase I



Oj

KEPCO

c
c

W(GC

Off-shore

) Basic Strategy, Project Management
Long Term planning

) Feasibility Study

KOPEC

O Main Component Life
Assessment

O Feasibility Study

, YA)

Consulting

Domestic

KAERI

R&D Activities

Consulting

7 Areas including
Regulatory Aspect

W:Westinghouse, GGGilbert/Commonwealth, YA:Yankee Atomic

LMNPP Phase I Project Organization



RESEARCH and ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES(Continued)

O SCREENING AND PRIORITIZATION OF SSCs

Screening

• To Identify SSC's Importances to LMNPP

• Westinghous Owners Group Methodology

• Criteria

- License renewal rule (10CFR54)

- Maintenance rule (10CFR50.56)

- Power production

K H V R I



LR + MR = 25

LR + MR + PP = 21

MR = 1

MR + PP = 8

LR + PP = 1

PP = 2 LR = 4

Screening of the Kori Unit 1 System and Structures



RESEARCH and Engineering ACTIVITIES(Continued)

Priorotization

- To Ensure the Proper Focus of the Phase I Efforts

- 3 Categories for Critical Components and Structures (CS's)

• Category 1 : non-limiting plant life but justification required
7

• Category 2 : long life, high impact on plant life
• Category 3 : long life, nominal impact on plant life

K E P R I



RESEARCH and ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES(Continued)

W \

- 10 Prioritization Attributes to Assess the Impact of the Critical
Components >

• Cost to replace or refurbish
• Impact on plant availability

• Radiation dose P^! S/fi^-'i

• Regulatory importance

• -Modifications required
• Replacement precedent

Generic applicability^ ^
Mode of failure — faf^ p ^
Consequences of failure on
plant safety
Consequences on plant
operations

]y

£

K H p it i



RESEARCH and ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES

O DATA SURVEY

- Data Requied for PLIM(I)

s - General methodology and procedures

•V - Operating transient history data

• Component specific technical data

• Maintenance and in-service inspection data

• Economical evaluation input data

K E P R I



O 1977-1993 Operating Log Sheets
O Strip Charts
O Monthly and Annual Reports
O Scram Reports

Data Arrange and Review

Transient Classification and Counting Numbers
(referring to the plant design transients)

1

Review and Consulting the Counting Result

No

i Yes

Basic Data of Aging Evaluation

Flow Chart of Transient Data Evaluation



RESEARCH and ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES(Continued)

O REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL EVALUATION

- Fracture Touhness Test

• WOL specimens from surveillance capsule R irradiated for 34

EFPY

• Fracture toughness testing temperature 550°F

- Evaluation

• U.S. NRC draf regulatory guide DG-1023 and ASME Sec. XI

Appendix K

• Evaluate the test results at the normal and abnormal conditions

• Satisfy USE criterion up to 34 EFPY

- On-going PTS evaluation ,r>/

_MHHHnaHann»HBHMgKBHHHB«HUB«aaaMnni K E P R I



U)

Analysis results for low upper-shelf toughness
issue of Kori Unit 1 RPV

(a) Level A/B service loads

'if

J-R Curve

Lower
Bounding

Japp lb / ln
(SF=1.15)

93

J.PP Ib/in
(SF=1.25)

110

Jo.i Ib/in

416

SM
0WP<)

2.65

Criteria

Satisfying

(b) Level C/D service loads

Transient

Level C

Level D

Jipp lb/in
(max. value)

289

367

Jo.i lb/in

416'
(lower bounding)

/ •, 642
/(mean value)

Criteria

All satisfy the Criteria
Conservatively.

J»n> K Jo.i with lower
bounding J-R curve.



MAINTENCE and COMPONENT REPLACEMENT

O FOR PLANT SAFE OPERATION UNTIL DESIGN LIFE

O POSITIVE EFFECT TO PLANT LIFE EXTENSION

O MAJOR COMPONENT REPLACEMENT

*"

,{r, HIV 7 7. ".,> J/,-'.

^ \ - R C P M o t o r s R e p l a c e m e n t - /</9r**"'1 ~' > r^\

- Steam Generator Replacement —

- LP Turbine Rotor Replacement _

K K P R I



MAINTENCE and COMPONENT REPLACEMENT
(Continued)

O WORKS RELATED TO THE LMNPP

v - Plant Process Computer and I&C Upgrade

> - Plant Uprating

- Probabilistic Safety Analysis

K K p n i



Field

o Plant
Mainte-
nance

LMNPP
Technology

NPP ISI
Technology

o System &
Material
Aging

Safety
Enhance-
ment

Step 1

' 92 - ' 94

Step 2

'95 '96 '97

Step 3

'98 ('99-2001)

Technology Survey &
Basic Planning

Maint. Optimization &
Enhancement

Design Performance
Maintain

LMNPP(I)
(Feasibility Study)

LMNPP(II)
(Detail Engineering)

Fracture Mechanics Analysis
Tool Development

Quality Verifica'n \
& NDT Tech.

Aging & Degradation Research
Preparation

Design Basis Accident Analysis & Severe Accident Mitigation \ AppH-
y cation

Implementation of Safety Analysis
Result

Risk Optimized
Maintenance

Tentative Long Term Plan of LMNPP Related Works



SUMMARY

O REVIEWED KEPCO LMNPP PROGRAM

O CURRENT STATUS OF KORI UNIT 1 FEASIBILITY STUDY

•P
1 O ON-GOING WORKS

- Lifetime Evaluation of Major Components

- Regulatory Status Review

- Economical Evaluation

- PLIM Phase II Planning

K E P It I





SITUATION IN THE NETHERLANDS

A.M. van Dort
August 1995

KEMA Nederland B.V.
P.O. Box 9035
6812 AR ARNHEM
The Netherlands
Telephone +31 85 56 26 88
Telefax +31 85 51 80 92
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SITUATION IN THE NETHERLANDS

15.000 MWE 37% coal

57% gas

16% uranium

Norm Sea

Germany

Belgium

BWR Dodewaard (GE)

60 MWE

nat circ.

1968-?

PWR Borssele

(Siemens)

480 MWE

1973 - 2004

KEMAk



POLICY

Before 2000 no decision

Keep nuclear option open

Dodewaard

PINK

Modification programs

KEMAl
-381-



PINK

- Maintenance of Nuclear Competence

- 25 person years/year - 1992 -1997

- Ministry of

Economical Affairs

Sufficient inflow of young people

— KEMA



MODIFICATION PROGRAMS

10 YEARLY SAFETY RE-EVALUATION

INPUT

- IAEA

- Operation experience

- Safety studies

- PSA

- Ageing/surveillance experience

i
e.g. vessel



VESSEL

1 ITf

4jy

a?]

I

——

^ u ozziie

TV.

I -
In

1 ̂

EXPERIENCE

PROBLEMS

- replacements AIS! 304L

SAFE ENDS (IGSCC)

- replacement sparger,

thermal sleeve and repair

feedwater nozzle

(thermal fatigue)

- shut off nozzle

clean up system (IGSCC)

NO PROBLFMS WITH

- shroud

- radiation embrittlement



AGEING DODEWAARD

- Satisfactory performance -* 85%

EVALUATION

IAEA TEC DOC 338

IEEE Std 1205 1993 (E equipment)

• selection

• grouping

• dominant ageing mechanism

per group •

• indentification required monitoring

• comparison required methods/

current practice

• adaption surveillance program

(mainly E)

KEM A ^
3SS-



QUALIFICATION (WITHIN REACTOR BUILDING)

- Class 1-2 components/systems

- Class 1E electrical safety

equipment

Analyses of possible environmental conditions

- normal operation

- accidents

Possible recommendation for

- adaption surveillance program

- protection

- movement to another place

- replacement

E » MECH

KEM A ̂



PLANS FOR 1996

GKN - implementation ageing /

qualification recommendations

PINK - proposal for study risk based

maintenance inservice inspection /

testing

- take more advantage of safety

insights thought experience with

PRA techniques

(ref: Nuclear News July 95

article Murley)

35? -
KEMA£





THE MAIN TRENDS OF WORK ON LIFETIME
. MANAGEMENT OF NPP

Yu. Dragunov Yu. Kurakov
RUSSIA RUSSIA
OKB GIDROPRESS MINATOM

To be presented
at the meeting
ofthelWGNPPLM,
30.08.95-1.09.95



1. RUSSIAN RESEARCH PROGRAMS ON NPP LIFETIME

ASSURANCE

The continuous operation of ageing NPPs and enhancement of up-to-

date requirements for their safety put forward the problems on residual

life of NPP safety important components. The "Lifetime" program goal

is to solve these problems. In reference to the order of the

"Rosenergoatom" Concern the branch Program "Resurs" was developed

by VNIIAES together with the principal designers of the main types of

Russian reactor plants. This Program is intended for 1993-95 years and

it incorporates:

• development of the complex of code-methodological and technical

tools for monitoring, verification and prediction of the state of

specific equipment and its index of safety, mainainability and

durability;

• development of regulatory code-methodological base to make

decisions on residual life of specific equipment, including its

replacement, upgrading, variation of operating conditions or specified

lifetime;

• investigations to verify and predict lifetime characteristics of NPP

specific equipment with elaboration of scientific validated

recommendations on its life extension.



The Major Trends of Works

• Co-ordinating and organizational activities

• Studying the degradation processes and residual life

• Elaboration and implementation of the measures to maintain/enhance
safety level of NPPs operating within design life

• Development of control principals of advanced NPPs aging and safe
life

• Creation and development of regulations in the field of NPP aging
and life management

-,9?-/



Stage I (completed):

Review and analysis of existing results and materials on

• Methodological base

• Regulations

• Terminology and definitions

• Technical results

Stage 2 (completed):

Development of the regulations for control, evaluation and management

of NPP components life. Requirements for the reports on the technical

status of components

• Kriteria of the limit state of each componrnt

• Requirement for schedule

• Description of the main mechanisms of ageing

• Description of the methods

• Results of the evaluation

• Definitions of necessary measures for improvement

• Methodology

• Procedure and management
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2. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR CIS (TACIS-91)



TACIS-91

NNC/NE-BELGATOM - EMPRESARIOS AGRUPADOS CONSORTIUM

1.4.

1.5.

1.9.
1.10.

1.14.

III.l

III.2

PROJECT

Probabilistic safety analysis

Safety related modernization
of NPP with WER-230
Operating procedures
Confinement

Desidual lifetime evaluation

Probabilistic safety analysis
technology
Quality assurance programme

CONTRACTOR

EMPRESARIOS
AGRUPADOS
BELGATOM

BELGATOM
EMPRESARIOS
AGRUPADOS
EMPRESARIOS
AGRUPADOS
NNC

NUCLEAR ELECTRIC

SUBCONTRACTOR

MOHT

MOHT

MOHT
ATE

MOHT

MOHT

MOHT

LEADING RUSSIAN
COMPANIES

ATOMENERGOPROECT
OKB "GIDROPRESS'
NOVOVORONEZH NPP
OKB "GIDROPRESS"
VNIIAES
ATE

VNITAES
OKB "GIDROPRESS"
ATOMENERGOPROECT
OKB "GIDROPRESS'
VNIIAES



TACIS-91

EdF - FRAMATOME - SIEMENS CONSORTIUM

I.I.

1.2.

1.3.

1.11.

1.13.

III.3.
III.4.

III.5.
III.8.

PROJECT

Reactor vessel embrittlement

Primary circuit integrity -
LBB
Accident analysis

Development of automatic
control system of radiation
dose level
Safety related equipment
qualifications under accident
conditions
Metrology

Development of residual
lifetime diagnostic system
Maintenance

Severe accident analysis

CONTRACTOR

SIEMENS

SIEMENS

SIEMENS

SIEMENS

FRAMATOME

SIEMENS

SIEMENS

FRAMATOME

FRAMATOME

SUBCONTRACTOR

MOHT

MOHT

MOHT

MOHT

MOHT

ATE

MOHT

MOHT

MOHT

LEADING RUSSIAN
COMPANIES

RRC KURCHATOV
INSTITUT
OKB "GIDROPRESS"
VNIIAES
OKB "GIDROPRESS"
RRC KURCHATOV
INSTITUT
OKB "GIDROPRESS"
ATOMENERGOPROECT

ATOMENERGOPROECT
OKB "GIDROPRESS"

ATE

VNIIAES
OKB "GIDROPRESS"
VNIIAES
RRC KURCHATOV
INSTITUT
OKB "GIDROPRESS"



TACIS-91

PROJECT 1.1.
REACTOR VESSEL EMBRITTLEMENT.
NOVOVORONEZH 3, 4 AND KOLA 1, 2

• Stress analysis (with sampling)

• Sampling

NV 3 and 4:

=> 4 samples from the base material (per unit)
=>4 samples from the weld #4 (per unit)
=> 2 samples from weld #5

Kola 1 and 2:

=> 6 samples from base materials
=> 6 samples from the weld #4

• Grinding the sampling spaces

• Machining mini-Charpy and mini-tensile specimens

• Testing

Transition temperature:

=> non-irradiation condition (heat treatment)
=>the present condition



TACIS-91

PROJECT 1.1.

REACTOR VESSEL EMBRTTTLEMENT.
NOVOVORONEZH UNIT 2

• Taking large size trepans of 110 mm diameter and of the full

thickness of the vessel (120 mm). 8 trepans: 3 in the weld #4 and 1 in

the base materials (before and after annealing)

• Establishing the variations of Cu and P content across the section of

the weld

• Testing of specimens

=> mini Charpy

=> full size Charpy

=> mini tensile

=>full size tensile

=>1/2TCT specimens

=> COD specimens

• Microstructural investigation



TACIS-91

PROJECT 1.2.

APPLICATION OF LEAK BEFORE BREAK CONCEPT

• Identification of existing data

• Calculation of load and stresses during earthquake

• Stress report

• Fatigue analysis

• Justification of the absence of SCC, erosion-corrosion

• Data relative to materials (including data on material properties after

100000 h of operation)

• Research on defect detectability

• LBB analyses

=> Identification of critical areas

=> Fatigue crack growth analysis

=> Critical crack size and stability

=>Leak rate calculation



TACIS-91

PROJECT 1.14.

RESIDUAL LIFETIME EVALUATION

• Development of methodology

• Selection of critical components

• Identification of existing data on design6 materials, loading

• Inservice inspection results, operational experience

• Fatigue analyses results

• Evaluation of Kosloduy data and results

• Development of component pre-evaluation matrix

• Determination of "weak points"

• Engineering judgement on status of the most relevant components,

systems, equipment and structures

• Definition of potentially necessary measures for improvement



3. REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS



GENERALIZATION OF DATA FOR ALL RPVs

(WWER-440, WWER-1000)

- Chemical composition of the base metal and weld metal;

- Mechanical properties of the base metal and weld metal;

- Transition temperature;

- Radiation embrillement factors for the base metal and

weld metal;

- Critical stress intensity factor;

- Surveillance specimens test results;

- Test results on the samples, cut out of the RPV, inclu-

ding chemical composition, hardness, mechanical proper-

ties, transition temperature (for WWER-440/230);

- Implementation of the measures to provide for RPV

Integrity;

- Improvement of calculations.



4. STEAM GENERATOR COLLECTOR INTEGRITY

4.1. The Reasons for Collector Damages

Since 1980 the units with WER-1000 reactors have begun to be
put into operation. The units have been equipped with PGV-1000 steam
generators of the horizontal type which are the progress of the previous
horizontal steam generator of WER-210, VVER-365, VVER-440
designs.

As of noveniber 1993, 19 units with VVER-1000 of the gained
operating experience above 70 reactor-years are in operation
incorporating 76 PGV-1000.

The PGV-1000U steam generator is a horizontal type which is
different from the vertical type used in western countries. The design
feature of the PGV-1000 (as in PGV-440) is the axial asymmetry of the
perforated zone that result from the heat exchanging tube layout within
the accepted overall dimensions of the SG body. Such asymmetry
creates the non-perforated section "wedge" projecting into the
perforation zone. For the PGV-1000M collectors and body the stronger
pearlitic steel 10GNMFA was used instead of steel 08Khl8N10T.

For the period of 1986-1991 some units suffered from the damaged
Sgs that were to be replaced earlier than the established design time.

Reasons for damages to the SG "cold" collectors have been
investigated by the high skilled specialists and institutes and the
measures on improving the SG operational reliability and lif ehave been
developed and implemented.

The reasons for collector damages appear to be very different:
cumulative attack of corrosive medium and stresses onto the collector
metal having tendency to corrosion cracking with small strain rates at
working temperature of the "cold" collector. Each effecting factor
separately is not able to cause the damage of the kind that have occured
in the "cold" collectors.

- 403 -



4.2. Measures Taken to Improve the PGV-1000 Reliability and Life

1. Change over from the header metal 10GN2MFA melted in open
hearth furnace to the one produced by electric slag melting. It is
introduced to purify the metal and to reduce the Tk0 from +15 °C to -10
°C.

2. Header loosening. Introduced at Manufacturer's and at NPPs.
Effectivity service life prolongation is within 1.1-1.4. Residual process
stresses (cyclic included) are reduced by half (from 855 to 435 Mpa).
Done at all SGs.

3. Heat exchanging tubes are additionally expended, before they
are put into operation. It has been performed at plants and at NPPs.
Procedure effectivity is estimated as 1.5-2.5 times service life
prolongation.

4. "Wedge smoothing" effectivity is estimated to be the stress
concentration factor reduction by 15%.

5. Header low-temperature heat-treatment. Effectivity is estimated
within 2.8-8 times service life prolongation if it is performed before the
unit is put into operation. LTHT also positively affects operating SGs.

6. Elimination of explosive expansion and adoption of hydraulic
expansion process. Effectivity in terms of service life prolongation is
estimated as 20-25 times damageability reduction.

7. Stable water chemistry assurance in line the Norms and pH
being 9.0. The measures would assure 10-12 times service life
prolongation as compared to the Sgs with varying pH with its reduction
to 4-6.

8. Ligament integrity control. It is introduced at Manufacturer's
and at NPPs and performed by apparatus VD-73 NTs.

9. Usage of stainless steel for the perforated area of newly
manufactured SG (PGV-1000U) headers.



REACTOR VESSEL

Weld No7

Outlet nozzle

Weld No6

Inlet nozzle Dnom500

Weld Ho5

Weld No4

Preasure chamber

Weld Ho3

Weld No2



-*ig.2». SG PGV-1000M: cross section A-A
(Based on draiwng 320.05.01.000C6, Sheet 2)

t - Inlet collector; 2 - Tube bundle; 3 - Emerqenry feed water
distribution pipe; A - Perforated sheet; 5 - Main feed water
Aine; 6 - Steam separator; 7 - Steam outlet pipes; 8 - Steam
collector; 9 - Air evacuation line; 10 — Return of water after
separator; 11 - Outlet collector



Dynamic diagram
of PGV-1000 commissioning and operation

and their damages in WWER-1000 NPPs
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FIG.3: Operation time and damages of PGV-1000 steam generators in WWER-1000 NPPs



TYPICAL PLANETARY COLLECTOR CRACK O
PULLED COLLECTOR SAMPLE

I YP1CAL PLANETARY (B) AND ARTERIAL (A) COLLECTOR
'RACKS ON PULLED COLLECTOR SAMPLE

•'•/(''. 4. Schematic presentation of typical collector cracks: aneria! cracks (A), planetary cracks (B)
iiui satellite cracks (C).
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A Quick Overview of some Swiss NPP Ageing-Related Studies/Research

Ph. Tipping (presently PSI) (from 01.09.95 Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate -
HSK)

Swiss Activities for NPP Ageing Issues

Neutron Embrittlement

Extensive data has been produced using NPP and MTR materials. Sensitivity of
the Meyer hardness test demonstrated for detecting neutron irradiation hardening.
Meyer test gives also a strain hardening index which is very sensitive (it decreases
with n-fluence)

Annealing (after 2xlO19/cm2E71MeV)

450-460°C x lOOh - regenerates both hardness and tensile as well as Charpy

Mechanical Properties

Use of miniature specimens to obtain valid fracture mechanical data. Transference
to real components a key interest. Reconstitution is interesting.

Lowering of dose rate

The morphology of activated layers and kinetics of build-up is studied. Surface
condition of material plays a major role (electropolished doesn't activate (by
deposits) as readily as machined). Removal of stellite pins and rollers is carried
out.

Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC)

Loop experiments (without radiolysis) have shown the importance of BWR water
chemistry - esp. dissolved oxygen and water impurity - especially SO+

++or Cl".
Ferritic RPV steel must be loaded to > 35 MPa/m in off-specification BWR
water (e.g.0.4ppm diss. oxygen) to cause cracks.

Work on austenitics (sensitized SS) will soon start.

Switzerland is involved in the Halden Project (Norway) (Also ICG EAC/IASCC).

Neutron Embrittlement

Annealing

Mechanical Properties (Tensile, Charpy (V-pre-crack), Fracture Mechanics,
hardness....)



Stress Corrosion Cracking

Materials/stress levels/water chemistry (BWR).

Transference of "mini-probe" data to components.

Dose rate reduction

Studies on oxide layers and kinetics. Removal of (Cobalt) Co containing
alloys in the core region.
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Pressurized Equipment Integrity at Ukraine's Nuclear Power Plants
At-a-Glance Impression of Current Status

Nikolai Zaritsky, Vitaly Kovyrshin
Scientific & Technical Centre, Ministry of Environmental
Protection and Nuclear Safety of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
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1. Expert analysis of pressurized equipment integrity failures at Ukraine's NPPs in 1992
through 1994.

2. A database on mechanical properties and chemical composition of metal used in the
main equipment of Ukraine's NPPs.

3. WWER-1000 reactor pressure vessel integrity and reliability.
3.1. Base metal and weld composition.
3.2. Surveillance specimen programme implementation.
3.3. Reactor pressure vessel in-service inspection.
3.4. Reactor pressure vessel lifetime management.

Conclusions.

1. Expert analysis of pressurized equipment integrity failures at Ukraine's
NPPs in 1992 through 1994.

Starting 1992, the Scientific & Technical Centre, Ministry of Environmental
Protection and Nuclear Safety of Ukraine (MEPNS/STC), has been running a
computerized database of operational failures at the Ukrainian NPP sites, covering
events which have led to:

• accident developments
• deviations from normal operations
• deviations from limits and/or conditions of safe operation
• transients
• equipment failures of safety related systems
• equipment failures/spurious actuations of safety systems.
By now, the database includes information relating to over 450 operational events

at Ukraine's NPPs.
The present report reviews and provides an analysis of on-site events caused by

integrity failure of the main equipment within the primary circuit. The analysis is of
interest for the general assessment of NPP ageing status, enables identifying the most
degradable equipment, and helps drawing conclusions regarding major physical and
chemical causes underlying the NPP events.

Table 1 shows the site distribution of a total of 42 events related to equipment
integrity failure and reported to have happened at Ukraine's NPPs during the period of
1992 through 1994.

Table 2 shows the distribution of the integrity failure events over types of
equipment, for the period, while Table 3 identifies relevant causes.



Table 1

Site distribution of integrity failure events at Ukraine's NPPs

NPP

Chernobyl
South Ukraine
Zaporozhye
Rovno
Khmelnitsky
Total

1992

1
6
3
0
1
11

1993

3
2
5
6
0
16

1994

1
4
3
4
3
15

Total

5
12
11
10
4
42

Table 2

Integrity failure event distribution over types of equipment

Equipment type

RPVand
accessories
Steam generator
Pumps
Piping
Valves
Total

1992

2

1
1
3
4
11

1993

0

2
1
9
4
16

1994

2

1
0
6
6
15

Total

4

4
2
18
14
42

Causes of integrity failure events at Ukraine's NPPs

Table 3

Cause

Manufacturing
defects
Design flaw
Corrosion/erosion
Poor welding
Inspection failure
Metal fatigue
Total

1992

2

3
0
0
4
1-
10

1993

3

3
4
3
6
4
23

1994

3

8
3
3
7
0
24

Total

8

14
7
6
17
5
57



Analysing Tables 1 to 3 brings us to conclusions as follows:
a/ last years, an increase in the number of events related to equipment integrity

failure has been observed at Ukraine's NPP sites. On one hand, this could be
attributed to equipment ageing while, on the other hand, lack of adequate means to
inspect and monitor the serviceability condition of equipment is critical;

b / analysis of the number of events for specific types of equipment shows that
most damageable parts are piping and valves, i.e. those components prevailing at NPP
sites;

c/ six principal causes of equipment failure have been identified, the most frequent
ones to meet with being poor in-service metal inspection, design flaws, and defects of
manufacturing and repair.

It is of interest to note that no physical or chemical causes, such as corrosion,
erosion or metal fatigue, are at the lead but those pertaining to low production
standards or poor maintenance/repair efficiency.

2. A database of mechanical properties and chemical composition of metal used
in the main equipment of Ukraine's NPPs.

Under a contract with the Nuclear Regulatory Administration (NRA), which is
part of MEPNS, STC has been developing and running a database on mechanical
properties and chemical composition of materials used in the main equipment and
primary coolant piping of Ukraine's NPPs.

The database is designed to accumulate and put in order relevant information
about the initial status of metal employed in the primary circuit main equipment at
nuclear power units, as well as to observe metal ageing and carry out further multifactor
analysis of the equipment condition. The analysis results are expected for use in
developing necessary regulatory and corrective measures aimed at improving the safety
and reliability of nuclear power stations.

The database includes information on the composition and properties of metal,
welds and overlays for NPP components such as:

- reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
- steam generator
- pressurizer
- main coolant pumps
- main gate valves
- primary coolant piping.
For certain equipment, there are special entries in the database such as the number

of main gate valve cycles performed by the moment of retrieval, the number of plugged
steam generator tubes, the results of surveillance specimen testing for reactor pressure
vessels, and other.

In what follows, the present status of the database is defined:
a/ the database structure has been elaborated and scope of input information

specified;
b / custom tailored software is available (i.e. MS Excel 4.0);



c/ appropriate table forms have been devised and a user manual developed
providing guidance for filling them in with information from NPP sites;

d/ relevant information related to the composition and properties of metal has
been collected for the Zaporozhye unit 1 and put into the database.

It should be noted that MEPNS/STC is going to participate in works addressing
the International Data Base on NPP's Ageing Management and Lifetime Extension.

3. WWER-1000 reactor pressure vessel integrity and reliability.

Ukraine operates 10 WWER-1000 nuclear power units, another one being
currently under pre-operational testing at the site of Zaporozhye NPP. The servirr life
and reliability of reactor pressure vessels employed in this type of reactors arc of
paramount importance in terms of safety of Ukraine's nuclear power which is a key
industry in this country's economy.

In mid-October 1995, NRA is going to hold a workshop to draw in representatives
of nuclear power stations and both Russian and Ukrainian leading specialists. The main
objective of the workshop is to address the issues of WWER-1000 reactor pressure
vessel integrity and to develop programme documents aimed at providing for a
particular action to improve their reliability and operational safety.

The present report deals with part of the questions on the workshop's agenda,
pertaining mainly to material aspects.

3.1. Base metal and weld composition.

WWER-1000 reactor pressure vessels are made of a Cr-Mo-V steel doped with
nikel for process reasons. The nikel content of a Cr-Mo-V steel in excess of 1.5 % (or
even, by different data, of 1.3 % ) is disadvantageous, though, as nikel improves the
steel susceptibility to thermal and radiation embrittlement.

According to the appropriate data available, half of Ukraine's RPV beltline areas
facing the core centre contain over 1.2 % of nikel, e.g. the nikel content of the
Zaporozhye unit 4 is some 1.34 %. Futhermore, 60 % of welds Nos. 3 & 4 in Ukraine's
RPVs, placed below and above the core center line, respectively, contain over 1.5 % of
nikel, the maximum Ni content of 1.88 % being at unit 1 of the Khmelnitsky NPP.

Lastly, including at meetings of Working Group 3 of the Joint Coordinating
Committee on Civil Nuclear Reactor Safety run by the United States, Russia and
Ukraine, specialists' concern has been with the complexity of assessing the extent of
radiation embrittlement for the Cr-Mo-V steel at nikel concentrations upwards of
1.3 %. The difficulties encountered are primarily for lack of reliable experimental
evidence relating to the effect of nikel on steel embrittlement at different combined
settings of other metallurgical admixtures such as phosphorus and copper.

3.2. Surveillance specimens programme implementation.



Implementing-a surveillance specimen programme is actually the only real way to
estimate and foresee any changes due for the material in particular operating reactor
pressure vessels.

Examination of the first regular sets of WWER-1000 surveillance specimens have
revealed principal drawbacks of the existing monitoring programme. Below we point to
but some of them:

a/container assemblies are inadequately designed and placed in-core, resulting in
the surveillance specimens and RPV materials being irradiated under mutually
uncorrelated neutron flux conditions;

b/the number of surveillance specimens is not adequate to obtain a reliable
temperature dependence of impact elasticity to derive a shift in critical brittle
temperature;

c/it is necessary to apply additional surveillance specimen sets, along with the
temperature-wise and irradiated ones, to implement an RPV annealing programme,
provided a need appears.

The Russian design and material science organizations, engaged in developing the
WWER-1000 reactor plant, have decided and approved an engineering approach to
modernize the current surveillance specimen programme. The programme is seen
revisable for some of Ukraine's nuclear power units under operation or commissioning
(such as unit 1 of Khmelnitsky, 4 to 6 of Zaporozhye, 3 of South Ukraine, and 3 of
Rovno), which have properly documented RPV-related archive materials. To this end,
however, the container assemblies now in use should be replaced with modern flat ones
equipped with new sets of surveillance specimens to be manufactured. Joint action of
the kind to involve relevant Russian organizations is planned for the Zaporozhye units 4
to 6.

It should be noted that testing of two surveillance specimens extracted from the
Khmelnitsky unit 1 in 1993 was for the first time carried out at the Institute for
Nuclear Research, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. In principle, the Institute's
"hot cells" might be regarded as the national founding facilities to provide basis for
future material science testing of surveillance specimens applied at Ukraine's nuclear
power units.

3.3. Reactor pressure vessel in-service inspection.

At Ukraine's NPPs, the main means of WWER-1000 RPV remote monitoring is a
mechanized SK-187 plant providing for the examination of the RPV bottom part from
the outside. The testing is performed once every 4 years. However, the regular SK-187
plant does not ensure meeting the current sensitivity requirements and is out of date.
So far, there is no home-made means designed for testing from the inside.

For the latter reason, Ukraine's NPPs have been seeking contats with foreign
companies to acquire appropriate apparatus for remote internal monitoring of reactor
pressure vessels. For instance, the Zaporozhye NPP has concluded a contract with
Technatom, Spain, for the supply of RPV remote monitoring means. Moreover, the
Ukrainian State Committee for Nuclear Power Utilization has established a dedicated
technical centre aimed at uniting and coordinating the NPP's efforts in the area of
remote testing.



3.4. Reactor pressure vessel lifetime management.

The problem of WWER-440 reactor pressure vessel lifetime extension has been
successfully resolved by Russian specialists by applying the restoration annealing
technique. The issue of WWER-1000 RPV lifetime management has not been settled
yet. In terms of practical reasoning, though, there are two ways to follow and attain
longer RPV lifetimes, such as:

- restoration annealing; and
- warm prestressing.
For WWER-1000 reactor pressure vessel's annealing and warm prestressing to be

introduced, a lot of experimental work has still to be done and substantiations
provided, but the two directions are surely of particular practical interest.

To conclude, this short communication missed the issues of reactor pressure vessel
and surveillance specimen neutron dosimetry, calculation estimates of RPV's residual
service time, reactor pressure vessel integrity under "thermal shock" conditions, and
other. Still, it should be noted that the Ukrainian nuclear regulatory body is deeply
concerned with scientific and engineering problems relating to the safe and reliable
WWER-1000 RPV operations, and runs relevant activities to provide proper support
on that.
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PLANT LIFE

EXTENSION (PLEX)

OPERATION RETIREMENT

f 1
t f

EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK
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So

Maintenance of acceptable safety
standards
Upgrade of operating plant done so as to
optimise availability and life

Planned life extension or retirement

Feedback of experience to new plant

\

AEA Technology
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Began commercial operation of nuclear power
stations in 1956

First country to operate commercial reactors
beyond 20 years

Evolution of the long term safety review
process (LTSR) for Magnox and AGR reactors

Oldest reactors still operational at Calder Hall
after 39 years

First UK civil PWR now operational

iniages'iiiisc'linupp ppt'p •)



CiviilUK Nuclear Plartt

4S-

STATION

Calder Hall'
Chapelcross'
Bradwell2

Berkeley2

Hunterston AJ

Hinkley A2

Trawsfvnvdd2

Dungenesj A1

Sizewell A2

Oldburv2

WvfW
HinkJev B2

Huntwston B3

Hartlepool2

Hwsham I2

Dunpeness B
Hevsham 21

Torness3

Sizewell BJ

TYPE

Magnox
Magnox
Magnex
Magnox
Magnox
Magnox
Magnox
Magnox
Magnox
Magnox
Magnox

AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR.
PWR

NO OF
REACTORS

4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

OUTPUT
MW

240
240
245
250 -
420
470
420
470
420
430
950
1240
1240
1200
1130
1120
1970
1270
1200

DATE OF
COMMISSIONING

1956
1959
1962
1962
1964
1965
1965
1966
1966
1968
1971
1976
1976
1984
1984
1985
1988
1988
1995

CURRENT AGE IN
YEARS OR CLOSURE

DATE
39
36
33

closed 1989
closed 1990

30
closed 1993

29
29
27
24
19
19
11
11
10
7
7
-

Basic Data on UK Nuclear Plant
Licensee 1 British Nuclear Fuels pic

2 Nuclear Electric pic
3 Scottish Nuclear pic

a AEA
AEA Technology
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UK Life Management Expe
with the Magnox Reactor

EARLY LIFE - excessive oxidation of fixings (bolts/welds) led to outlet
temperature reduction

MID LIFE - Long Term Safety Review (LTSR)

First: 20 years •• effectively a design review

Second: 30 years - principally concerned with ageing
effects

The LTSR or 10 year periodic safety review is now a statutory requirement
of the Nuclear Inspectorate

The probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) has been an integral part of the
review process

LIFETIME MANAGEMENT - based on life limiting features identified in
LTSRs, the end of life operations programme is defined and optimised
economically

fcJAEA
AEA Technology
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LTSR Objectives

1. To confirm that the plant was adequately safe
for continued operation

2. To identify and evaluate any factors which
might limit the safe operation of the plant in
the foreseeable future

3. To assess the plant's safety standards and
practices, drawing comparisons with modern
standards, and introduce any improvements
which were reasonably practicable

AEA Technology
imagesWscMmnpp.ppOp 7



Scope of Long Term Safety
Reviews"

ITEM

1
2
3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10

11
12

13

TOPIC

Primary Pressure Circuit
Reactor Intervals
Hazards
Shutdown Systems
Control and Instrumentation

Electrical Systems

Cooling Systems
Fault Studies
Fuel Route
Role of the Operation

Health Physics

Radiological Protection

Decommissioning

AEA
EACH LTSR INVOLVED 100 ENGINEERING MAN-YEARS AND THE

PREPARATION OF ABOUT 50 SPECIFIC REPORTS

AEA Technology
imag«vmiscvlmnpppp0p 8
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Improvements

Leak Detection
From Gas Circuit
Hot Gas Release
Shutdown Svstem
Post Fault Cooling
Fire Hazard
Seismic Hazard
Emergency
Indication Centre
Liftine Equipment

TOTAL

BRADWELL

150
1000
3000
1000
2000
400
1000

3000

11,800

HINKLEY A

150
4000
4800
1500
6000
600
2000

9000

28,050

DUNGENESS A

1000
4500
3000
2000
4800
500

2000

3000

20,800

SIZEWELL A

150
5500
5500
2200
4200
400
1800

7000

26,750

OLDBURY

_
3700
1800
4000
300
1500

3500

14,800

WYLFA

„

4000
1800
10000
300

2000

1000

19,100

COST OF MAJOR LTSR IMPROVEMENTS AT NUCLEAR ELECTRIC MAGNOX STATIONS
OVERALL COST EXCEEDS $120,000,000

AEA
AEA Technology
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AEA

Magnox Reactors - Component
e Issues I

RPV embrittlement - all stations commissioned up to
1966 have sieelRPVs

Steel oxidation - a combination of test programmes,
assessments, repair and operating temperature
reduction have provided an adequate management of
the issue to date. Regular in-service inspection
continues

Graphite oxidation - leads to density reduction and
geometric change with age. Managed to date by
adjustments to coolant chemistry and temperature.
Samples are taken from reactor cores and structural
evaluation is done of core structures

AEA Technology
images\mi5cMmnpp.pp0p 10
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Management of the Issue

Use of accurate dosimetry and associated advanced codes to more
accurately define neutron environment

Development of physically based plant specific dose-damage
relationships in trend curves providing security in extrapolation
outside the limited date base from surveillance samples,
reproduction welds and accelerated testing

Use of advanced defect assessment methods - R6 -• to evaluate
defect tolerance

Utilisation of advanced integrity arguments: eg Leak-Before-
Break (LBB)

Use of advanced NDE in accessible regions to provide assurance
of original build quality

AEA Technology
imagM(miscl(mnpp.pp('p



MagnoxSteel RPV

-20m diameter spheres fabricated from 75-
100mm thick C-Mn steel plates and forgings
joined by manual or SA welds, to Class I
standard

Initial inspection was by radiography with
ultrasonics used to a limited extent on later
vessels

40°C Charpy shift assumed to cover in-service
degradation

IS1AEA
AEA Technology
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MAGNOX REACTOR STEEL PRESSURE VESSEL
SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF PLATES AND WELDS
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Key Ageing Issue: Steel RPV
Embrittlement I

Transition temperature shift is faster than
originally anticipated as a result of residual
copper

In addition to the conventional hardening
mechanisms, a third mechanism, grain
boundary segregation, has been identified as
contributing to embrittlement

iglAEA
AEA Technology
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Basis:

1. Demonstration of high quality of original
construction
2. Comprehensive knowledge of the loading
conditions and assessment of the integrity of the
structure, taking into account ageing and in-service
degradation

Safety Cases are developed using modern methods
and are based on an authorised set of GROUND
RULES issued and reviewed annually. The
GROUND RULES comprise a modern standard.
They prescribe:



1. The analysis methodology to be used
in the RPV assessment

2. The data to be used in the RPV
assessment

3. Requirements for writing associated
Operating Rules

0AEA
Technology
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Vessel Safety Case

^Safety^ f^
I HoCO /^°

Reference
defects

Leak rate
assessment

Faults and hazards

Base line assessment
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The integrity assessment uses a well proven
Structural Integrity methodology to give a
conservative assessment of high integrity
structures. The methodology uses a
deterministic fracture mechanics analysis to
predict the ability of the structure to
withstand operating loads and environment
making allowance for future material
properties and defects.



\

ASSESSMENT

1. Base line assessment for normal operation
and other design basis conditions (includes
- reactor start up, steady state operation,
over pressure fault)

2. Faults and hazards assessment on reference
defects (includes - seismic, dropped loads,
boiler tube failure, duct hanger anomalies)

OAEA
AEA Technology



The fracture mechanics assessment has 3
major legs:
1. Proof test assessment - original proof test

defines maximum initial defect population,
whose further development in service is
assessed. Acts as a 'first cut'

2. Reference defects - 25mm deep (extended
or semi-elliptical (6 :1) analysed at several
locations

r3AEA
AEA Technology



3. Leak-before-break - Detectable gas leakage
from sub-critical through wall cracks

The fracture mechanics assessment Hies the
R6 method and is carried out at many
locations
Input Data
1. Material properties - from relevant

surveillance testpieces including effects of
neutron irradiation, thermal and strain
ageing. The data is evaluated statistically

A t A an€* conservative limits used
AEA Technology



2. Loadings - normal; faults and hazards
3. Limits - eg toughness takes into account a

small amount of stable tearing
Support to the structural integrity case is
strengthened on an appropriate continuing
basis by:
1. Additional Inspection
2. Materials sampling from actual in-service

and retired vessels

0AEA
AEA Technoloav
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Temperslure Margin (d)

Calculated
UmhUoe

Operating Rule for
start-tip/shut-down
pressure & temperature
limits

o
c
O

TEMPERATURE
Key:

(a) Pressure margin during start-op. (Pressure factors are obtained from the ratio of the

limit line pressure to the Operating Rule pressure.)

(b) Pressure margin during normal operation.

<c) Temperature margin in transition region. •

(d) Temperature margin between operating temperature and the onset of upper sheff
temperature.

DEFINITION OF PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE MARGINS
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COMMENTS TO THE IAEA INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP IWG) ON
LIFE MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS (LMNPPs)

Claud E. Pugh
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee USA
August 30 - September 1, 1995

This report briefly addresses five selected topics that are active in the U.S. and relevant to the
IWG/LMNPPs. These topics are: (1) revised rule for license renewal of nuclear power plants,
(2) reactor pressure vessel (RPV) annealing demonstration, (3) RPV integrity research, (4)
Phase II of Project FALSIRE, and (5) steel containment studies.

Revised Rule for License Renewal of NPPs

Currently, the U.S. Code of Federal Regulation (10 CFR Part 50.51) permits license renewal
for commercial nuclear power plants. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) undertook
several years ago efforts to establish regulatory policies, technical bases, and procedures for
renewal. Resulting requirements are placed in 10 CFR Parts 51 and 54. Part 51 addresses
environmental requirements. Part 54 addresses the technical requirements and reviews that a
plant must satisfy at the time the extension is granted and during the extension period.

The approach to 10 CFR Part 51 has been to identify the environmental issues that must be
addressed in conjunction with license renewal. Assessments have been made to determine
which issues can be treated in a generic fashion and which must be treated on a plant-by-plant
basis. This identification process is complete and final comments are being resolved.

A version of 10 CFR Part 54 was approved in 1992. Under that version, the technical
requirements for license renewal were based on two key principles: (1) the current licensing
basis (CLB) for each operating reactor provides an acceptable level of safety for operation
during the renewal term and (2) each plant's CLB must be maintained during the renewal
period through a process of identifying and managing age-related degradation mechanisms in
safety-related systems.

Further considerations have led the NRC to modify the second principle. Specifically, the
revised rule requires the CLB to be maintained through programs that manage the effects of
age-related degradation. The revised license renewal rule went into effect during June 1995.

RPV Annealing Demonstration Project (ADP)

An ADP has been initiated under joint sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
and private corporations to evaluate the feasibility of thermally annealing U.S. reactor pressure
vessels (RPVs). While several plants of Russian designs have been thermally annealed in
recent years, the physical designs of U. S. plants are sufficiently different to require an ADP to
evaluate engineering aspects of thermally annealing Contracts have been awarded to two
groups to conduct demonstration projects. The first group is headed by the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers Center for Research and Technology Development and will utilize
the RPV in the Marble Hill Plant. The second group is headed by MPR Associates and will
utilize the RPV in the Midland Plant Unit 2.

Reactor Pressure Vessel Integrity Research

The NRC continues to place high priority on research relative to the integrity of RPVs in
commercial nuclear power plants. ORNL leads this work which is made up of three principal
parts; the Heavy-Section Steel Technology (HSST) program, the Heavy-Section Steel
Irradiation (HSSI) program, and the Embrittlement Data Base and Dosimetry Evaluation



(EDB&DE) program. The HSST program continues to examine issues connected with
validating margins of safety relative to fracture prevention under feasible loading conditions.
Large-scale fracture experiments and advanced analyses are being performed to ensure that at
least anticipated margins exist when shallow flaws or out-of-plane constraint are present. The
HSSI program is extending the understanding of radiation-induced embrittlement in pressure
vessel steels including physical mechanisms. It is performing experiments to verify the
applicability of damage models to steel sections that are of prototypical thickness and exposed
to thermal annealing. The EDB&DE program maintains surveillance data bases from power
and research reactors and is working to develop improved correlations from these data for use
by the NRC.

CSNT/FAG Project FALSIRE II

The Fracture Analyses for Large-Scale International Reference Experiments (FALSIRE)
project is sponsored by the Fracture Assessment Group (FAG) of CSNI/PWG-3. ORNL (U.S.)
and GRS (Germany) have responsibility for organizational arrangements for Project FALSIRE.
The CSN1/FAG was formed to evaluate fracture prediction capabilities currently used in safety
assessments of nuclear components. Phase I of FALSIRE assessed various fracture
methodologies through interpretive analyses of six selected large-scale fracture experiments.
These experiments examined various aspects of ductile crack growth in RPV steels under
pressurized thermal-shock (PTS) loading. (See reports NUREG/CR-5997 (ORNL/TM-12307)
andNUREG/CP-0131 (ORNL/TM-12413.)

Participants in FALSIRE I proposed that a follow-on phase (FALSIRE II) should emphasize a
focus on behavior in the transition-temperature region of relatively shallow cracks subjected to
combined thermal and mechanical loading. To accomplish this goal, FALSIRE II has focused
on seven experiments. Standardized problem statements were distributed in November 1993.
Results for 45 analyses of these experiments were received from participating analysts, and a
workshop was held on November 8-10, 1994, in Atlanta, Georgia. Over 30 participants
representing 22 organizations in 12 countries took part in the Workshop. A report covering the
workshop and subsequent efforts is in preparation.

Steel Containment Studies

Since 1988 there have been instances of corrosion of nuclear power plant steel containments,
some of which have been significant. Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 requires only a general visual
inspection of the containment in conjunction with the integrated leak-rate tests currently
performed three times in each ten-year interval. It is anticipated that as the requirements for
inspection increase, the reported incidences of corrosion will increase. Therefore, in FY 1993
the NRC initiated aging-related research associated with the integrity of nuclear power plant
steel containments and liners of reinforced concrete containments. The overall objectives are
to understand the significant factors relating occurrence of corrosion, efficacy of inspection,
and structural capacity reduction of steel containments and liners.

- L\



THE U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
HAS REVISED THE LICENSE RENEWAL RULE
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

REVISED 10 CFR PART 54 BECAME EFFECTIVE
JUNE 1995

EMPHASIZES MANAGING THE EFFECTS OF AGING
RATHER THAN AGE-RELATED DEGRADATION
MECHANISMS

MAINTAINS THE TWO BASIC PRINCIPLES THAT
WERE FUNDAMENTAL TO THE PREVIOUS RULE

CURRENT LICENSING BASIS (CLB)
PROVIDES AN ACCEPTABLE LEVEL OF
SAFETY DURING RENEWAL TERM

THE CLB MUST BE MAINTAINED THROUGH
A PROGRAM TO MANAGE/MITIGATE THE
EFFECTS OF AGING



EFFORTS HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN TO
DEMONSTRATE THE ENGINEERING FEASIBILITY

OF ANNEALING U. S. NUCLEAR
REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS

ANNEALING DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS - EVALUATE
FEASIBILITY OF OVERALL SYSTEM AND COMPONENT
THERMAL/STRESS RESPONSE

JOINTLY FUNDED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY AND PRIVATE COMPANIES

TWO TEAMS TO UTILIZE RPVs IN PARTIALLY
COMPLETED PLANTS



THE U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
CONTINUES TO STUDY FRACTURE MARGINS IN
REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL TECHNOLOGY

THROUGH THE HSST PROGRAM

CENTERED AT THE OAK RIDGE NATIONAL
LABORATORY

W. E. PENNELL, PROGRAM MANAGER
TELEPHONE (615) 576 - 8571

TELEFAX (615) 574-0651

PRESENT PROGRAM ORGANIZED UNDER EIGHT
ACTIVE TASKS; SEVERAL TASKS HAVE BEEN

COMPLETED IN THE PAST
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The program provides support to NRC for timely resolution
of licensing issues relating to reactor vessel structural integrity
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Essential Features of the Infinite-Length Shallow Flaw
Geometry and Biaxial PTS Loading are Simulated in the

ORNL Biaxial Fracture Toughness Test

PT/2

REACTOR
VESSEL
INNER

SURFACE

IN-PLANE
STRESSES

SHALLOW
SURFACE
CRACK

OUT-OF-PLANE
STRESSES



DATA FROM A SINGLE HEAT OF A533B STEEL TESTED AT T-NDT = -10°C
INDICATE THAT BIAXIAL LOADING REDUCES THE LOWER BOUND
TRANSiTION-RANGE SHALLOW-FLAW FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

a

u
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50

0

-50
-0.2

j 1 i 1 1 i i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Shallow-Flaw
Biaxial Loading
Lower Bound
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Loading Deep

Flaw Data
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0.8 1.2

WJM 5/12/95



THE U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
CONTINUES TO STUDY THE EFFECTS OF

RADIATION ON REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL
STEELS THROUGH THE HSSI PROGRAM

CENTERED AT THE OAK RIDGE NATIONAL
LABORATORY

W. R. CORWIN, PROGRAM MANAGER
TELEPHONE (615) 574 - 4648

TELEFAX (615)574-5118

PROGRAM ORGANIZED UNDER 14 TASKS
(FIRST SEVEN TASKS ARE COMPLETE)

4 6 X -



EACH TECHNICAL TASK IN THE HSSI PROGRAM ADDRESSES
ONE OR MORE REGULATORY ISSUES CONCERNING

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS

HEAVY-SECTION STEEL IRRADIATION
PROGRAM

PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT

1.0

FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS
SHIFTS IN Hl-

CU WELDS
(SERIES 5&6)

FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS

SHIFTS IN
LUS WELDS
(SERIES 8) 3.0

IRRAD EFFECTS
IN COML. LUS

WELDS
(SERIES 10)

4.0

IRRAD EFFECTS ON
WELD HAZ AND
PLATE MATLS.

(SERIES 11)

ANNEALING
EFFECTS IN LUS

WELDS
(SERIES 9)

6.0

MICROSTRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS &
MODELING

7.0

IN-SERVICE
AGED & IRRAD.

MATERIAL
EVALUATIONS

8.0

JPDR
VESSEL
EXAM

9.0

FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS CURVE

SHIFT METHODS

10.0

SPECIAL
TECHNICAL

ASSISTANCE

11.0

TECH ASSTFOR
JCCCNRS
WG3&12

12.0

CORRELATION
MONfTOR

MATERIALS

13.0

TEST REACTOR
IRRADIATION

COORDINATION

14.0

oml



The HSSI Program Addresses the Effect of Irradiation Exposure on the Fracture
Toughness Properties of Reactor Vessel Materials

ON.

PLATE AND LOW
COPPER WELDS

NOTES:
A - ACTIVE
C - COMPLETE
P - PLANNED

PLATE AND LOW
COPPER WELDS

HIGH COPPER
WELDS

IRRADIAT^0

TEMPERATURE

A
K|C, K,a AND DUCTILE

TEARING: COMMERCIAL
HIGH COPPER LOW

UPPER SHELF WELD

K,c AND K,a: HIGH
COPPER AND HIGH

UPPER SHELF WELDS

DUCTILE TEARING:
STAINLFESS STEEL

CLADDING

K,c AND K)a: HIGH
COPPER LOW

UPPER SHELF WELDS

ANNEALING AND
REIRRADIATION

SAME AS

ORNL-DWQ 94M-3464 ETD



IRRADIATION STUDIES ON MIDLAND WELD METAL PROVIDE
DATA ON COMMERCIAL LOW UPPER-SHELF MATERIALS

NEEDED FOR INTEGRITY ASSESSMENTS (SERIES 10)

-cr

OVER 13M OF WELD CONSUMED

UNIRRADIATED GLOBAL
PROPERTIES VARY WIDELY, e.g.

Cu 0.21 to 0.46 wt%,
RTNDT -20 to +37°C,
TO -60 to -33°C

ALL LOW- AND MODERATE-
FLUENCE IRRADIATIONS
COMPLETED

POST-IRRADIATION TESTING IN
PROGRESS

oml



SIGNIFICANT SHIFTS IN CVN TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
AND MODERATE DROPS IN USE MEASURED WITH LIMITED
NUMBERS OF SPECIMENS FOR MIDLAND BELTLINE WELD

ON

-3OO -2OO -100
250

ORNL-DWG 94-13362
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INTERIM CONCLUSIONS ABOUT MIDLAND LOW
UPPER-SHELF WELD INCLUDE:

NOZZLE AND BELTLINE WELDS HAVE DIFFERENT AVERAGE
COPPER CONTENTS AND BEHAVE AS DIFFERENT MATERIALS

UNIRRADIATED PROPERTIES VARY WIDELY, e.g.
Cu = 0.21 to 0.46 wt%,
RTNDT = -20 to +37°C,
TO = -60 to -33°C

RTfyjDT A N D T 0 APPROACHES BOTH DESCRIBE UNIRRADIATED
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS DATA—To WITH LESS MARGIN

TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS AND UPPER-SHELF
DROPS INCREASE WITH FLUENCE—HIGH-COPPER NOZZLE
WELD GENERALLY MORE SENSITIVE

ATT41 j AND AT0 SHIFT INDICES ARE INCONSISTENT WITH EACH
OTHER



THE U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
MAINTAINS SURVEILLANCE DATA BASES ON
REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL STEELS AND

EVALUATES DOSIMETRY METHODS

CENTERED AT THE OAK RIDGE NATIONAL
LABORATORY

J. V. PACE III, PROGRAM MANAGER
TELEPHONE (615) 574 - 5285

TELEFAX (615) 574 -9619

PROGRAM ORGANIZED UNDER TWO MAJOR
ELEMENTS [1. EMBRITTLEMENT DATA BASE

(EDB) AND 2. DOSIMETRY AND EVALUATION (DE)]



-C

EDB PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

EMBRITTLEMENT DATA BASE (EDB) AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

Compile the EDB from a comprehensive collection of data
from surveillance capsules ol U.S. commercial nuclear
power reactors (PR-EDB) and irom experiments in material
test reactors (TR-EDB).

Verily the quality ol the EDB.

• Provide user-friendly software to access and process the
data.

• Explore and/or confirm embrittlement prediction models.

oml>ntill.ekl



DOSIMETRY AND EVALUATION (DE) PROGRAM

Provides radiation transport analysis lor specific NRC
problems oi interest.

Maintains and upgrades validated neutron and gamma
radiation transport procedures.

Maintains cross-section libraries with the latest
Evaluated Nuclear Data Files (ENDF) - currently migrating
to ENDF Version 6.

• Maintains and updates validated dosimetry procedures and
data bases.
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PHASE II OF PROJECT FALSIRE HAS CONTINUED
THROUGH MULTI-LABORATORY ANALYSES AND

AN INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

FALSIRE = FRACTURE ANALYSES OF LARGE-SCALE
INTERNATIONAL REFERENCE EXPERIMENTS

FALSIRE SPONSORED BY PRINCIPAL WORKING
GROUP 3 OF THE OECD/NEA'S COMMITTEE FOR
SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS (CSNI)

CO-ORGANIZED BY THE U. S. (ORNL) AND
GERMANY (GRS)

TWENTY-TWO ORGANIZATIONS FROM TWELVE
COUNTRIES CONTRIBUTED EXPERIMENTS
AND ANALYSES

MULTINATIONAL WORKSHOP HELD IN ATLANTA,
GEORGIA, USA ON NOVEMBER 8-10,1994



FALSIRE II SELECTED SEVEN REFERENCE EXPERIMENTS J
FOR FRACTURE ASSESSMENT j

EXPERIMENT

THICK CYLINDER (NKS-5) \
thermal/pressure/tension loads 1

THICK CYLINDER (NKS-6) |
thermal/pressure/tension loads 1

THICK CYLINDER (PTS 1/6) \
thermal/pressure loads I

THICK CYLINDER (SC-4) 1
thermal/centrifugal loads 1

CLAD-BEAMS (DD-2/DSR-3) \
isothermal/uniaxial loads I

CRUCIFORM BEAM (BB-4) 1
isothermal/biaxial bend loads 1

ORGANIZATION
COUNTRY

MPA - Universtat Stuttgart
Germany

MPA - Universtat Stuttgart
Germany

Prometey/Russla
VTT/Finland

AEA Technology
UK

EdF
France

ORNL
USA

I
1
1
I
I
1

•49.3 "



PROJECT FALSIRE II SCHEDULE BEGAN IN 1993
AND WILL BE COMPLETE IN EARLY 1996

November 1993

February 1994

May 1994

May 1994

August 1994

November 1994

March 1995

July 1995

November 1995

December 1995

Spring 1996

Spring 1996

Problem statements distributed to
potential participants.

Participants submit response forms

Participants submit summaries of
structural analyses to Organizing
Committee (OC)

Preliminary assessment OC at Koln

Complete electronic data transfer to
OC

FALSIRE II Workshop in Atlanta

Submit additional data and analysis
results to OC (action items from
workshop)

OC meets to review progress in
preparation of final report and to
discuss future work of CSNI/FAG

OC submits draft final report to
FALSIRE II participants for review

OC completes draft final report

Submission of draft final report to
CSNI/PWG-3

Publication of reports
- ORNL/NRC (NUREG);

GRS/CSNI



FALSIRE II WORKSHOP CONSIDERED COMPARATIVE
SUMMARIES AND PARAMETRIC STUDIES OF EACH

OF THE SEVEN REFERENCE EXPERIMENTS

Structural response of test specimens was predicted with
tolerable scatterbands. This represents an improvement
over FALSIRE I.

Discrepancies in the structural calculations could usually
be traced to the material models and approximations of
material properties.

The K|(T) diagrams, combined with material data curves
describing fracture toughness versus temperature, were
determined to be useful for fracture assessments.

When constraint effects become significant, a single
parameter (K|, J, etc.) is not sufficient to characterize
crack-tip conditions and a second parameter must be
introduced into the fracture model. Candidate
constraint parameters incjude Q-stress, T-stress, h, and
stress-strain-based quantities such as notch root radius.

Additional toughness data in the transition-temperature
region using a range of specimen geometries and
constraint conditions are required to validate the
capabilities of cleavage fracture methodologies that
incorporate constraint effects.



SUMMARY OF TEST OBJECTIVES OF THE SEVEN
LARGE-SCALE EXPERIMENTS USED IN FALSIRE II

EXPERIMENT
(ORGANIZATION) OBJECTIVE

SC-4
(AEA TECH., U.K.)

PTS 1/6
(PROMETEY, RUSSIA)

DD2.DSR3
(EDF, FRANCE)

NKS-5
(MPA, GERMANY)

NKS-6
(MPA, GERMANY)

BB-4
(ORNL, U.S.)

INVESTIGATE TRANSITION FRACTURE BEHAVIOR
FOR SURFACE CRACKS IN THICK-SECTION STEEL
SPECIMEN UNDER THERMAL-SHOCK LOADING
CONDITIONS

INVESTIGATE CRACK INITIATION AND ARREST OF A
SHALLOW-SURFACE CRACK IN A BIMATERIAL
THICK-SECTION STEEL SPECIMEN UNDER PTS
LOADING CONDITIONS.

INVESTIGATE CLEAVAGE INITIATION OF SHALLOW
UNDERCLAD CRACKS IN CLAD BEAMS SUBJECTED
TO FOUR-POINT BENDING.

INVESTIGATE UNSTABLE CRACK PROPAGATION IN
TRANSITION REGION OF TWO SYMMETRICALLY
PLACED SURFACE CRACKS IN THICK-SECTION
STEEL SPECIMEN UNDER PTS LOADING
CONDITIONS.

INVESTIGATE UNSTABLE CRACK PROPAGATION
AND ARREST OF FULLY CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACK
IN LOW-TOUGHNESS VESSEL MATERIAL IN THICK-
SECTION STEEL SPECIMEN UNDER PTS LOADING
CONDITIONS.

INVESTIGATE INFLUENCE OF BIAXIAL LOADING ON
CLEAVAGE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF SHALLOW
CRACKS USING CRUCIFORM BEAM.



TWENTY-TWO ORGANIZATIONS FROM TWELVE COUNTRIES CONTRIBUTED
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES TO THE FALSIRE II PROJECT

ORGANIZATION

AEA TECHNOLOGY
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTER (BARC)
CENTRE D'ETUDES NUCLEARIES DE SACLAY (CEA)
ENGINEERING CENTER OF NUCLEAR EQUIPMENT
STRENGTH, RELIABILITY AND LIFETIME (ECS)

ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE (EDF)
FMC CORPORATION
FRAMATOME
FRAUNHOFER INSTITUT FUR WERKSTOFFMECHANIK (IWM)
GESELLSCHAFT FUR ANLAGEN-UND REAKTORSICHERHEIT (GRS)
INSTITUTE FOR PROBLEMS OF STRENGTH (IPS)
KURCHATOV INSTITUTE
NUCLEAR ELECTRIC (NE)
ONSAIA INQENJORSBYRA
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY (ORNL)
PAUL SCHERRER INSTITUT (PSI)
CENTRAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
(PROMETEY)

MATERIALPRUFUNGSANSTALT (MPA) DER UNIVERSITAT
STUTTGART

TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTER (VTT)
SIEMENS (KWU)
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
UNIVERSITY OF PISA
UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO

UK
INDIA
FRANCE
RUSSIA

FRANCE
USA
FRANCE
GERMANY
GERMANY
UKRAINE
RUSSIA
UK
SWEDEN
USA
SWITZERLAND
RUSSIA

GERMANY

FINLAND
GERMANY
USA
ITALY
JAPAN



THE U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION IS
STUDYING THE SIGNIFICANT FACTORS RELATING TO

THE AGING AND DEGRADATION OF STEEL
CONTAINMENT AND LINERS

CENTERED AT THE OAK RIDGE AND
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES

D. J. NAUS, ORNL PROGRAM MANAGER
TELEPHONE (615)574-0657

TELEFAX (615)574-0651

PROGRAM ORGANIZED UNDER THREE
TASKS



UBJtUIIVb IS IU UNDfcRSrANLTTHE SIGNIFICANT FACTORS RELATING OCCURRENCE OF
CORROSION, EFFICACY OF INSPECTION, AND STRUCTURAL CAPACITY REDUCTION OF STEEL

CONTAINMENTS AND LINERS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

TASK C.2
ASSESSMENT AND

MAINTENANCE
TECHNOLOGIES

TASK C.1
PROGRAM

MANAGEMENT

INSPECTION OF
STEEL CONTAINMENTS

& LINERS PROGRAM

TASK C.3
RELIABILITY-BASED

CONDITION ASSESSMENT

Uncertainties Complicate Determination of Affect of Aging on Residual Life

Differences in design codes and standards for components of different vintage

Lack of past measurements and records

Limitations in applicability of time-dependent models for quantifying contribution of aging effects

Inadequacy of detection, inspection, surveillance, and maintenance programs



Several Corrosion Incidences have Occurred in LWR
Plants that if Unmitigated could Potentially Degrade their

Margin to Accomodate Accidents beyond the Design Basis

-*>

BWR MKI Large, Dry PWR PWR Ice Condenser


